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The bird above is homing in

on a snail that has invaded the

Florida Everglades, causing a

conundrum for conservationists.

The invasive mollusc is

responsible for a surge in the

snail kite population, but it isn’t

welcomed by those who would

prefer to see its native counterpart flourishing in this

ecosystem (p56). The words ‘alien’ and ‘invasive’ are

used so often together that we perhaps don’t stop to

question the inherently negative implication. There’s

no doubt that introduced species can cause havoc –

plants that choke waterways, and alien predators that

impact on native populations – but science writer

Fred Pearce believes we need to find some balance

in the debate. Too often, he says, aliens simply fill

a habitat that has been degraded by human activity,

and these feisty immigrants have the tools needed

to clean and restore habitat (p71). You might find it

a challenging read, but let us know what you think.

Elephants in the UK might be a step too far, but

t has a compelling argument (p78).

Welcome
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Matt Swaine Editor

waine@immediate.co.ukmatt.s
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VANESSA WOODS
Bestselling author Vanessa says, “We are

the fifth great ape. The other four deserve

the basic rights we have fought so hard

for in our own species.” See p26

CONTRIBUTOR

CONTRIBUTOR

CONTRIBUTOR

FRED PEARCE
Fred is a science writer. “Alien species are

nature’s go-getters and can-do colonists.

Nature needs them to fight back against

humans,” he says. See p71

GEORGE MONBIOT
George is a journalist and campaigner. He

says, “Re-establishing elephants in Europe

sounds like a crazy dream. But I believe it

would be crazy not to.” See p78

CONTRIBUTORMARY COLWELL
Mary has been working on a new series for

BBC Radio 4. “We have been investigating

how nature influences, challenges and

changes society,” she says. See p64

The year that the

Rainbow Warrior

was attacked. The

ship has become a

thriving reef See p40
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have diverse

vocalisations

that may help us

understand how

speech developed

in humans See p16
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Gibbons
ON SALE NOW!

THE BIG BOOK
OF MAMMALS

THE APPLE SNAIL REPRESENTS  

99 PER CENT OF THIS KITE’S DIET 

IN THE FLORIDA EVERGLADES, BUT

ITS POPULATION IS IN DECLINE.
Find out more on p56

DID YOU
KNOW?

Our new special edition for younger
wildlife enthusiasts! Discover the
exciting world of mammals.

www.buysubscriptions.com/mammals
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Y
ou never forget your first puffin. 

A shoo-in for Britain’s most 

dapper bird, this petite 18cm-

tall auk is one of our few species to 

have festivals in its honour, at Amble 

in Northumberland and the Scottish 

Seabird Centre in North Berwick. 

Nesting puffins are always a top draw 

at the UK’s seabird ‘cities’, returning to 

their clifftop colonies from March and 

heading far out to sea again in July and 

early August. What you see depends on 

when you visit. April is dominated by bill-

rubbing courtship displays and fights 

over in-demand burrows – and is when 

most birds are visible, with thousands 

of puffins sitting on the short turf or 

wheeling around overhead. “It’s like 

being in a giant puffin snowshaker,” says 

Ed Stubbings, a warden on Skomer (this 

spring 21,349 individuals were counted 

on the island). In May breeding pairs 

take turns to incubate their single egg, 

and you’ll see greeting displays as birds 

swap shifts at their burrows. June and 

July is the best time to see the iconic 

spectacle of adults arriving with neatly 

arranged beakfuls of silvery-blue fish, 

mainly sandeels. Each puffling receives 

an average of five to eight daily feeds.

Q BEHAVIOUR

442
The number of dives a parent puffin 

made within two-and-a-half hours. 

For 70 per cent of that time it was 

hunting fish underwater.

BREEDING  
PUFFINS

`
PUFFINS 

SPEND AT 

LEAST THEIR 

FIRST TWO 

YEARS AT SEA 

— THEY’RE 

TOUGHER THAN 

THEY LOOK”

S
KHAM’S
T-SEE

PLAN YOUR VISIT For more information about 

Skomer’s puffins, visit www.welshwildlife.org

CHRIS
PACK
MUST

http://worldmags.net/
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PUPPING SEASON
Female common, or harbour, seals come ashore

to give birth in June, after a gestation lasting

10–11 months. Unlike grey seals (which are more

than twice as abundant in British and Irish waters),

they usually produce buff- or brown-coated

offspring. This is because the fluffy white ‘lanugo’

coat is moulted within the womb. Each mother has 

a single pup weighing 8–16kg at birth, which stays 

hauled-out on the rocks, mudflats or beach until it  

is ready to start learning how to fish in late summer.

TOP TIP A boat trip is often the best way to see common

seal pups up-close without disturbing them.

Q COMMON SEAL

First spotted in Britain in 2001, this

bumblebee colonised naturally from

mainland Europe and has spread

fast, reaching Scotland by 2013.

In June clouds of males attract

queens by dancing outside suitable

breeding sites in bird nestboxes or

under house eaves. On warm days

you may also see groups of the

bumblebees fanning cool air into

established nestholes, as in this

photo by reader Helen Clarke.

FIND OUT MORE Discover more at

www.bumblebeeconservation.org

Q TREE BUMBLEBEE

BREEDING BOOM

Q GREAT TIT

Gardens, parks and woods teem with great

tits in early summer, as vast numbers of noisy

fledglings swell the adult population (you

can tell juveniles, pictured, by their yellowish

tinge and duller black plumage). Though

great tits typically have a single brood, two

is possible, and each attempt results in

an average of five or six young. There are

about 2.5 million breeding pairs in the

UK, so do the maths! Numbers reported

to the BTO’s Garden BirdWatch scheme –

celebrating its 20th anniversary – peak in late

May and June, before tailing off in autumn.

GET INVOLVED For more details about BTO’s

Garden BirdWatch, go to www.bto.org/gbw

AQUA-BAT

It’s difficult to identify bats in flight without a

bat detector, though small ones near buildings

are usually the two plentiful pipistrelle species,

while big, high-flying bats seen at dusk are often

noctules. But there’s no such problem with Daubenton’s bat:

its preferred hunting technique is unique in Britain. It skims

tree-fringed ponds, lakes and canals, flying a regular beat low

over the surface to snap up midges and other aquatic flies.

Scan still water after dark with a torch to see it in action.

FIND OUT MORE Learn more about British bats at www.bats.org.uk

Q DAUBENTON’S BAT

UK HIGHLIGHT
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RAPID COLONIST

The essential wildlife highlights u have to see this month, compiled by Ben Hoare.
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LATE MIGRANTS

Strong northerly winds in

March and the first half

of April held up many

migrant birds coming

from the south this year,

contributing to a late

surge in arrivals of species

such as ring ouzels. Keep

up to date with migration

via the BirdTrack project:

www.birdtrack.org.uk.

BUMBLEBEE DISCOVERY

In April one of Britain’s

rarest upland bees, the

bilberry bumblebee, was

refound at White Coppice

near Chorley by

Lancashire

Wildlife Trust

volunteers.

Records from

this cold-

loving species’

southern outposts

in Lancashire and the Peak

District are valuable, as

these are the most likely to

be hit by climate change.

NEW MAMMAL ATLAS

Knowledge of mammal

distribution in Britain and

Ireland is still remarkably

patchy, but you can help fill

gaps by contributing to the

Mammal Society’s ongoing

atlas project. Download the

free app for Android and

iOS, or visit www.mammal.

org.uk/nmap.

BARN OWLS ON WEB

Now back online after

field voles chewed

through the powe

cable, this Somer

webcam allows

you to follow the

daily dramas

of Brenda and

Boris, probably

Britain’s most

famous pair

of barn owls:

www.somerset

wildlife.org/

webcam.

WILDLIFE
UPDATES

SUMMER BLUES
Shining cobalt like a scrap of summer 

sky, the male common blue ranks 

among our most stunning butterflies. 

You can spot this widespread species 

on close-cropped, sun-warmed turf 

or disturbed ground almost anywhere 

in the UK. There are two broods in 

the south, in May–June and July–

September, and one in the north in 

June–August. Numbers slumped 

to their lowest on record in 2012’s 

Big Butterfly Count, but Butterfly 

Conservation suspects that the 

species’ coastal colonies found on 

dunes, clifftops, heaths and downland 

might be bucking the downward trend 

elsewhere. Your records could help 

provide the answer.

SURVEY The Big Butterfly Count runs from 

17 July to 9 August: www.bigbutterflycount.org

Q COMMON BLUE

m TWEET OF THE DAY

http://bbc.in/1cyss1Y

INSECT LOOKALIKE

Across Southern Europe, this bee-mimicking

flower tricks unwitting male bees into mating with

it, thereby transferring its pollen. But in Britain the

right species of bee is absent, so it self-pollinates.

The 10–30cm spikes appear in limestone and

chalk grassland, and are rapid colonists, sprouting

on roadsides, cuttings, brownfield sites and even

roundabouts.Traditionally the orchids flower in

June and July, but they are now doing so earlier

and expanding their range west and north. Orchid

Observers, a Natural History Museum project,

is asking for records to help plot this change.

SURVEY To take part in the Orchid Observers project, 

visit www.orchidobservers.org

Q BEE ORCHID

er

rset
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D
uring a swarm,
thousands of
honeybees leave

their hive en masse and
circle before settling
nearby. The resulting
ball of bees clustered
on a branch, fence or
wall is one of the most
imposing spectacles
of early summer. But
you’re unlikely to be
stung, as swarms have
no young or food stores to defend.

Swarming is the way honeybee
colonies divide – it’s effectively a
form of colony-level reproduction.
The stage visible to us begins
when a queen flies out of her hive
or nest, taking over half of the
workers with her to found a new
colony, while the rest stay behind
to raise replacement queens (only
one of which survives).

So swarming is to be welcomed
– a result of favourable weather
and plentiful nectar and pollen
supplies fuelling a rapid rise in

numbers of worker
bees. Since managing
swarms can be tricky
for beekeepers, a huge
research effort has
tried to identify the
key triggers involved.

There appear to
be several, including
overcrowding in the
‘brood combs’ where
larvae are reared, and
new workers being

produced too fast for the colony
to feed them. Young workers are
‘house bees’ for their first three
weeks, carrying out tasks within
the nest, so there has to be a
high enough proportion of older
workers to forage for them all.

Another factor is the queen’s
age. Older queens produce less
of a pheromone called ‘queen
substance’, which workers pass to
each other by touch. If it becomes
too dilute to be felt throughout a
growing, crowded colony, the bees
prepare to swarm. Ben Hoare

Q QUESTION OF THE MONTH

Q THREE OF A KIND

● For advice on

swarms, and how

to get started in

beekeeping, visit

www.bbka.org.uk

+ FIND OUT MORE

Magpie
ABRAXAS GROSSULARIATA

Nocturnal; attracted to light. Found in

gardens, allotments, parks, hedgerows

and (especially in north) heather moors. 

Fairly common; June–August.

Scarlet tiger
CALLIMORPHA DOMINULA

Active by day or night. Usually in

marshes, riverbanks and wet grassland;

visits gardens. Local, mainly in southern

areas but spreading north; May–July.

Cinnabar
TYRIA JACOBAEAE

Strictly speaking nocturnal, but also flies

on sunny days. Often on ragwort, its larval

foodplant, in grassy areas, heaths and

waste ground. Common; May–August.

DID YOU KNOW?

QWorkers fill up withQ

honey before swarming,

so have full stomachs

and can be drowsy.

A swarm may have

2,000–30,000 bees.

Swarms last a few

hours or days, while

‘scout’bees disperse

to locate a permanent

new site for the colony.

COLOURFUL

MOTHS

June is a wonderful

month for ‘moth-ing’.

Contrary to popular

belief, not all moths

emerge after dark

and have cryptic

coloration – there are

plenty of day-flying

and vibrant, boldly

patterned species, too.

Honeybee swarms may appear alarming, but are

a natural stage in the life-cycle of healthy colonies.
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Why do bees

often swarm in

y

early summer?

S l i

In Britain, May to July is

classic swarm season, though

after mild winters they can

occur as early as April.
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A humpback breaching 

off the Alaskan coast. 

During some leaps a 

whale may twist round  

in mid-air before 

splashing down.

WILD JUNE

June 201512 BBC Wildlife

B
reaching is performed by 
humpbacks of both sexes 
(unlike the song, which is 

just the males) and all ages. It’s 
not clear why they do it, but the 
frequency, style and function may 
differ with season and location.

Breaching costs a lot of 
energy, and calves appear to do 
it the most. Since their mothers 
provide very rich milk (45–60 per 
cent fat) for at least 10 months, 
perhaps nursing youngsters don’t 
need to worry about wasting 
energy. Breaching could thus be 
a form of play that helps them to 
develop skills to use in later life.

Among adults, breaching is far 
more common in social species, 

such as humpbacks, that gather 
at their breeding grounds. This 
suggests that it plays a role in 
communication. For example, 
North Pacific humpbacks breach 
most in their southern mating 
areas and less frequently in their 
northern feeding areas. 

Regardless of where the 
behaviour occurs, it is often 
associated with whales joining 
or separating from a particular 
group. One final function could 
be to dislodge barnacles or 
parasites from the skin.

Throat grooves 

Humpbacks have 14–35 

grooves, known as ‘ventral 

pleats’, that extend back to 

the navel. These allow the 

throat to expand massively 

as sea water rushes in 

during feeding.

O�Rob Lott is a policy 

manager with Whale and 

Dolphin Conservation:  

www.whales.org

Q EXPERT BRIEFING

BEHAVIOUR

IN FOCUS
BREACHING HUMPBACK WHALES 

Upper jaw 

This contains up to 400 baleen 

plates, which strain out the 

water to leave the food – often 

krill or schooling fish. The 

throat opening is merely the 

size of a football, so only small 

prey can be consumed.

Tubercles 

A prominent feature of the 

head is a series of bumps 

known as tubercles. Each one 

has a sensory hair, and it is 

possible that the whale uses 

these ‘whiskers’ to judge prey 

density in the water during 

bouts of feeding.

http://worldmags.net/
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SLAPPING THE TAIL hard against the water, 

sometimes several times in succession, 

may be social or defensive behaviour. The 

action has been seen in response to boats 

approaching too closely.

WILD JUNE

June 2015 13BBC Wildlife

Tail stock 

The region between the dorsal 

fin and fluke (tail) houses a 

phenomenally powerful muscle. 

This means that the whale is 

capable of breaching from just 

below the surface, and doesn’t 

need to dive deep beforehand 

to get a ‘running start’.

LOB-TAILING

Pectoral fins 

These wing-like fins may be

smashed against the water’s

surface, often together, while

the whale is lying on its back.

They are largely white on the

underside and a third of the

animal’s total body length.

http://worldmags.net/
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GARDENWATCH

TABLE
Uncovering the science of seasonal treassures.

AMY-JANE BEER’S

Plants have senses. Flowers turn
to ‘see’ the sun, and open and
close according to light levels.
Shoots and roots sense gravity
– the former grow upwards,
while the latter head unerringly
down. The creeping stems of
parasitic dodders ‘sniff’ for the
chemical signature of the nearest
suitable host plant – in the UK
these include clover, heather and
gorse. And many plants perform
touch-sensitive movements – for
instance the toothy trap of bog-
loving sundew is sprung by the 
tread of a hapless insect, while
the leaves of Mimosa pudica (a
species native to Latin America) 
fold when touched.

‘Positive thigmotropism’, a
variation on touch sensitivity,
is exhibited by climbing
plants such as honeysuckle.
By securing themselves to a

support, the climbbers gain height 
and exposure to suunlight and
pollinators, withouut investing
in anything as mettabolically 
expensive as a trunnk.

Wild honeysuckkle twines
around trees, shruubs and other
structures in Britiish hedgerows,
woods and vergess, thanks to
the action of chemmicals called
auxins. Auxins stiimulate cell
growth – the sides of the stem
receiving auxins ggrow faster,
causing the whole structuree structure
to bend in the other direction.

Honeysuckle is actually classed

Strumming grasshoppers are

the ultimate ventriloquists.

Green-and-khaki coloration lends

effective camouflage, but field

grasshoppers give themselves

away with loud chirruping calls

– or at least the males

do. The sound

is stridulation

rather than

vocalisation,

produced by

rubbing their

legs against the

wing edges, and

can be hard to

pinpoint at first.

Since grasshoppers are warm-

weather specialists, those in

Britain favour sunny locations

and southern aspects. And

development is significantly

quicker in warm conditions,

especially the

transition through

the last few larval

stages, so mini-

plagues of adult

grasshoppers

often occur

in extended

periods of hot

weather from

June onwards.

Q THE SCIENCE OF NATURE

4 WILD HONEYSUCKLE

FEMALE TUFTED
UCKS SOMETIMES

NCUBATE MANY MORE
GGS THAN THEY LAY.

Several of our birds occasionally

lay in others’nests. It’s especially

common in colonial breeders, as

foster nests are easy to find, and

species with self-feeding young,

such as wildfowl and gamebirds.

Tufted ducks, which already lay

up to 12 eggs, will incubate huge

mixed clutches, including eggs

of their neighbours and even

from other duck species.

`
THE SCENT OF 

HONEYSUCKLE IN 

BLOOM DRAWS MOTHS

FROM HUNDREDS OF

METRES AWAY”

Tufted ducks are often

‘surrogate mothers’.

as a bine, rather than a vine,
because its stems eventually turn 
woody. Individual plants can
be huge, climbing 7m or more
and spreading as wide. By June
and July honeysuckle is in full
bloom and on warm, still nights
its heady scent thickens the air,
drawing moths from hundredsdrawing moths from hundreds
of metres away.

Most twining species have a
consistent left or
right ‘handedness’, 
twining either
clockwise or
anticlockwise, as
in hedge bindweed
and wild clematis,
traditionally known
as old man’s beard.
Opinion on the

handedness of wild honeysucklehandedness of wild honeysuckle
differs – the specimen hauling
itself over my front porch
twines anticlockwise, but some
references claim that clockwise
is the norm. Time for a BBC
Wildlife citizen science surveye
– why not drop us a note on
our forum and let us know
how your honeysuckle grows?
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KNOW?

AMY-JANE BEER is a naturalist and
writer. You can join her on our forum
at www.discoverwildlife.com/forum

Keep an eye out 

for sunbathing 

grasshoppers.

How does your

honeysuckle grow

– clockwise, or

anticlockwise?
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LINK http://bit.ly/1FkoefO

DISCOVERIES
The latest news in scientific research from all over the animal kingdom.

Q PRIMATES

P
rimatologists have found
clues to the origins of
human language in an

unlikely place – a study of lar
gibbons in Thailand has revealed
an unexpectedly complex system
of communication.

“Gibbons are really, really
vocal – much more so than the
great apes,” said Esther Clarke of
the University of Durham, who
led the research. Though most
famous for their ostentatious
songs, often performed as duets 
by male–female pairs, gibbons 
make a variety of other sounds 
as well. One such is the ‘hoo’ 
call, which has only now been 
studied in any detail.

Clarke found that
the hoo is six to nine
distinct calls that are
indistinguishable to
the human ear but
amenable to modern
audio analysis. The
variations depend on
the context, such as
meeting neighbours
or alerting group
members to danger.
They even differ depending on
the species of predator.

Though these context-specific 
calls are not necessarily more 
sophisticated than those used 
by great apes, their discovery in 
a more distantly related species 

suggests this crucial
development occurred
much earlier in our
own evolutionary
history than previously
thought, Clarke said.

Gibbons might
shed light on another
mystery of language.
Why is it that
chimps, for example,
understand hundreds

of human words, but cannot
express them vocally?

“It’s rather disappointing that 
non-human primates cannot 
make the same array of sounds 
that we can,” she said. “But 
gibbons – and great apes, too – 

make very subtle distinctions in
their calls, which have important
consequences for meaning. They
increase their repertoire without
needing to have as flexible a
vocal tract as humans do.”

In which case, why did our
flexible vocal tracts evolve?
“Some, including me, think that
singing pre-dated language,” said
Clarke. “It stretches the vocal
tract and makes you more flexible
with the kinds of noises you can
make. So it’s really interesting 
that gibbons and humans are  
the only apes that sing.”

NEW CLUE TO ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE

DID YOU KNOW?

Q There are 16 species 

of lesser ape (gibbons 

and the siamang) but  

only seven species  

of great ape.

Q Though gibbons are 

famous for lifelong, 

faithful monogamy, 

extra-pair copulation, 

‘divorce’ and mate-

switching all occur.

LAR GIBBONS PROVIDE A TANTALISING PEEK INTO THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION.

Lar gibbons (a female

is shown) vary their

hoo call according

to their meaning.

Written by

STUART 
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WHAT IS IT? This newly described monkey

can be distinguished from other macaques by

the prominent white whiskers on the faces of

adults. But they are also characterised by their

relatively hairless, short tails, dark muzzles,

unique vocalisations and an unusual rounded,

rather than pointed, tip to the males’ genitalia.

WHERE IS IT? Chinese scientists made the

discovery in Modog county in south-eastern Tibet.

They report in the American Journal of Primatology

that the monkeys live in groups of up to 18 animals

in a diverse array of forest habitats at elevations

of between 1,395m and 2,700m above sea level.

SOURCE Biology Letters
LINK http://bit.ly/1AJfqsH

SOURCE Biology Letters
LINK http://bit.ly/1A2skqt

SOURCE Biotropica LINK http://bit.ly/1czH59x

CONVERGENT
EVOLUTION
Convergent evolution

happens when distantly

related species develop

similar solutions to the

same problem. Porcupines

(rodents) and hedgehogs

(insectivores) evolved their

spines independently, for

example, while not only have

whales and bats evolved

similar sonar systems,

but some of the genetic

changes that underpin them

are identical. In divergent

evolution characteristics

two species share – say,

the wings of seagulls and

penguins – are tailored for 

different functions.

NEW SPECIES
OF THE MONTH

Q MIGRATION

WHITE-CHEEKED MACAQUE Macaca leucogenys

The researchers 

discovered the 

macaque by setting 

up camera-traps.

RECORD-

BREAKING

MIGRANTS

GIANT TORTOISES’ 
NOUVELLE CUISINE
The Galápagos Islands have 

their fair share of problematic 

introduced species. But the 

archipelago’s native giant 

tortoises seem to be gorging 

themselves on recent arrivals, 

according to new research.

Tortoises prefer them, said 

Stephen Blake of Germany’s 

Max Planck Institute for 

Ornithology, “for the same 

reason we prefer a nice big 

juicy plum to a sloe”. Indeed 

many species were introduced 

precisely because they were 

tasty and nutritious, whether 

to people or to livestock.

The reptiles’ selective 

grazing might help to keep 

some invasives in check, but 

their penchant for exotic fruit 

aids the dispersal of others.

Blake wonders how the 

native flora will respond. Will, 

say, the endemic guava, which 

is being rapidly displaced by 

a juicier introduction, start 

producing tastier fruit to 

compete for its dispersers’ 

attentions? Or will the species 

die out before it can launch an 

evolutionary counterattack?

New research suggests

that Galápagos tortoises

prefer non-native species

to indigenous ones, but

this may be no bad thing.

THE MAGIC OF 

MOONLIGHT

Q BOTANY

Scientists have documented the
longest migration undertaken
by any mammal. Three Critically
Endangered western grey whales 
tagged off the coast of Russia
have been recorded crossing the
Pacific to Mexico. One particular
female named Varvara made 
a round trip of 22,511km.

The migrations take the
animals into the breeding
grounds of eastern grey whales,
challenging the long-held
notion that these are distinct
populations. One possibility is
that the western population was
indeed once distinct, but has
been replaced by individuals
from the east following the
former’s extinction at the hands
of whalers. The western grey’s
global population stands at 
only 130 animals.

Botanists have found the first
example of a plant synchronising
its reproduction with the lunar
cycle. The Mediterranean shrub
Ephedra foeminea attracts insect
pollinators with sugary droplets
secreted only around the full
moon. They seem to lack scent
but might attract pollinators with
a light show – they “glitter like
diamonds in the full-moonlight”.

Q TORTOISES

EXPLAINE
The

6FLHQWLĶF�WHUPV�SXW�LQWR�SODLQ�

(QJOLVK�IRU�WKH�UHVW�RI�XV�

A porcupine’s spiny defence.
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Why are there so many red 

kites in Reading?

Because they are fed by people in more

than 4,000 gardens. They’re not roosting 

or breeding here yet, so appear to be

visiting to feed. The other foods available,

such as roadkill and dropped human

food, would only be enough to feed  

a handful of kites.

How do you know that?

We surveyed shoppers outside

supermarkets to see if they fed kites,

and drove across Reading recording all

of the kites seen. We also walked the

streets to record other foods. We were

lucky to have a great team of students

working with us.

What would happen if people 

stopped feeding red kites?

In Reading at least we’d see a large fall

in the birds’ numbers. Kites have very

broad diets and so would look for

alternative food elsewhere – there is

no evidence that kites are dependent 

on the food put out for them.

Does feeding red kites do any harm?

Giving red kites small amounts of

appropriate food – that is, non-processed

meat with skin and bone – is not really all

that different from feeding other garden

birds. It is pretty special that someone

living in a big town can get close to a  

wild bird of this size.

OMelanie Orros is an urban ecologist

at the University of Reading. Follow 

her on Twitter: @Ecolmel.

HYBRID ENGINES

OF DESTRUCTION

THE NAME GAME

Q FLEE IN TERROR

Q DINOSAURS

Two of the world’s most destructive
invasive species have started
interbreeding – and the result isn’t
very pretty. The wood-eating Asian
subterranean termite and its close
relative the Formosan are the world’s
most damaging termite pests.

In Florida, where both are present,
Asian males mate preferentially with
Formosan females, perhaps because the
latter release more sex pheromones than
Asian females. And their hybrid colonies
grow twice as fast as those of either
parent species. It is not yet clear whether
the hybrids are fertile, but even sterile
colonies eat through a lot of wooden
structures over their 20-year lifespan.

As every palaeontological pedant
likes to point out, Brontosaurus – the
world’s second-favourite dinosaur,
after T. rex – is actually a species ofx
Apatosaurus. But a new analysis of the
original ‘thunder lizard’ fossils shows
that they are sufficiently distinct from
other Apatosaurus species to justify
reinstating the Brontosaurus genus.

SOURCE PeerJ LINK http://bit.ly/1IFz39k SOURCE PLoS ONE LINK http://bit.ly/1EGyZmW

Researcher Melanie Orros

Discovery Reading’s soaring population

is due to deliberate human feeding

RED KITES

IN THE FIELDo
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Researchers have proved 

a long-running theory 

about owl butterflies’ 

enormous eyespots.

THE EYESPOTS HAVE IT

Q LEPIDOPTERA

Sometimes science gets around to
formally testing something that we
thought we already knew. It has long
been assumed, for example, that the
eyespots adorning the wings of many
butterflies and moths are designed to
deter would-be predators by mimicking
the stares of more formidable adversaries.

However, there’s another possibility.
Eyespots might simply startle prospective
predators with a sudden flash of bright,
contrasting colours rather than mimic
eyes specifically.

“Eyespots’ resemblance to eyes
is sometimes so stunning that we
have forgotten to question its validity

scientifically,” said Sebastiano De Bona
of Finland’s University of Jyväskylä.

To test these alternative hypotheses,
De Bona and colleagues compared
the reaction of great tits to computer-
manipulated images of butterfly
eyespots and the faces of owls. Eyespots
proved as effective a deterrent as real
eyes, and more so than equally colourful
patterns that were less eye-like. In which
case, eyespots do indeed appear to
exploit predators’ instinctive fear of big
eyes – and our own instincts seem to 
have been right all along.

SOURCE Proc. Roy. Soc. B LINK http://bit.ly/1EHntH0K

Apatosaurus or 

Brontosaurus?
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A
ll British and Irish swifts
now nest in man-made
structures, apart from a

few using pines in Abernethy
Forest or cliffs in County
Fermanagh and Malham Cove
in Yorkshire. So as individuals
– home-owners, architects,
builders, planners – we hold the
future of these scythe-winged
birds in our hands.

Modern building practices
have had a massive impact on
swifts, as the open eaves and
crevices they need for nesting
have been steadily replaced with
super-smooth walls and PVC
fascias and soffits. Ironically
hermetically sealed eco-houses
are the worst. But growing
numbers of ‘swift nuts’ are
setting up local groups – from
Cambridge to Exeter, Ludlow,
Sedbergh, Edinburgh and
Belfast – dedicated to helping
their neighbourhood swifts.

The simplest thing you can do
is fit a row of swift boxes under
house eaves. Many commercial
models are available, or make
your own from exterior ply using
plans on the Action for Swifts
website. Hollow ‘swift bricks’
can also be incorporated into
the tops of walls (easiest in new-

CONSERVATION

INSIGHT
HOW TO HELP SWIFTS

A FEW SIMPLE ADAPTATIONS CAN

TRANSFORM BUILDINGS FOR

SWIFTS, SAYS TANYA HOARE OF

SEDBERGH COMMUNITY SWIFTS.

`
IN AMERICA 

THOUSANDS 

OF PEOPLE PUT UP 

NESTBOXES FOR 

PURPLE MARTINS. 

WE SHOULD BE 

DOING THE SAME 

FOR OUR SWIFTS”

builds or renovations). Church
towers with louvred openings
make ideal nest sites, too, so
why not ask your local vicar if
you can design bespoke boxes
for the belfry?

Swifts take
several years to
establish new
colonies. But
by playing calls
in the morning
and evening
you can attract
passing birds –
especially two- or
three-year-olds
prospecting for
future nest sites
in June or July.
I find a cheap
car ‘tweeter’ fixed to a wall and
wired to an amplifier works best.

Swift Conservation and the
RSPB are trying to persuade
developers to make Britain’s
promised housing boom swift-
friendly. But as individuals we
too all have a vital part to play.

+ GET INVOLVED
Visit www.swift-conservation.

org and www.actionforswifts.

blogspot.co.uk

Q EXPERT BRIEFING
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Swift ‘cams’ offer 

unique insights 

into breeding 

behaviour. This 

is one of Tanya’s 

swiftlets, aged 

31 days. Note the 

pale throat and 

feather-edges  

of a young bird.
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COMMON SWIFT
APUS APUS

FACT FILE

HABITAT Aerial plankton-feeder;

nests in man-made structures

THREATS Loss of nest sites

LIFESPAN Up to 20 years

UK AMBER LIST

40% DECLINE IN 20 YEARS!

In the past 20 years Britain’s 

swift population has crashed. 

But we can turn things round 

by following the American 

example, where most purple 

martins now use nestboxes. 
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F
or once I did as I was told this
spring. We all did. We bit our
tongues and waited. Hoped that
democracy on Malta would lead
to sanity prevailing…

Last April I went to Malta
myself, with Ruth Peacey, Luke Massey
and Jez Toogood. Our mission was to raise
awareness about the island’s spring hunting
season and the associated illegal shooting of
migratory birds. We felt that this appalling
slaughter was being ignored and that it
warranted some serious campaigning. So
we filmed and uploaded reports to YouTube
and stirred some life back into the story,
garnering plenty of media coverage.

Our job wasn’t done: the massacre was
set to continue and we’re not quitters. But
we’re also keen to work in parallel with
other conservationists, so when BirdLife
Malta asked us not to go back this year,
we listened. The Maltese people had called
a referendum on spring hunting and we
didn’t want unintentionally to alienate any 

of the voters who might be with us, or allow
the hunting lobby to misrepresent our aims.

I kept my counsel, said little and posted
nothing on my website. I just fretted,
gnawed my nails and swore as the path
to the vote was manipulated and twisted
to make a ban as difficult as possible.
And when crosses were put in boxes in
April and the result was
announced, it was revealed
– to no great surprise on
my part – that ‘we’ had lost
by less than one per cent.

Hours later the shooting
started again. On day
two, a hunter was filmed
gunning down a cuckoo.
The atrocities went on,
until finally the prime
minister curtailed the
killing spree with three
days left, after a kestrel
was shot twice and fell into
a crowded school playground, splattering

blood on the sand and breaking
the hearts of distraught children.

I’m desperately disappointed
that the Maltese didn’t exercise
their right to stop this senseless
slaughter for good. All they
needed to do was get up and vote,
but not enough did. Some were
undoubtedly intimidated; most
probably thought it didn’t matter
to them. Well, in the aftermath of
the renewed bloodshed there have
been many loud calls for a tourist
boycott of Malta. If that were to
happen, then it certainly would
matter to them.

But I’m not keen on a boycott,
simply because it wouldn’t hurt
the hunters, the real criminals –
it would hurt the innocent (albeit

far too apathetic) Maltese. This doesn’t 
mean I’m not angry…

The Maltese obviously didn’t feel
enough shame. They weren’t sufficiently
embarrassed by the fact that they continue
to ‘legalise’ the killing of two species, turtle
dove and quail, that are in critical decline
all over Europe. And they didn’t see the

madness of allowing
hunters to satisfy their
bloodlust in spring,
when adult birds are on
their way north to breed,
something a child could
tell was unsustainable.

The Maltese seem
content to imagine that
they are an intelligent,
modern, responsible
country, and they
enjoy the financial
benefits of belonging
to Europe (Malta is a

net recipient of EU funds). Meanwhile
the EU turns a blind eye to indiscriminate
killing of wildlife. The current European
commissioner for the environment is
Karmenu Vella. He is Maltese. He refused
to say how he voted on spring hunting.

Seventeen species of migrant bird that
visit the UK to breed pass through Malta
in spring, so birds that might have sung
in our gardens and nature reserves are
dying in acts of sickening vandalism. We
feed them, we buy and manage habitat for
them, we cherish them… and our European
neighbours slaughter them for nothing.

How does that make you feel? It makes
me feel like fighting harder than ever – and
that is exactly what we now ought to do.
Even if we make the Maltese cross. 
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CHRIS PACKHAM is a conservationist and presenter.
Watch his Massacre on Migration videos on YouTube.

Malta: a bloody 

mess. This turtle 

dove was shot simply 

for a cheap thrill.

CHRIS

PACKHAM
MALTA HAS CONFIRMED ITS STATUS AS A BIRD

HELL. WE MUST FIGHT HARDER THAN EVER TO

END SPRING HUNTING ON THIS BLOODY ISLE.

Q OPINION

A KESTREL 

WAS SHOT 

AND FELL INTO 

A PLAYGROUND, 

SPLATTERING 

BLOOD AND 

BREAKING THE 

KIDS’ HEARTS”
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W
hat a fiasco. Natalie
Bennett, the leader
of the Green
Party, promised
the “biggest,
boldest campaign

ever”. And what did we get? The most
shambolic, unfocused campaign ever.

There was never any expectation that
the Greens might actually win the General
Election. But this was the moment – if ever
there was one – for environmentalists to
challenge the ‘business as usual’ politics 
we’ve begrudgingly come to expect from 
the mainstream parties.

Apart from winning seats in Parliament,
the Greens had one simple task – to break
the unacceptable political silence on the 
environment. In an ideal world they would
have shown how it directly affects the
economy, the NHS, energy bills and all of
the other issues that politicians actually
care about. Even if they had put one simple
environmental issue onto the political
agenda, it would all have been worthwhile.
Nigel Farage did it for immigration, so why
couldn’t Bennett do it for climate change?

Bennett would argue, of course, that she
wasn’t asked about environmental issues in
most of her interviews. But the more clued-
up political leaders can get their messages
across no matter what they are being
asked. So why did Bennett barely mention
the very things that are supposed to be core
to what her party stands for?

Things looked quite
promising in the
beginning. Green Party
membership – and
prominence – rocketed in
a matter of weeks. Bennett
has been taking the credit
for this but, with or without
her (actually, despite her),e
it was as inevitable as the
inexorable rise of UKIP.

First, as we all know,
everyone was desperate
for change. Second,
whatever most politicians
seem to think, voters really do care about
the environment. The RSPB alone has
hundreds of thousands more members
than all of the parties put together, while a

YouGov poll published
before the election
found that 48 per cent
of the electorate didn’t
think the environment
was being discussed
enough.

Third, despite David
Cameron saying in
2010 that he wanted
“to be the greenest
government ever”, 
he promptly turned
it into the least
green government
ever. He abolished
key environmental

institutions, slaughtered badgers, weakened
the planning system, and underhandedly
sneaked in laws that have undone a lot of 
hard-won environmental legislation.

There couldn’t have been a better
time to swoop, but quite simply Natalie
Bennett wasn’t up to the job. She coughed,
spluttered, ummed and ahhed her way

through some of
the most horribly
cringeworthy interviews
imaginable. Exasperated
interviewers repeatedly
pointed out the folly of
Green Party pipe dreams
– sorry, “proposals”
– on everything from
Trident and the NHS
to tax policy. Some of
Bennett’s comments
were laughable – “maybe
we will have to pay sewer
cleaners more than

bankers” – while others were plain scary
(at one point she stated that it should be
legal for people to be members of terrorist
organisations such as al-Qaeda or ISIS).

She was so terribly out of her depth that
there was more chance of FIFA cancelling
the Qatar 2022 World Cup than her ever
answering a direct question or delivering  
a coherent environmental message.

What’s surprising is that the Green
Party actually did quite well. Admittedly it
only got one MP (the talented Caroline 
Lucas) but it won 1,157,613 votes. That’s
only 296,823 fewer than the Scottish
National Party (which with our skewed
electoral system got 56 seats). Imagine
what could have been achieved with  
a clear environmental message.
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MARK CARWARDINE is a zoologist, photographer,
writer, conservationist and BBC TV presenter. Visit
www.markcarwardine.com to find out more.

`
BENNETT 

UMMED AND 

AHHED HER WAY 

THROUGH SOME 

OF THE MOST 

CRINGEWORTHY 

INTERVIEWS 

IMAGINABLE”

MARK

CARWARDINE

Natalie Bennett 

on the campaign 

trail in Bristol.

Q OPINION

THE GREEN PARTY HAD THE CHANCE TO PUT

THE ENVIRONMENT AT THE HEART OF THE

POLITICAL DEBATE. SO WHAT WENT WRONG?
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HUMAN
The more scientists discover about great apes’ 

behaviour and society, the closer we realise they are 

to us. After a landmark legal case in the USA in April, 

Vanessa Woods asks if extending human rights to 

primates could be a positive step for conservation.

Will the campaign to make 

chimpanzees ‘legal persons’ 

give wild individuals such 

as Freud a brighter future? 

He lives at Gombe Stream 

in Tanzania and is pictured 

aged 41, in a photograph 

taken in 2012.
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It’s impossible not to see 

echoes of our human self 

in images of maternal 

affection in great apes. 

Here a rehabilitated 

female Bornean orangutan 

cuddles her four-year-old 

daughter at Camp Leakey 

in Kalimantan, Borneo.A
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K
endall is a bright 15-year-old with a 
smattering of freckles on his nose. He 
bounces towards me and offers his hand. 
Not with palm upturned like a wild 
chimpanzee, but vertically, as though  
to shake my hand like a person.

Kendall was taken from his mother as 
an infant and raised by a human. Years 

later he was sold to a company that hires animals out 
for films and advertisements. Kendall appeared in Pepsi 
commercials and on The Oprah Winfrey Show until, like 
all chimpanzees, he became too strong to manage. At the 
time of his rescue and relocation to North Carolina Zoo, 
his owners had several animal-welfare violations. Kendall 
was living alone in a small cage.

At the zoo, Kendall’s situation has improved, but he is 
finding it difficult to be a chimpanzee. Because he was 
raised like a human child, he never learned the social 
etiquette of his species. Whenever he joins the group in 
the main enclosure, he is beaten by the dominant males.

BACK-YARD ZOOS

Kendall is luckier than 1,000 chimpanzees in the USA, 
which has one of the world’s largest populations of ‘back-
yard chimpanzees’. Taken from their mothers at birth, at 
puberty – when they develop the strength of a tiger, and 
the intelligence of a human child – they are locked into 
cages to live the rest of their 30–60 years in trailer parks, 
back-yard zoos or biomedical centres.

But the more cognitive research that is published on 
great apes – especially chimpanzees and bonobos, our 
closest living relatives that share 98.7 per cent of our
DNA – the more difficult it becomes to draw the line
between us. Why are we the only great ape with rights?

If Steve Wise has anything to do with it, back-yard
chimpanzees will soon be able to sue for freedom. Wise
is president of the Nonhuman Rights Project (NhRP), the
first organisation to launch a sustained campaign seeking
legal rights for nonhuman animals in a court of law. His
big idea has been rapidly gaining ground in recent years.

In December 2014 an Argentinian court famously gave
personhood to a 29-year-old orangutan called Sandra in

RIGHTS FOR APES

Buenos Aires Zoo. Most media stories said that the court 
ordered Sandra should be freed to a sanctuary by a writ  
of habeas corpus, the legal process determining lawful 
authority to detain someone (see box, p32). But the 
reports turned out to be misleading.

“We had the decision translated, and there was nothing 
about Sandra being a person, nothing about her being 
freed for habeas corpus,” says Wise. “This was a regular 
animal mistreatment case, and as far as I know Sandra 
is still sitting in her cage.” So the legal battle on behalf of 
nonhuman animals continues, with a chimpanzee called 
Tommy now at the forefront of the campaign.

Wise first met Tommy in
2013, on a used-trailer park
that also rents out reindeer for
Christmas commercials. “We
weren’t even sure he was in
there,” Wise says. “But we went
into a large warehouse. It was
dark and there was little natural
light. Tommy was just sitting in
his cage, watching television.”
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In 2014 a court 

case involving a 

captive orangutan

called Sandra 

made her a global 

celebrity, but the 

legal significance 

remains unclear.

Chimpanzees and bonobos are more

closely related to us than they are to

gorillas. Bonobos are found in one country,

while chimpanzees are found in 21 across

equatorial Africa, and historically had

a much higher population. This led to

chimpanzees becoming the favoured model

for behavioural and biomedical testing,

and to their capture for zoos and circuses.

Thousands were exported to the USA and

Europe between the 1950s and 1980s.

Chimpanzees were used to develop

a vaccine for hepatitis A and B, and the

antibodies that treat rheumatoid arthritis,

non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and psoriasis.

During the 1980s the USA poured millions

of dollars into AIDS research. But though

chimpanzees could be infected with HIV,

they did not develop AIDS, so their use in

these tests was very limited. By 1997 the US

government owned 1,000 chimpanzees that

cost $7.3 million annually; the same year

chimpanzee breeding was banned.

Now every country in the world has stopped

using chimpanzees for biomedical testing,

except the USA and perhaps Gabon. The

Netherlands was the last European country

to test on chimpanzees, which it outlawed

in 2004. Japan retired its chimpanzees to a

sanctuary in 2006. The Netherlands, UK, New

Zealand, Sweden, Germany and Austria have

active bans on using great apes in research.

TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT EXPLOITATION OF CHIMPANZEES

This captive chimpanzee 

in Gabon is used for 

biomedical testing.

THE GAP BETWEEN GREAT 

APES AND HUMANS HAS 

SHRUNK AS WE DISCOVER 

BEHAVIOURS THAT WE 

THOUGHT UNIQUE TO US.
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That December the NhRP went to court for Tommy
and three other captive chimpanzees in New York State.
These were the first cases to seek rights for another
species as ‘legal persons’. The NhRP lost the first rounds,
but filed an appeal. The original decisions were upheld,
so the NhRP asked permission to appeal to New York’s
highest court. “That’s a beauty of habeas corpus,” says
Wise. “You can re-file indefinitely. For as long as it takes.”

By April 2015 a judge had granted an order to show
cause and writ of habeas corpus for a nonhuman animal.
Following the ensuing publicity, the judge hurriedly struck
out the words “habeas corpus” from the title of her order.
But this still represented a legal first.

As the litigation continues, the NhRP plans similar
lawsuits on behalf of other animals with complex
cognitive abilities, including the other great apes,
elephants and orcas. “I thought we would begin with
chimpanzees or bonobos, because they have been the
subject of intense study,” explains Wise. “They have
dozens of the same cognitive abilities that we have,
including being autonomous and self-determining,
which are crucial in a court of law.”

The gap between humans and other apes has been
shrinking over the years as researchers identify abilities
in great apes that were once thought to be unique to
humans. They are capable of extraordinary feats of
planning, deception, negotiation and co-operation. And
they show remarkable emotional intelligence, such as
empathy, altruism, grief and love.

However, in the eyes of the law one of the qualities
that matters most for being
a legal person is autonomy.
‘Autonomy’ comes from
the Greek autos ‘self’ and
nomos ‘law’, and means
independence, or freedom
from external influence
or control. Although there
are legal examples of
autonomy, such as when

DECEPTION

Studies show that chimpanzees (above) 

and bonobos can infer the intentions 

of other individuals, make assumptions 

about what they can and can’t see, and 

can intentionally deceive on that basis.

HOW CHIMPS AND 
BONOBOS SHARE 
HUMAN-LIKE TRAITS

PLANNING

Scientists have shown that bonobos 

(pictured) and chimpanzees wait for 

rewards more patiently than humans. 

They will also take greater risks when 

seeking rewards, but often make similar 

mistakes to their human cousins. 

THE QUESTION IS, HOW 

WILL GIVING 2,000 OR  

SO CHIMPANZEES IN THE 

USA LEGAL RIGHTS HELP 

GREAT APES IN THE WILD?

June 2015
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CULTURE

Chimpanzees (above) and 

bonobos pass on learning  

from one generation to the 

next. This includes the ability 

to make complex tools learned 

in part by observation, and 

different groups display 

unique ‘technical traditions’. 

SELF-
AWARENESS

Some bonobos (pictured) 

and chimpanzees are able 

to use mirrors to explore 

parts of their body they 

can’t normally see. They 

are aware of gaps in their 

own knowledge, and know 

where they fit into their 

social group, in terms of 

both hierarchy and family.

CO-OPERATION

Groups of chimpanzees and 

bonobos are highly co-operative. 

They know when they require help 

from others and will aid those in 

need, especially family and friends. 

They can identify the individuals 

best equipped to help, and 

understand how best to leverage 

their powers of negotiation.
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Gorillas are not as closely 

related to humans as 

chimpanzees or bonobos are, 

but nevertheless have many 

human-like traits. In 2014 

a young female was seen 

‘fishing’ for ants with a stick – 

the first time that tool use had 

been observed in wild gorillas. 

The term ‘legal person’ is

confusing because it is not

restricted to people. ‘Legal

person’ refers to any individual

or group that is allowed by

law to take legal action. A ship

can be a legal person, as can a

corporation. Indeed in 2012 a

river in New Zealand important

to the indigenous people was

declared a legal person.

The aim of the Nonhuman

Rights Project (NhRP) is to

change the status of some

nonhuman animals from ‘things’

to ‘persons’. They chose to

start in New York, because here

domestic animals that are the

recipient of a trust are already

considered legal persons – such

as Bella Mia, the Maltese terrier

from Queens set to inherit a

million-dollar fortune.

The NhRP has set up a trust

for four chimpanzees, and

argues that since they are

persons for the purposes of

these trusts the courts should

look closely at whether they

should be legal persons for the

purposes of habeas corpus, too.

Habeas corpus (Latin for ‘you

may have the body’) is the right

to be free. In US federal courts,

habeas corpus is used to decide

if a prisoner is detained lawfully.

In common law, habeas corpus

can also be used to sue private

citizens who are keeping a legal

person against their will.

HABEAS CORPUS
FROM PERSONHOOD 
TO FREEDOM

Caged: 

Tommy the 

chimp.
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a terminal cancer patient chooses to stop treatment, there
is no checklist to determine if someone is autonomous.

Primatologist Christophe Boesch has studied the Ivory
Coast’s chimpanzees for over 30 years. He argues that,
in scientific terms, chimpanzees are autonomous because
they’re aware that they have an autobiographical self.
“Individuals not only remember things from the past –
they remember them in a chronological way, and use this
information when they need to make a decision,” he says.

Since chimpanzees cannot describe their memories,
Boesch tracks how they look for food. ‘They don’t just
randomly go to where they remember having food
last,” he says. “Trees come into fruit in a very precise
chronological order. The chimpanzees can even take
into account a feeding session from the previous
season up to 24 months ago. They have to integrate
past memories into their decision process.”

AWARENESS OF SELF

Boesch says that recognising death is another measure
of autonomy, since it requires the ability to appreciate
the continuity of yourself and others through time. “In
humans the notion of death occurs in steps. One of the
key criteria is recognising that something irreversible
has happened. We were looking for behaviour that
would indicate this recognition in chimpanzees.”

When a Taï Forest chimpanzee called Tina was killed
by a leopard, several other members of her community
surrounded her body. The alpha male and two high-
ranking females inspected the wound while others held
her hand. “There was respect showed to the body,” recalls
Boesch. “There was a different way of interacting with the
blood around the body, compared with when they were
guarding other individuals who had been wounded.”

Not everyone believes that making apes legal persons is
useful, however. “I don’t think it’s necessary to establish
a revolutionary system where chimps have personhood,”
says Anna Frostic, senior attorney for the Humane
Society of the United States. “Steve Wise gets a lot of
attention, but there is concern that he’s drawing funding
away from what could really help the chimps.”

Frostic has been part of the effort to push through
an amendment to the USA’s Endangered Species Act
(ESA), which will list chimpanzees as an Endangered
species when they are in captivity. By a curious loophole,
chimpanzees are currently Endangered when they are in
the wild, but they lose this status in captivity in the USA.

“The ESA prohibits what is called a ‘take’ of an
Endangered species, unless you get a special permit,”
says Frostic. “Anything that causes harm or distress to
an animal is known as a ‘take’, so this would certainly
include any invasive biomedical research.” The new
ESA was recommended in July 2013 by the US Fish
and Wildlife Service, and should be passed this year.

Once the law is passed, not only will biomedical
research be restricted, but breeders of chimpanzees for
the US pet and entertainment industry will not be able

to transport chimpanzees across state lines. Yet they are
still traded internationally, so this is a global issue.

The chimpanzees living in sanctuaries, such as the one
at Tchimpounga in the Republic of the Congo, are a case
in point. I have known most of its chimpanzees since they
arrived as orphans, shot from their mother’s backs and
listed for sale on the black market. The chimpanzees here
and at other sanctuaries in Africa were rescued after being
stuffed in cardboard tubes in airports, smuggled in crates
labelled ‘dogs’ or crammed in cars full of drugs.

According to a 2013 report by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), trafficking live apes has
become a lucrative part of organised environmental crime,
with price tags as high as $20,000 for a chimpanzee and
$300,000 for a pair of gorillas.

PROTECTION PAYMENT

So the question is, how will giving 2,000 or so
chimpanzees in the USA legal rights help the 450,000
great apes in the wild? “Africa looks to the West,” says
Debby Cox of the Jane Goodall Institute. “We keep
chimpanzees as pets, put them on TV and use them in
biomedical testing. Why shouldn’t they do the same?”

UNEP estimates that in 2005–11 more than 22,000
great apes were either killed or captured from the wild.
Over 64 per cent were chimpanzees. In an eerie echo
of the fate of chimpanzees in the USA, these apes are
destined mainly for Europe, the Middle East, China and
South-East Asia, where they will be sold to back-yard
zoos, breeding centres and entertainment companies.

“If there is stronger legislation, at least in the Western
world, it should improve conservation in these regions,”
says Cox. “Making chimpanzees legal persons and the
Endangered Species Act are stepping stones to help.”

Cox is clear about what ultimately needs to happen.
“We need better protection of apes and their habitats.
African countries should not be expected to foot the bill.
The forests of Africa are important to the rest of the
world. It’s a global responsibility we need to pay for.”

FIND OUT MORE

Learn more about great apes

and their rights at www.jane

goodall.org.uk, www.lolaya

bonobo.org and www.non

humanrightsproject.org

+ VANESSA WOODS is the

author of Bonobo Handshake:

A Memoir of Love and

Adventure in the Congo

(Gotham Books, 2011);

www.vanessawoods.net
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Rescued animals at 

Ngamba Island Chimpanzee 

Sanctuary in Uganda. 

Though safe and well cared 

for, they are unlikely ever to 

be returned to the wild. 
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B E I N G

HUMAN
The more scientists discover about great apes’

behaviour and society, the closer we realise they are

to us. After a landmark legal case in the USA in April,

Vanessa Woods asks if extending human rights to

primates could be a positive step for conservation.

Will the campaign to make 

chimpanzees ‘legal persons’ 

give wild individuals such 

as Freud a brighter future? 

He lives at Gombe Stream 

in Tanzania and is pictured 

aged 41, in a photograph 

taken in 2012.
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A green sea turtle swimming over the wreck

of the Saint Anthony, Maui, Hawaii, which was

intentionally sunk in 1997 to create an artificial

reef. Its popularity with divers benefits the local

economy and it attracts millet-seed butterfly

fish (pictured), trumpetfish and the occasional

passing white-tip shark. People have been creating

artificial reefs for hundreds of years, but the scale

has been increasing over the past few decades.

From the wrecks of anti-nuclear campaign ships to World War II 
vessels, marine life is quick to take advantage of man-made 
structures. But we are only just starting to understand the role 
artificial reefs play in marine conservation, says Ken Collins.
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REEF EXPERT

KEN COLLINS

University of 

Southampton’s 

Ken is senior 

research fellow 

and diving 

officer at the National 

Oceanography Centre.  

He has dived around the 

world for over 40 years. 

The first artificial reef he 

studied was the wreck 

of the Tudor warship the 

Mary Rose in the Solent.

southampton.ac.uk/oes

A blue-girdled angelfish swimming 

over the wreck of the Kasi Maru. This 

Japanese merchant ship sunk in 15m 

of water off the southern extremity of 

the Strait of Georgia in the Solomon 

Islands during a World War II bombing 

raid in July 1943. Over 70 years later 

the wreck is overgrown with corals  

and supports a wide range of fish.

Maui,  
Hawaii

North 
Carolina

Sha’ab 
abu Nuhas

SS Thistlegorm , 
Red Sea

Kimbe 
Bay

El Nido, 
Palawan

Solomon 
Islands

Bay of 
Islands

Matauri
Bay

Busselton 
Jetty

SITES FEATURED

ver a quarter of the world’s 
marine life, but are among our most threatened 
ecosystems. We’ve lost more than 14 billion ha in the 
past few decades, and scientists believe that if destruction 
continues at the current rate then 70 per cent of the 
world’s coral reefs will be gone in a generation.

“Humans are the major threat,” says University of 
Southampton’s Ken Collins. “Dynamite fishing, mining 
on reefs, sediment run-off from deforestation, increased 
nutrients from sewage and agriculture – they all have 
an impact. Climate change leads to coral bleaching, too, 
while ocean acidification dissolves coral skeletons.”

Artificial reefs have a vital role to play in rehabilitating 
stressed habitats. “They can increase biodiversity by 
creating ‘rocky’ habitat where there was none, or replace 
reefs that have been destroyed,” explains Ken. “Fish, 
lobsters and crabs can move in within hours, while within 
a month bare surfaces are colonised as planktonic larvae 
settle. In fact after a few years there is effectively no 
difference between a natural reef and an artificial one.”

Their creation, however, requires careful planning. “The 
worst example was in the USA in the 1970s,” says Ken. 
“Millions of loose tyres were dumped as reefs, but when the 
first storms hit they ended up on beaches and smothering 
natural reefs.” There is another potential problem, too: 
“Artificial reefs concentrate increased fish populations in a 
small area. It is very easy to overfish reefs, so these projects  
need intelligent management with local consultation.”

In addition to their conservation value, artificial reefs have 
a clear economic value, by increasing fish stocks or boosting 
tourism. The examples that follow are a mixture of projects 
to mitigate reef destruction, planned sinkings to create dive 
sites and accidentally sunk ships, their holds hauntingly 
frozen in time but home to a range of marine life.
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FAR LEFT This plane wreck in Kimbe 

Bay, Papua New Guinea, is typical 

of the unintentionally located 

structures that provide habitat, 

shelter and food for reef-dwelling 

marine life. However, chemicals 

can pose a risk of contamination in 

sensitive coastal ecosystems, so any 

purposefully deployed structures 

need to be stripped of hazardous 

materials such as paint and plastics. 

LEFT Shoaling fish inside the 

bridge of the HMNZS Canterbury, a 

Leander-class frigate that was built in 

Scotland in 1970 but scuttled in the 

Bay of Islands, New Zealand, in 2007. 

The 113m-long wreck is now home to 

a host of marine life including jewel 

anemones, demoiselle fish, John 

Dorys and mangrove red snappers. 

Reefs such as this provide small  

fish with shelter from predators.
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In 1985 the Greenpeace ship Rainbow Warrior was 

on its way to protest a planned French nuclear test 

when it was attacked by the French intelligence 

service. It now lies in Matauri Bay, New Zealand, as 

an underwater memorial and dive site. Scientists 

are still unclear about whether these artificial 

reefs increase the number of marine wildlife, 

or simply attract species away from reefs that 

already exist. The photograph shows a female 

red pigfish, a wrasse found in reefs and offshore 

waters of the south-west Pacific.
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ABOVE Soldierfish patrol the hold 

of the SS Thistlegorm, a British 

merchant-navy vessel that was 

bombed in 1941, in the Red Sea 

just off Egypt. It was carrying 

supplies for British forces in North 

Africa, including these Norton 16H 

motorbikes, ammunition, weapons, 

aircraft parts and land mines. These 

large-eyed fish are common reef 

dwellers. They are mostly nocturnal, 

and spend the day hidden from view.

LEFT The passage of El Niño in 1998 

caused the bleaching and mass 

die-off of coral around El Nido on 

the island of Palawan, a popular 

tourist destination in the Philippines. 

WWF-Philippines has been working 

to install ceramic corals to help 

rejuvenate the dead coral. Here we 

see a ‘ceramic snowflake’ being 

lowered into the water, an ideal 

structure for rapid colonisation.
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ABOVE At around 2km, Busselton 

Jetty in Western Australia is the 

longest wooden jetty in the southern 

hemisphere. Numerous flora and 

fauna attach themselves to its wooden 

pylons, and here a leatherjacket and a 

shoal of small fish are seen swimming 

around them. More than 300 marine 

species can be found here, including 

moonlighter fish and yellowtails.  

Many man-made structures provide 

habitats for marine wildlife including 

oil rigs and wind farms. 

RIGHT In the last years of World 

War II, U-boats prowled the east 

coast of the USA looking to sink 

merchant vessels. Here a sand tiger 

shark swims over the wreck of the 

USS Aeolus, which was deliberately 

sunk in 1988 in North Carolina, USA. 

The area is recognised as one of the 

world’s leading shark-diving sites 

because these incredible predators 

congregate here year-round.
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FIND OUT MORE

See more amazing wildlife 

photos on our website at 

www.discoverwildlife.com
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LEFT AND BELOW The Giannis D was 

on a voyage from Croatia to Yemen 

when it hit the Sha’ab abu Nuhas 

reef in Egypt in 1983. Over the course 

of the next month the 100m-long 

wreck slid to the base of the reef, and 

it is now a home to scalefin anthias 

(below). The wreck is rich in coral 

formations, which are an important 

source of food for hawksbill turtles. 

Scientists have shown that the 

abundance of species on artificial 

reefs correlates to the volume and 

complexity of the structure. Holes, 

overhangs and shadows all provide 

shelter and improve biodiversity.
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ii UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES | BE PART OF THE SOLUTION

FREE VOTE ON HUNTING ACT

MPs will be given the 

chance to vote on 

whether the Hunting Act 

should stay in place some 

time in this Parliament.

AGENDA
WHO WAS
MISSING
FROM OUR
POWER LIST?
O READ THE LETTERS AND TAKE

PART IN THE DEBATE ON P52

HOT TOPIC

Lorraine Platt, co-founder
of Conservatives Against Fox
Hunting (or the Blue Fox group),
said she expected the free vote
to be offered “early on” in this
Parliament. “The hunt lobby have
waited over five years to repeal the
ban on hunting hares,
stags, mink and foxes
with dogs, and will
no doubt be pressing
for their sports to be
returned soon.”

Platt said that 85 per
cent of Conservative
MPs want to repeal
the act. Blue Fox was
launched in 2010
to support those

Conservatives who are opposed to
hunting – in the last Parliament,
26 MPs. Three Blue Fox patrons
have been given roles in the new
government, with Tracey Crouch
becoming sports minister.

Tim Bonner of the Countryside
Alliance said, “The
Conservative Party
manifesto promises a
free vote on repeal of
the Hunting Act. We
are very pleased that
they have been able
to form a majority
government and
look forward to them
delivering on that
commitment.”

The issue of whether badger 
culling will be rolled out to 
new areas has become live, 
too. Claire Bass said that the 
British Veterinary Association’s 
decision to only advocate  
cage-trapping and shooting  
of badgers (as opposed to 
shooting free-running ones) 
might give the Government 
a reason to retreat from its 
current stance on the cull. 
James Fair

T
he Conservative Party’s 
manifesto pledge to 
offer MPs a free vote on 

repealing the Hunting Act is a 
step closer following its victory  
in May’s General Election.

With the Tories gaining a slim 
majority, anti-hunt campaigners 
moved quickly to demonstrate 
their support for the act, which 
has been in place for 10 years.

“Opinion polls show that 
more than 80 per cent of people 
are opposed to the act being 
repealed,” said Claire Bass of the 
Humane Society International. 
“David Cameron should consider 
whether this is a good use of 
Parliamentary time.”

DAVID CAMERON IS EXPECTED TO FULFIL THE MANIFESTO PLEDGE AND OFFER A FREE VOTE ON REPEAL.
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341
Successful 

prosecutions 

under the Hunting 

Act between its 

introduction in 

2005 and 2013. 

The stiffest penalty 

for breaking the act 

is a £5,000 fine.

+ TAKE ACTION

Find out where your MP 

stands on the issue:  
www.writetothem.com
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OCEANIC VALUE

The world’s oceans are a global

asset worth $24 trillion, and

the annual value of its ‘goods

and services’ is $2.5 trillion

– putting it seventh in the

top 10 of the world’s leading

economies, just behind the

UK – according to a report 

published by WWF.

briefing

Newly appointed energy secretary Amber Rudd

on why the Conservative Party should accept the
consensus on human-induced global warming.

CONSERVATION

THE FIRST LEADER

TO SPEAK ABOUT

CLIMATE CHANGE WAS

MARGARET THATCHER

`

The growing demands of 

the tyre industry mean 

that an additional 8.5 

million ha of land will have 

to be converted to rubber 

plantations by 2024, 

putting species such as  

the white-shouldered 

ibis and banteng at risk, 

researchers say.

Rainforests in South-East 

Asia are most vulnerable, 

according to Eleanor Warren-

Thomas of the University of 

East Anglia. “Unilever has 

committed to making its 

supply deforestation-free by 

2020,” Warren-Thomas said. 

“Action such as this from 

tyre manufacturers could 

stimulate change.”

A number of manufacturers 

are involved in discussions 

with the Sustainable Natural 

Rubber Initiative, but have 

yet to commit to it

RUBBER 

THREAT TO 

FORESTS

Two peregrines have been killed

with insecticide, but they could

well be the tip of the iceberg.

‘Kamikaze pigeons’ are being
used to poison and illegally kill
peregrine falcons across Europe,
according to conservationists,
scientists and bird bloggers.

In the past six years there
have been incidents in Austria,
Germany, Ireland, Sweden and
Switzerland. The most recent
involved two peregrines in
Zurich in March of this year.

Racing pigeon enthusiasts of
Serbian origin are said to be the
culprits. According to Dr Barbara
Vogler of Zurich University,
they apply a toxin such as the
insecticide methomyl to the
back of the pigeon’s neck.

The pigeon is then released,
sometimes with its wings
clipped so that it flies awkwardly
in order to attract a predator.
When the peregrine catches the
pigeon, it plucks the feathers
and ingests the lethal poison.

Vogler’s report in the European
Journal of Wildlife Research wash
based on the analysis of two
peregrines that died in 2011 and
2013, but she suggests there have
been numerous other incidents
in Switzerland since 2009.

These include the discovery of
five dead falcons between 2009
and 2013, and the disappearance
of eight pairs from traditional
nesting sites in the north-west
since the 1980s. “[We presume]
there may be a high number
of unreported cases of illegal

killing of peregrine falcons in
Switzerland,” the report said.

According to Werner Müller of
BirdLife Switzerland, five pairs
have also disappeared from Basel
since 2009. “We don’t think it’s
influencing the population at
present,” he said, “but we want
to stop this before it starts to.”

Serbian blogger Dragan Simic
said the practice also includes
mutilation. “Blinded falcons are
released to die of starvation,” he
explained, “or [are] smeared with
petrol, set ablaze and released
like a flying torch.” James Fair
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+ FIND OUT MORE

You can read Dragan’s blog 

and more about the issue at 

http://10000birds.com

 Pigeon enthusiasts may 

be killing peregrines 

because they hunt  

and kill racing birds.

PEREGRINE POISONING FEARS

The banteng: 

endangered  

by the demand 

for rubber.

yet to commit to it.

h 
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RARE CROC PLAN

PALM-OIL TARGET

Producers and retailers say they are

aiming for all palm oil sold in Europe

to be certified as ‘sustainable’ by

2020. The annual production of

palm oil that is not considered to

have had a detrimental impact on

tropical rainforest cover is estimated

at 11.1 million tonnes, about 18 per

cent of global output.

AGENDA NEWS

Siamese crocs are captive-bred

in the UK to go back to Asia.

A British zoo is helping a
conservation programme to
save a Critically Endangered
Asian crocodile.

There are thought to be fewer
than 1,000 Siamese crocodiles
in the wild, and the species has
disappeared from an estimated
99 per cent of its original range
because of habitat destruction
and poaching.

The Crocodiles of the World
Foundation in Oxfordshire
hatched eight Siamese
crocodiles last year, which it
intends to reintroduce into the

wild. Founder Shaun Foggett
estimates that even releasing
so few could increase the
population in one region by
50 per cent. “Losing an apex
predator from an ecosystem can
cause problems for all wildlife
in the area,” he said.

Though nearly extinct in the
wild, the species is popular
for farming, and there are
estimated to be approximately
700,000 held in captivity.
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I’ve been commuting

to work along the cycle

track from Cleator Moor to

Whitehaven, in Cumbria,

for the past eight years

or so, and because I was

using that route so much,

I decided that I wanted to

help look after it as well. I

got in touch with Sustrans,

and they convinced me to

get involved in doing their

wildlife surveys.

I go out once a month

with my eight-year-old son,

Thomas. We walk one mile

of the track for an hour

and note down everything

we see – mammals, birds,

insects and plants.

One of the highlights was

seeing a hedgehog on the

path last summer, so we’re

on the lookout for one this

year for our survey.

Birds we’ve recorded

include blackbirds,

chaffinches, robins, great

tits, blue tits and kestrels,

while the flora includes

daffodils, hawthorn, wild

strawberries, wild garlic,

coltsfoot, snowdrops and

gorse. By recording what

we see, we are learning

more about the different

species on our doorstep.

Thomas loves telling

his teacher what he’s

been seeing. We want to

encourage him to get out

and experience things,

and not just sit inside on

his Xbox all day. Plus he’s

building up his knowledge

of wildlife, and he really

is part of my team when

we’re doing the surveys.

We also see occasional red

squirrels. If you sit still for

long enough, they come

down to the edge of the

track, and then they quickly

scurry away again. I think

there’s a small group here,

and there are more on Dent

Fell near Cleator Moor. I’ve

seen bats while cycling to

work, and in the winter

I often hear owls.

+ FIND OUT MORE

Crocodiles of the World

Foundation: www.crocodiles

oftheworld.co.uk

+ GET INVOLVED

Contact Sustrans to be 

a cycle track surveyor: 

www.sustrans.org.uk; 

0121 633 5519

Fewer than 1,000 

Siamese crocodiles 

are believed to 

survive in the wild.

75%
The increase in feral cat numbers 

in southern Tasmania when they 

were subjected to a low-level cull. 

Scientists say it may be because 

new cats moved in as dominant 

individuals were removed.

Cycle tracks

are good for

wildlife as well

as cyclists.

WILDLIFE SURVEYING
MONITORING WILDLIFE ON YOUR 

LOCAL CYCLE TRACK CAN HELP 

ECOLOGISTS UNDERSTAND ITS 

IMPORTANCE FOR BIODIVERSITY, 

SAYS ADRIAN PAVEY.

AGENDA
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MINISTER OPPOSES LYNX PLAN
The minister in charge of wildlife

policy is unconvinced about the

release of lynx in Norfolk.

The re-appointed environment
secretary has made it clear that
she is against reintroducing
lynx into Thetford Forest, which
is in her constituency of South
West Norfolk.

Writing on her website before
the General Election, Liz Truss
said she was very concerned
about the Lynx UK Trust’s plan
to bring the species back to East
Anglia (as well as Aberdeenshire, 
Cumbria and Northumbria).

Describing Thetford as a
“fantastic resource” for residents
and visitors, Truss said, “We 

should not contemplate anything
that could put livestock, wildlife
and people at risk. I don’t believe
the case for this to take place in
Thetford Forest has been made
and I am not supportive of [it].”

While permission to release
lynx into the English countryside
will be managed by Natural
England (and Scottish Natural
Heritage), the Government’s
wildlife adviser, Truss’s
opposition could be significant.

Nevertheless Steve Piper
of the Lynx UK Trust said he
was not unduly worried by her
comments. “I’m sure when Liz
has seen more of the evidence,
she’ll see that lynx can bring huge
benefits to the very people and 

animals that she’s talking about,
and that the only risk is a very
minor one to sheep,” he said.

Lynx expert John Linnell
from the Norwegian Institute
for Nature Research said that,
while he was doubtful whether
Thetford was big enough for lynx,
any cats released there would not
be a threat to humans.

“Lynx do not attack people,
and while they do kill sheep, any
problem is likely to be far smaller
than conflicts with the current fox
population,” he said. James Fair
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+ FIND OUT MORE

A BBC report on lynx in the 

UK: http://bbc.in/1FQXTlk

BORNEAN 
RHINO
EXTINCT
The Bornean subspecies of

the Sumatran rhinoceros

may be extinct in the wild,

according to the Malaysian 

state of Sabah.

The rhino has certainly

disappeared from Sabah

itself, but whether there

are any in Kalimantan, the

Indonesian part of Borneo,

is not clear. There are three

– one male and two females

– in captivity at the Borneo 

Rhinoceros Sanctuary,

but expensive in-vitro

fertilisation will be required

to produce any offspring 

from these animals.

The decline of the rhino

in Borneo has been rapid:

in 2008, there were an

estimated 50 individuals.

On Sumatra itself, there

are about 100 animals.

SKYLARKS AT RISK
Skylarks, starlings and even 

rare species such as the red-

breasted goose are potentially 

at risk from changes to the law 

in Romania, according to grass-

roots conservationists.

The Romanian Ornithological 

Society claims a new law, which 

was due to be considered by 

the national parliament at the 

end of May, will lift restrictions 

on foreign hunters shooting 

birds and extend the season  

for 18 species to three months.

It could be especially bad 

news for skylarks, according 

to the society’s Ovidiu Bufnila. 

“Italian hunters target it for the 

famous skylark-tongue spread, 

and they kill thousands or even 

tens of thousands of birds.”

Only five other countries 

in the EU permit the hunting 

of skylarks – Cyprus, France, 

Greece, Italy and Malta. The 

European skylark population 

has declined by 50 per cent  

in the past 25 years. 

Skylarks may

be threatened

by a new law

in Romania.

The Bornean 

rhinoceros is 

probably extinct 

in the wild.

Plans to release lynx 

into Thetford Forest in 

Norfolk do not have the 

backing of environment 

secretary Liz Truss.

AGENDA NEWS
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Britain’s Hoverflies
A Field Guide

Fully Revised and Updated
Second Edition

Stuart Ball & Roger Morris

� Features more than 650 stunning

colour photographs

� Provides detailed information

for the 167 species that can be

most readily identified, including

at least one species from each of

the 68 genera recorded in Britain

� Includes a complete list of the

283 hoverfly species recorded in

Britain to date, with an indication

of how difficult each is to identify

Britain’s Butterflies
A Field Guide to the Butterflies of 
Britain and Ireland

Fully Revised and Updated
Third Edition

David Newland,
Robert Still, Andy Swash 
& David Tomlinson

� Stunning colour plates show typical

views of each butterfly species,

including the various forms and

aberrations

� Detailed species profiles cover adult

identification; behaviour; habitat

requirements; population and

conservation; egg, caterpillar and

chrysalis; and status and distribution,

including up-to-date maps

Birds and Animals of
Australia’s Top End
Darwin, Kakadu, Katherine,
and Kununurra

Nick Leseberg & Iain Campbell

� Features hundreds of stunning 

color photographs

� Includes concise information

on identification and preferred

habitat for each species

� Provides a summary of each

species’ life history, including

interesting habits, and

suggestions on where to see it
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CHINA 209

TAIWAN 17

UKRAINE 16

IRAN 12

TURKEY 12

PHILIPPINES 12

THAILAND 11

GEORGIA 7

TUNISIA 5

UAE 4

EGYPT 4

SAUDI ARABIA 4

S. KOREA 15

WHERE DO TAIJI
DOLPHINS GO?

In 2002–2011, 328 dolphins were sold to aquariums outside
of Japan, of which 175 were traded between 2009 and 2011.
Chinese aquariums took the majority of these animals.

June 2015BBC Wildlife50
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M
ore than two-
thirds of Japanese
aquariums have
pledged not to buy

any dolphins taken alive during
the controversial and brutal Taiji
‘drive hunt’. That is the effective
outcome of the decision by the
Japanese Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (JAZA) to comply
with the code of ethics of the
World Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (WAZA). Failure to
stop its members from taking the
dolphins would have seen JAZA
expelled from the world group.

But whether this spells thee
end of these so-called ‘drive
hunts’ is uncertain. For a start,r
there are still 17 aquariums
that have dolphins and are noto
members of JAZA, so they maym
continue to buy dolphins takene
during a hunt.

Second, many dolphins are

JAPANESE AQUARIUMS HAVE FINALLY AGREED NOT TO TAKE DOLPHINS CAPTURED AT TAIJI.

JAMES FAIR ASKS IF THIS SIGNIFICANT CONSERVATION VICTORY WILL END THE DRIVE HUNTS.

sold abroad (see box, right): in
2011, 62 bottlenose dolphins went
to aquariums in China, Georgia,
South Korea and Tunisia for
£1.2 million. Third, government
quotas still exist for another drive
hunt, though these haven’t been
used in over 10 years.

Fourth, while a live dolphin
can sell for £20,000 – a lot more
than a fisherman can get for the
meat of a dead one – drive hunts
are not just about the money.

“Politics, self-determination
and nationalism are a big part of
this,” said Whale and Dolphin
Conservation’s campaigns
manager Courtney Vail, who
spoke to BBC Wildlife before
JAZA announced its ban.

Drive hunts, Vail also pointed
out, are only a fragment of the
year-round onslaught against
small cetaceans, with a wide
range of species, including Dall’s

CAMPAIGNERS WELCOME 
JAPANESE DOLPHIN DECISION

http://worldmags.net/
http://worldmags.net/
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AGENDA ANALYSIS

porpoises, pilot whales and
Risso’s dolphins, targeted. Some
15,000 are taken each year.
“Dolphins are seen as a resource
in competition with fishermen,
and as disposable commodities,
rather than as part of our shared
heritage,” Vail said.

In an email sent after JAZA
made its pledge, Vail was more
positive. “Its decision to step away
from the drive hunts as a source
of live dolphins is a big step, and
one that will hopefully contribute 
to an end to them,” she said.

WDC believes that the key is to
stop any taking of dolphins from
the wild, and points to the ‘Virgin
Pledge’, in which Virgin Holidays
encourages aquariums to publicly 
commit to such a policy, as an
example of progress.

Many campaigners say that
dolphins should not be kept in
captivity at all. Sea Shepherd’s 

STOPPING THE DOLPHIN HUNTS 
THREE DIFFERENT APPROACHES

DOLPHINS 

ARE SEEN 

AS DISPOSABLE 

COMMODITIES, 

RATHER THAN 

AS PART OF 

OUR SHARED 

HERITAGE”

`

The drive hunt at Taiji 

was brought to the 

world’s attention by 

the film The Cove. 

DIRECT ACTION

Groups such as Sea Shepherd

record and expose the hunt. It

has been present in Taiji since

2003, when two activists freed

15 dolphins. They were arrested,

but since then Sea Shepherd

says it has not broken any laws.

Since 2011 it has been running

‘Operation Infinite Patience’.

Only external pressure can end

the hunts, it claims. “What the

Japanese government

responds to is gaiatsu,” it

says. “This means foreign

pressure, and every piece

of Japanese legislation for

marine conservation has

been passed because of it.”

BUILDING RELATIONS

Building relationships with

grass-roots organisations

is another approach that many

believe can genuinely influence

behaviour. Whale and Dolphin

Conservation has spent years

establishing contacts with local

activists and educational groups

in the hope of creating subtle

shifts in attitudes. It has also 

persuaded marine mammal

scientists to speak out against

the drive hunts, and helped

establish the ‘Beautiful Whale’

project, which brings together

scientists, artists and business

people to celebrate cetaceans

and raise awareness about the

threats to their survival.

BUREAUCRATIC 

PRESSURE

The World Association of Zoos

and Aquariums (WAZA) has

been trying to persuade the

Japanese Association of Zoos

and Aquariums (JAZA) not

to buy dolphins taken from

the drive hunts for a decade.

Suspension of JAZA was the last

resort – but with JAZA members

opting to bow to the pressure, it

seems to have worked. Building

relationships with Japanese 

NGOs is the key, it says.

But what does WAZA make of
its Japanese members’ surprise 
decision to accept the diktat
on not taking any dolphins
from Taiji? Again, speaking to
BBC Wildlife before it becameff
known, WAZA’s Gerald Dick
said, “JAZA is not the biggest
problem – they are not taking
dolphins for export to China.”
Between 2009 and 2011, 110
dolphins were sold to Chinese
aquariums for £2.2 million.

Like Vail, Dick pointed out that
money is only part of the issue.
“It is very hard to understand why
a huge number are killed when
there is so little demand for the
meat,” he said. “The answer given
is that it’s part of Japanese culture
and the livelihoods of the people
in Taiji, and they don’t want to be
influenced by outsiders.”

Nevertheless JAZA’s decision
will be seen as a huge triumph for 

WAZA, which has attracted heavy
criticism for tacitly allowing the 
sale of live animals to continue.
“WAZA has been engaged in
dialogue with JAZA to stop the
collection of animals from the
Taiji drive fisheries for 10 years,” 
it said in a statement.

The welfare of cetaceans is not
of great public concern in Japan,
so the fact that most aquariums
will not now buy dolphins taken
from Taiji is significant. But
there is little so far to suggest it
will lead to the collapse of the
hunt, and it has no bearing on
coastal harpooning of dolphins all
around Japan. WDC’s Vail said,
“There is more work to do.”

David Hance said, “If I could sit
down with every human on this
planet, I would say, ‘Stop visiting
these animals in captivity.’”

He believes that the money
made from the sale of live
dolphins is the key reason the
drive hunt continues: “If you
didn’t have the captivity issue,
they wouldn’t make enough
money from selling the meat.”

Reducing the demand for live 

dolphins is seen as crucial.

persuaded marine mammal

+ FIND OUT MORE

Elsa Nature Conservancy is a 

Japanese environmental NGO: 

http://en.elsaenc.net
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LETTER OF THE MONTH

I was delighted to see two former colleagues
from Natural England in the Wildlife Power
List (May) – David Macdonald (currently
director of WildCRU at Oxford University)
was number 3, while William Bird (a GP
and natural-health campaigner) was number
26. But I was sad that neither of them
was recognised for their work with the
organisation. In fact, no one currently from
the Government’s conservation adviser made
it into the top 50 of the Power List.

In my eight years with Natural England,
we did a lot of good things, many of them led

or inspired by William and David. But I fear
that the organisation’s retreat into being just
a ‘delivery body’ for Defra may mean that it
never has a candidate for inclusion. For the
body that was created to be an impartial and
expert voice for landscape and wildlife, that
is a very sad state of affairs.
Andrew Wood, Former executive director,

Natural England

Editor Matt Swaine says: RSPB conservation

director Martin Harper’s blog at http://bit.ly/

1EdOZeW also makes interesting reading.

The Letter of the Month wins a pair of HI-TEC V-Lite SpHike 

Mid waterproof boots, worth £79.99 and perfect for hiking. 

They’re available in sizes 7–12 for men and 4–8 for women. 

For more information, visit www.hi-tec.com/uk

BE A WINNING WRITER

“ I was lucky to see 

a long-eared owl 

roosting in a tree 

next to a railway 

line. It always 

turned its head 

every time that  

a train went by.”
Dave Gallimore

Wildlife Observer

“ We can’t stop deer 

jumping fences, but 

we can try to find  

a way to make  

the fences safer.”
Jake

Jake’s Bones

“ The vixen has 

caught a rat and 

given it to her cubs. 

One cub seems to 

be obsessed with 

the corpse and 

tosses it in the air.”
Jackson

Wildlife in my Local Patch

O Share your wildlife experience at 

www.discoverwildlife.com/forum
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David is a goliath

I can’t understand why David
Attenborough was not top of
your Power List! He is globally
recognised and has been a
revered advocate for wildlife
throughout his life. I cannot
think of a better or more
influential wildlife ambassador.
Sheila Marsden, Via email 

Top spot, spot on

Yes, you got it right. Jane Goodall
has been my lifelong heroine.
I was lucky enough to hear her
speak in Edinburgh. I sat on
the steps of the venue for three
hours to make sure I’d get in.
Lorna Wright, Via email

Floral tribute?

BBC Wildlife has never paid
more than scant attention to
the plant world (just three-
quarters of a page in the May
issue), despite plants being
the primary source of energy
on which all other wildlife
depends. But it is shocking
that not a single botanical
conservationist is included
in your list of “conservation
heroes”. Did you consult Kew
Gardens in your deliberations
or Plantlife International?
A posthumous tribute to
the recently departed Oliver
Rackham would have been apt,
given that over the past 30 years
he did more to popularise the
idea of woodland conservation
than any other individual.

Wild plants don’t have the
obvious charismatic appeal
of meerkats and pandas, but
without them neither we, nor
any of the animals you celebrate
on your pages, would exist.
Richard Mabey, Norfolk

Osprey hero

I am surprised that you omitted
Roy Denis from the top 50 in
your Power List. His pioneering
and tireless work tracking
ospreys and other raptors has
transformed our knowledge
of their migration patterns.
The huge interest in the Loch
Garten ospreys is a spin-off
from his work, bringing large
numbers of tourists to the
Cairngorms.
Jean Haskell, Edinburgh

Writers blocked?

How come Simon Barnes and
Richard Mabey were not on the
Power List? Both are excellent
authors. Richard’s book Nature
Cure has shown how nature can
help with mental illness, and he
has written a host of excellent
books on flowers and food.
Nick Sellex, Via email

The trouble with lists

The problem with these lists
is that too often they don’t go
to the right people. I think the
only awards that ever work are
those that are properly peer-
reviewed – the best zookeeper,
by zookeepers; the best ballet
dancer, by ballet dancers. And
the best bird conservationist,
judged by bird conservationists.
Academics and scientists,
conservation activists and field
workers are all different, so it
is like comparing apples with
bananas. I consider myself a
well-informed, international

conservationist, but I would
be hard-pressed to know who
a dozen on the list were. For
around half of them, I only know
their name, not what they do, or
have achieved. And as far as I am
concerned, I have neither power
nor influence – though I often
wish I did, and am totally out
of place on such a list.
John A Burton, World Land Trust

No to missing lynx

Further to your article (Spring),
when lynx last
lived in Britain the
human population
was smaller and
there was more
wilderness. Large
areas of land are
now agricultural,
and we spend
far more time
in the country
walking, cycling
and climbing. Lynx
reintroductions

may be a success in Europe, but
the Continent has much larger
uninhabited wild spaces.

Reintroduced white-tailed
eagles are already attacking
lambs and poultry, and there
is no saying what damage to
livestock a lynx population
would do. Life is already
hard enough for farmers
without yet another problem
being introduced. I know it’s
said that lynx would help to
balance Scotland’s natural

ecosystems, but
who is going
to teach these
animals that they
have to stick to
particular prey?

If the lynx was
meant to be here,
t would not have

been pushed into
extinction in the
first place.
Tricia Brown,

Meigle

MINIBEAST 
SAFARI!

YOUR FEEDBACK

Readers have been sharing setting up

wildlife photos in their back gardens. 

We’d love to see your attempts...
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@WildlifeGadgets

@SLEvangelista

@SharkTrustUK

@SCroxford 

GET INVOLVED Share your pictures

with us on Twitter @WildlifeMag using

the hashtag #miniwildlifephoto 
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Wildcat fears

Is British wildlife so dull we
have to sex it up with a predator
absent for over 1,000 years
(Spring)? Restoring 400 lynx
to the Highlands would be the
final nail for the wildcat, of 
which only 100 may be left.

Nothing on the Lynx UK 
Trust website (www.lynxuk.
org) reassured me on this
subject, nor the effect on
another endangered species, the
capercaillie. As for deer control,
lynx are incapable of bringing
down red, sika or fallow deer.
This time and money should
be used to save the wildcat.
Linda Sykes, Via email

Action stations

I have been a subscriber to BBC
Wildlife for many years, but I
enjoyed the Power List issue
even more than usual. I liked the
pointers on how to take action or
find out more about threats to the
environment, and I couldn’t agree
more with Mark Carwardine
and Chris Packham. But did you
really mean to put ‘Brain’ May at
number 19 in your list?
Carole Bowers, Via email

Stop building houses

I find it extraordinary that
anyone could consider building
houses on brownfield sites
rather than the green belt (Mark
Carwardine’s column, May).

It is known that brownfield
sites are often far richer in

wildlife than farmed fields. If
the British population were
stable or falling then why
would new houses be required?
Successive governments have
failed to limit immigration, and
our population has swelled.

It suits the Government to
have an increasing population,
because everyone is then
kept busy building houses,
roads and railways, and the
economy booms. But this is
not sustainable for wildlife.
Janet Graham, Bala, Gwynedd

Managing predators

Managing wildlife means
different things to different
people. I’ve read that
somebody is managing mink,
a euphemism for saying that
they are trapped and killed.
The main conservation
organisations know that
without management there’d
be even fewer endangered
water voles. The problem is that
conservationists are reluctant
to tell the public that good
management means not only
providing the habitat but also
controlling predator numbers.

The question is how to educate 
people living in big cities that
management is more than just 
leaving things to nature.
David Frost, Via email
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TWO NATURE
ENTHUSIASTS
DISCOVER THE
BOUNTIFUL

BLUEBELLS NEAR
THEIR HOME.

Over the last few

weeks bluebells

have been gradually

popping up around

our local woods.

It started with just the

odd smattering of flowers

delicately dispersed

amongst the grassy

undergrowth, but by the

time we returned yesterday

from a week away, a rich

azure carpet has spread

across the ground, filling any

spare nooks and crannies.

Their bowed cerulean

heads and verdant emerald

leaves now peep out from

behind seasoned oaks and

glimmer beside contrasting

silver birches.

Not only are bluebells a

beautiful sight, they smell

amazing. Catching a waft

of their sweet, dewy scent

is one of the most uplifting

experiences of spring.

When whiling away a

lazy morning amongst the

bluebells, I find the world

seems to stand still and

the business of modern life

no longer matters. It is like

being transported back to

an ancient English woodland

at a time when these

beautiful elusive flowers

were not endangered.

� exploringournewpatch.�
blogspot.co.uk

Correction
OOn p27 of our May issue we

illustrated Sea Watch director Peter

Evans (left) with an incorrect photo.

BLOGGER
OF THE MONTH

R
E P O R T E

R
S

T E AM
WILDLIFE

ELLIE AND ANDREW 

YOU CAN BE A LOCAL PATCH REPORTER TOO!

Simply post blog updates on our forum: www.discoverwildlife.com/forum

e amazing Catching a waft

Read more on our forum: 
www.discoverwildlife.com
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

T
he seas and coastline around
the UK are home to some of the
most colourful, fascinating and

beautiful marine life in the world.
From the enormous basking shark and the

world’s largest turtle, the leatherback, right down
to the tiny short-snouted seahorse and the
delicate pink sea fan – all can be found right here
on our very own doorstep.

However previously familiar species in our
seas such as the common skate, angel shark and
European sturgeon are now classed as critically
endangered.

More and more rubbish is being dumped in
our seas and ending washed up on our beaches.
*MWL WXSGOW EVI FIMRK ½WLIH XS[EVHW XLI FVMRO SJ
extinction.A tipping point has been reached and,
if we don’t act now, some of our marine animals
may disappear forever.

The Marine Conservation Society (MCS), the
UK charity that protects our seas, shores and
wildlife, has, in its 30th year, launched the 30
Threatened Species Appeal to raise awareness of
the plight of our marine life, and to raise at least
£30,000.The 30 species which have been selected
all have one main thing in common – they all
appear on the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species. MCS wants to ensure that each of the 30 
species is still around in 30 years’ time.

DONATE TODAY
                            Support the 
Marine Conservation Society’s 
30Threatened SpeciesAppeal

How your gift can help protect our
30 Threatened Species
• £5 will help equip 2 volunteers with items
needed to run a beach clean survey.
• £10 will mean 10 more people choosing
½WL JVSQ WYWXEMREFPI WSYVGIW� VIHYGMRK
TVIWWYVI SR IRHERKIVIH ½WL WTIGMIW ERH
other marine animals.
• £20 will buy an angling litter bin to
LIPT VIHYGI HERKIVSYW ½WLMRK PMRI PIJX SR
our beaches.
• £50 will mean we can run a beach clean to
remove litter from over a mile of coastline.
� ���� [MPP LIPT YW ½KLX JSV QSVI 1EVMRI
Protected Areas, as only 1% of UK seas are
currently fully protected.

Donate today by visiting  
www.mcsuk.org/30species  
or call the Marine Conservation
Society on 0300 3300 704 
Quote 30TS/15M
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URGENT APPEAL TO HELP
SAVE OUR THREATENEDE
MARINE WILDLIFE A few amazing facts about 

our 30 threatened species
• Basking sharks can grow to 11 metres long and
weigh up to 7 tonnes. They were once hunted for
their liver oil but thanks to legislation changes 
they are now protected in the UK.

• The leatherback turtle breathes on the surface
but can stay underwater for over half an hour.

• The pink sea fan looks like a plant but is
actually a colony of tiny anemone-like creatures.

• The sei whale is the ninth largest living animal
on our planet, weighing up to 45 tons – roughly 
the weight of six adult African elephants!

• Elvers are so transparent that you can read a 
newspaper through them!

• The male seahorse carries the eggs and young
in their bellies and birth contractions can last up  
to 12 hours.

The ones you have probably heard of:The ones you have probably heard of:
Leatherback turtle, puffin, harbour seal, sperm
whale, Atlantic cod, Eurasian otter, common
eel, Atlantic halibut, basking shark, loggerhead
turtle, harbour porpoise, common skate,
bottlenose dolphin, blue shark, bluefin tuna, 
European sturgeon.

The ones you may not have heard of:
Undulate ray, porbeagle shark, angel shark,
angular roughshark, thresher shark, frilled shark,
short-snouted seahorse, long-snouted seahorse,
sei whale, pink sea fan, velvet scoter, Balearic 
shearwater, tope shark, spiny dogfish.

A few amazing fa
DID YOU KNOW?

30 THREATENED SPECIES

8S�½RH�SYX�QSVI��TPIEWI�ZMWMX�� 
www.mcsuk.org/30species
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A snail kite homes in on its

apple snail prey with deadly

accuracy, though the mollusc

is barely visible among the

cluttered vegetation littering

the water’s surface. As their

name suggests, snail kites

feed almost exclusively on

these animals – of all the

world’s birds of prey, their diet

is among the most specialised.

Photos by Mac Stone

http://worldmags.net/
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Florida’s vast Everglades swamps are 

home to one of the most extraordinary 

birds of prey on Earth – the snail kite. Now 

the species is back from the brink, but its 

surprising comeback has left scientists  

in a catch-22. Chelsea Wald reports.
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S
outhern Florida has both good guys and bad 
guys. The good guys are the native species such 
as alligators, panthers and mangroves, which 
evolved to live in the vast ‘river of grass’ that is 
the Everglades. The bad guys are introduced 
exotics such as Burmese pythons, Nile monitors
and melaleuca trees, the presence of which 

upsets the wetland ecosystem’s balance. But one species  
has recently challenged these neat categories.

When the invasive island apple snail Pomacea maculata 
began to spread rapidly in southern Florida in about 
2001, conservationists feared that it would eat its way 
through the Everglades’ native plant species, undoing 
years of restoration work. They also worried that it would 
outcompete the struggling, native Florida apple snail  
P. paludosa, virtually the exclusive prey for the snail  
kite, whose numbers were also falling fast.

“This exotic snail has been classified as one of the 
world’s top invading species,” says Rob Fletcher, an 
ornithologist at the University of Florida in Gainesville. 
But instead of playing the villain, the alien started helping 
a hero. The snail kite began feasting on the intruders, 
leading to “very good things,” Fletcher says: increased 
reproduction, fewer failed nests and higher survival rates. 

This plot twist has left conservationists with a difficult 
choice. They still have serious concerns about the exotic 
molluscs, but they don’t want to kick them out. As 
Fletcher says: “There is an incredibly strong tension here. 
How can we manage and deal with this highly invasive 

CONSERVATIONISTS STILL HAVE SERIOUS 

CONCERNS ABOUT THE EXOTIC MOLLUSCS, 

BUT THEY DON’T WANT TO KICK THEM OUT. 

When not on the 

wing in search of 

snails, the kites 

can be spotted 

perching on low 

posts, vegetation 

(here cat-tails) or 

on the ground. 

species while also fostering the recovery of the snail kite?”
An Everglades icon, the snail kite Rostrhamus sociabilis is a 

strikingly attractive, hook-billed raptor and the sole member 
of its genus. It occurs as far south as northern Argentina, 
but the subspecies found in the Everglades R. s. plumbeus, 
which doesn’t migrate, is unique to Florida and Cuba.

The past century has proved tough for the bird. 
Since 1880, human activities in the Everglades, such as 
draining the huge wetlands and digging canals, have 
drastically reduced the amount of available habitat for the 
snail kite and other native species. While snail kites once 
quartered most of Florida, they are now confined to the 
southern region. In the 1950s, one ornithologist guessed 
that there were only 50–75 individuals left in the state – 
though that was probably an underestimate. 

UPS AND DOWNS

In 1967 the snail kite made the first official list of 
endangered species in the USA. The extra protection 
certainly helped – by 1999, numbers were recovering 
strongly, climbing to about 3,400 individuals. What’s more, 
it looked like political will was finally coalescing around the 
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SNAIL KITES

A Florida apple 

snail scales the 

marsh vegetation. 

Emerging from the 

water could prove 

a fatal move.

Snail kites have a 116cm 

wingspan and quarter the 

wetlands, heads bowed, in 

search of prey. Males are 

uniformly grey; females 

and juveniles are browner, 

with pale, streaky plumage 

on their undersides. 

idea of restoring the Everglades. In 2000 the US Congress 
authorised the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration 
Plan, a 30-year, $8 billion project (see box, p62).

But just as things were starting to look up, the kite 
population mysteriously plummeted. By 2002 numbers 
were half what they had been three years earlier. The 
figures dropped again between 2006 and 2008, declining 
to as low as 685 individuals. In a grim assessment, the 
US National Research Council called the situation “dire”. 
What on Earth was going wrong? And, more importantly, 
could the trend be reversed?

A key place to check for signs of trouble was the kites’ 
food supply. “Very rarely are raptors so specialised,” says 
Fletcher. “Roughly 97–99 per cent of their diet is made 
up of a single genus of apple snail.” These creatures are 
golfball-sized, making them the largest freshwater snails 
native to North America.

The apple snails have gill-like organs known as ctenidia 
that enable them to breathe underwater. However, Paul 
Gray, science co-ordinator at Audubon Florida, says that 
these organs “don’t quite keep up with their oxygen 
demand”. So the molluscs also possess a pseudo-lung, 
which they inflate with air from just below the surface 
by extending a straw-like siphon. They also climb to the 
surface to deposit large clutches of eggs on vegetation 
above the water line.

That’s when the kites spot them. They hunt by flying 
low and slow over the water, into the wind, scanning 
the surface. “You can’t help but appreciate these birds,” 
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Snail kites don’t enter 

the water when hunting, 

and use their feet, 

rather than their bills, 

to seize their prey.

“ THE WETLAND ALL 

LOOKS THE SAME – A 

MAZE OF VEGETATION 

WITH CONTRASTING, 

COMPETING COLOURS 

AND TEXTURES. THESE 

BIRDS ARE ABLE TO 

PICK A NEEDLE OUT  

OF A HAYSTACK.”
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Growing to 5m in length, invasive Burmese pythons

have claimed much of the Everglades National Park

since 2000, preying on native species. Though the 

USA banned the import of these large snakes in 2012, 

the decision came too late for Florida. Scientists now 

believe that the constrictors have virtually eradicated 

small mammals in the park, and that the entire 

ecosystem may have to reconfigure itself in response. 

Bobcats, alligators and a variety of birds will need to 

find new food supplies – or move.

Conservationists are still looking for effective 

ways to find and catch these pythons. Despite their 

size, they hide so well that a 1,600-strong hunting 

expedition in 2013 netted only 68 individuals. Other 

as-yet-unsuccessful control methods include traps, 

sniffer dogs, ‘Judas’ snakes (pythons implanted with 

radio transmitters that could lead hunters to the  

other pythons), artificial pheromones and poisons.

PYTHON PLAGUE:

SNAKE HIDE-AND-SEEK

Burmese pythons 

have tipped the 

balance in the 

Everglades. 

says Mac Stone, the photographer whose images feature
in these pages. “The wetland all looks the same – a maze
of vegetation with contrasting, competing colours and
textures. Yet these birds are able to fly over that and
survive by being able to pick a needle out of a haystack.”

Having seized a snail in its talons, a kite takes its
molluscan prey to a perch. It positions the snail with the
opening facing upwards, uses its sharply curved bill to
cut the muscle that connects the snail’s body to the shell,
then deftly fishes out the flesh.

In the early 2000s, something had gone wrong with this
critical food source – the population density had crashed.
“In many places, there were fewer than 0.1 snails per
square metre,” says ecologist Phil Darby of the University
of West Florida in Pensacola. “That means that if I’m
walking through the marsh, I have to walk 10 full steps
before I encounter another snail.”

SNAIL SHORTAGE

In one study, Darby found that the kites foraging in such
low-density areas often fail to find food. They’re using
energy, but they’re not replacing it, resulting in fewer
breeding attempts and even abandoned nests. Darby
thought that the low snail density could help account for
the rapid declines in the Everglades snail kite population.

But what could explain the scarcity of snails? “We’re 
in a weather pattern now that’s really volatile,” explains
Gray, referring to the increasing frequency of droughts,
floods and hurricanes since the late 1990s. And human
development has made these extremes of weather
even worse for the Everglades. Drought prevents the

A female snail kite carries her

quarry to her nest. Though

she travels alone, the species

can be gregarious, nesting

in colonies and gathering in

large flocks to forage.

“ THE EXOTIC SNAILS CAN REACH 

DENSITIES OVER 100 TIMES THOSE 

OF NATIVE APPLE SNAILS.”

SNAIL KITES
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Floridians like to talk about the Everglades’‘plumbing.’

Decades of engineering projects completely rerouted

the region’s fresh water. Originally the wide, shallow

flow began near Orlando and moved slowly south to the

southern tip of the peninsula, but today canals drain

the water east and west, leaving the southern parts

thirsty. The Comprehensive Everglades Restoration

Plan does not aim to recreate the original plumbing,

but instead to route the water in a way that helps

ecosystems as well as agriculture, urban water supplies

and flood control. It is the largest and most expensive

environmental project ever in North America (and

probably the world), but due to bureaucracy and

infighting the past 15 years have seen little progress.

WETLAND RESTORATION:

GOING WITH THE FLOW

BBC Wildlif62

The Everglades is the 

largest subtropical 

wilderness in the USA.

Island apple 

snails produce

more than 1,000

pink eggs with

each clutch,

depositing them

on the stems

of freshwater

vegetation (here

American lotus).

snails from reproducing because they have to burrow
into the mud to survive. But high water levels are also
harmful, perhaps because the snails have to climb
further to breathe, or because their eggs become
inundated. “We’re counting snails, we’re counting
eggs, and we have seen that in extremely deep water, 
they lay fewer eggs,” Darby says.

The invasive apple snails, on the other hand, were
found to be less sensitive to water levels. Originally from
South America, they took up residence in 2001 in the
lakes that feed the Everglades wetlands from the north,
probably as a result of people dumping the contents of
their aquaria. Within three years, the researchers had
observed snail kites trying to feed on the intruders –
there were just so many more of them. “The exotic snails
can reach densities over 100 times those of native apple
snails,” Fletcher says.

The scientists were worried. First of all, the invasive
snails grew much bigger than their Florida cousins.
“The kites were not handling them well – they were
frequently dropping them, and were having a harder
time extracting flesh from the shells,” Fletcher says.
If the snail kites had to use too much extra energy
to capture and eat the aliens, they could starve.
What’s more, the invasives could well push out 

IT WAS THE FIRST TIME THAT THE 

CONSERVATIONISTS HAD ADVOCATED 

PROTECTING AN INVASIVE SPECIES.
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FIND OUT MORE

● Discover more 

about apple snail 

ecology at http://

applesnail.net

● Visit www.

discoverwildlife.

com for more 

Everglade photos 

by Mac Stone.

+

SNAIL KITES

Snail kites return to 

favourite perches to feed. 

While apple snails are the 

mainstay of the menu, 

the birds have also been 

recorded eating crabs, 

crayfish and rodents.

the natives altogether, which would deprive the kites  
of their natural food source.

It was a reasonable fear, but it didn’t come to pass. 
Instead the kites adapted to the new snails’ size, and 
shifted their hunting to the grassy lakes, because the 
snails have yet to move into the more densely vegetated 
swamps and marshes.

The kites began to thrive – and so conservationists 
revised their approach. In 2010 they asked state agency 
managers on Lake Tohopekaliga to stop killing hydrilla, 
an invasive aquatic grass. The exotic apple snails needed
the hydrilla to eat and lay their eggs on. And, it turned
out, the kites needed the exotic snails.

It was the first time that the conservationists had
advocated protecting – and even actively helping – an
invasive species. “It gives you the creeps having to do
it, but in this case it was a logical thing to do – and it
helped,” says Gray. “We went on to experience a bumper

year for baby kites.” By 2013 kite numbers were up to
1,200, thanks almost entirely to the exotic snails,

which had colonised more lakes.
This year, the snail kite population

is up again. But this doesn’t mean that
the kites are in the clear, and scientists
are cautious. It is possible that, with
time, the invasive apple snails could
move from the lakes out into the
wetlands, outcompete the native apple
snails found there, devour all of the
vegetation, and then suffer a population
crash themselves, which would leave the
kites with nothing.

Or it is possible that the exotic snails will start to 
wreak unacceptable environmental damage, as in 2013 
when the molluscs colonised a stormwater treatment 
area – a man-made marsh that filters phosphorous from 
run-off before it flows into the Everglades – making a 
crackdown necessary.

“We don’t know whether that particular event was the 
first sign of an impending serious problem or whether 
it was an uncommon phenomenon, but we’re kind of 
nervous about it,” Gray admits. “We really don’t know 
how to control these invasive snails right now.”

MIXED MESSAGES

Unfortunately, the snail kites’ newfound success cannot
be taken as a sign that the health of the Everglades
is improving overall. After all, the native apple snails
still haven’t recovered, and their continued scarcity
could hurt many other animals that also feed on them,
including alligators, turtles, limpkins (an ibis-like
species of wading bird) and crayfish. “We can’t study all
of these impacts,” Darby says. “In fact, we’re not even
monitoring the patterns or trends. Other species could
be going downhill, too – we simply don’t know.”

The snail kite comeback does provide a measure
of hope, Fletcher says. But for conservationists, there
can really be only one happy ending for the region’s
feathered heroes. “We want snail kites to be able to live
off native snails in Florida,” Gray says. “That’s a sign of
the Everglades’ health.”

CHELSEA WALD writes about science and the environment. 

Visit www.chelseawald.com to find out more information.

The island apple 

snail is larger 

than the Florida 

native and has 

deep grooves  

on its shell.
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A new BBC Radio 4 series celebrates 
the treasures of zoological collections. 
Series producer Mary Colwell heads to 
the Natural History Museum in London 
to select eight of her favourites, and 
explains how they chart our changing 
relationship with the natural world.
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T
he poaching of African 
elephants for their 
tusks to supply the ivory 

trade is a well-known tragedy 
of our age, but it is not the 
only source of ivory entering 
Asia. It is an astonishing fact 
that nearly 50 per cent of the 
ivory exported to countries 
such as China is from woolly 
mammoths exhumed from 
Siberia’s icy tundra. Perhaps 
10 million still lie buried 
there waiting for their tusks to 
change hands for large sums 
of money, because mammoth 
ivory is even more valuable 
than that of elephants. 

Most of these hairy, elephant-
like creatures that lived across 
Northern Europe in the Ice 
Age sported tusks that weighed 
up to 90kg each, much larger 
and heavier than those of 
African elephants today. The 

preservation of mammoth 
carcasses in ice is so good 
that the tusks are in excellent 
condition and very difficult to 
distinguish from fresh ivory. 
Some people believe that the 
legal trade in mammoth tusks 
helps to relieve the pressure on 
African elephants – Michelle 
Obama, for example, famously 
wears jewellery made from 
mammoth ivory. But others 
think it perpetuates a trade that 
is both unethical and brutal, 
and which is wiping out the 
elephant from Africa. Indeed 
mammoth expert Adrian Lister 
says that the best way to end it 
for good is to not only stop the 
illegal poaching of live animals 
but also to put the mammoth 
on the CITES list of endangered 
species. This would make it 
the first extinct animal to be 
protected from trade.

Mammoth

A peculiar conservation conundrum: is it 

acceptable to wear the ivory of an animal 

that has been extinct for over 12,000 years?

GIANTS
Sleeping
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Female mammoth Lyuba 

died 42,000 years ago 

and is the world’s best-

preserved specimen. 

When discovered her 

skin and internal organs 

were all intact. She was 

exhibited at the Natural 

History Museum in 2014. 

NATURAL

HISTORIES

COMPLEMENTS

AIRING NOW ON
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Science can transform the way that we

see species like the giant squid, which

once inspired tales of sea monsters.

T
hat we know more
about the surface of the
moon than the ocean

is something of a cliché, but
the floor of the deep sea is so
inaccessible and dangerous to
explore that we have ventured
there very few times. However,
each time we do, we find new
and astonishing life forms that
live in this alien environment of
intense pressure and darkness. 
Such is the creativity of the
human mind that when faced
with a mystery we get to work
forming scenarios about what
we might meet in those sunless,
cold depths. Perhaps lurking
at the bottom are tentacled
titans that rise to the surface to
terrorise sailors and drag their
boats to its lair. These monsters
of our mind were a common
fancy in Victorian literature and 

poetry: Alfred Tennyson’s The
Kraken is a prime example, while 
Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues
Under The Sea is another. Based
loosely on sailors’ encounters, 
these enigmatic creatures
entered our psyche and stayed  
as fearful, vengeful beasts.

The truth, however, is very
different. Giant squid are
frightened by strange noises,
which is why they are so hard
to film. As we learn more about
them we find that they are gently
curious about us. And they peck
delicately at their food, rather
like a bird. Extraordinary footage
captured in 2012 shows them in
an entirely new light – graceful,
inquisitive animals, the colour
of rippling bronze and silver.
Increased knowledge has slain the
mythical monster. No doubt we
will create another elsewhere.

S
ome species we take to our hearts and love forever, while
others are quickly forgotten. Such seems to be the fate
of the burbot, a flabby, grim-faced, slimy fish that once

swam in the rivers of eastern England. It is the only member
of the cod family to live in fresh water, and has the same firm,
white flesh that makes excellent eating. Its liver is also very
rich in oils, a property exploited by a company in America
that marketed the fish as an alternative to cod liver oil.

The reason the species disappeared from England in the
1960s is not certain – a combination of habitat loss and
climate change is most likely – but it persists throughout
Northern Europe and America. Hardly anyone here
remembers the fish today. However, as our desire to rewild
Britain grows there is sporadic talk of reintroducing the
burbot where it was once common, such as in the Cam, the
Trent and the Thames. But others say that in our warming
climate the fish will never thrive here again, and the money
would be better spent on protecting what we still have.

Britain’s last known

burbot was caught in

Cambridgeshire on

14 September 1969.

Museum cabinets can be the finalmemories of long-forgotten species.
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The kraken of legend are very 

different from reality. These 

are inquisitive cephalopods 

with the largest eyes on Earth, 

for spotting prey at depth.

This 8.62m-long giant squid 

can be seen at the Natural 

History Museum, though you 

do need to book in advance.
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G
listening jewels in rockpools,
anemones have always captured
imagination. They are creatures

another reality, shape-shifters between
jelly-like blob and a tentacled flower th
waves gently beneath the sea’s surface.
When Philip Gosse helped to create th
idea of the home aquarium in the mid
century, he advocated collecting anemo
for domestic display, bringing the ocea
the parlours of middle-class England. S
was the craze for collecting that many areas
were severely depleted, and he began to
regret the passion that he had inspired.

For those unable to house complicated
seawater aquaria, the anemone was made
tangible by exquisite glass models from
Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka. They created
objects of breathtaking beauty that are
anatomically correct but nerve-jangling in
their fragility. Made initially for scientists,
they found their way into museums (the

stood in awe of their intricate loveliness.
Anemones may appear delicate when

fashioned in glass, but cut some species in
half and you get two thriving animals, or
remove the mouth and tentacles and another
‘head’ will grow. They can also reach a great
age without getting old – their cells constantly
replenish without the mutations that we
suffer, and which eventually kill us. In fact
they are the closest thing to immortal that
we have, say scientists at Harvard University.

Originally thought of as sea 

‘flowers’, anemones have long 

fascinated naturalists. Now 

new research suggests that 

they have some plant-like 

characteristics after all. 

“Britain’s glorious university 

zoology museums, the first of which 

were established some 120 years 

ago, are envied the world over,” 

says the professor Tim Birkhead. 

“Their generous founders aimed 

to provide zoology undergraduates 

and medical students with a 

greater understanding of animal 

diversity and anatomy. My own 

involvement is with Sheffield’s 

Alfred Denny Museum, but there are 

also wonderful university zoology 

museums at Glasgow, Aberdeen 

and UCL, and – on a larger scale – 

at Oxford and Cambridge.

“Their educational role makes 

them very different from national 

museums, whose main purpose is 

entertainment. Most are wonderful 

treasure troves of biological 

diversity – much like the original 

‘cabinets of curiosities’ popular 

from the 16th to 19th centuries. But 

university museums are often small 

and vulnerable, particularly when 

cash is tight, student numbers are 

increasing and the space might be 

put to ‘better’ use.

“Fortunately the biological 

sciences continue to attract 

undergraduates and university 

museums continue to serve an 

essential role in their education.”

MUSEUM MARVELS

UNIVERSITY 

MUSEUMS  
TREASURES  
AT RISK

Tim is honorary curator of the Alfred 

Denny Museum. Visit www.sheffield.

ac.uk/alfred-denny-museum

Tim Birkhead holds 

a plaster carving 

of the skull of an 

extinct ‘terror bird’. 

Do anemones hold the secret of ete

youth? Their cells’ incredible power

regeneration have amazed scientist
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W
ar is waged on
cockroaches across
the world. However,

only four species out of 4,600
are actually known as pests.
In fact some are just the
opposite. One example is the
giant burrowing cockroach of
Australia, which reaches 9cm
in length and weighs more than
30g. Far from being a nuisance,
it lives underground and recycles
eucalyptus leaves.

Cockroaches’ ability to adapt
has made them the ultimate
survivors of the natural world.

Their earliest ancestors appear 
in the rock record about 300 
million years ago, and today 
they have the reputation of 
being impossible to eradicate. 
Millions are bred in warehouses 
in China for food and as 
medicine that is thought to  
help cure cancer and boost  
our immune system. And in 
the world of robotic technology 
cockroach legs, spines and 
antennae have inspired 
designers, who are impressed 
by the insects’ skill at navigating 
difficult terrain.

Blue whale

Whale bones can remind us of our 

ruthless hunting, so is putting them  

on display a form of atonement?

T
he Natural History Museum’s recent announcement
that it is going to replace ‘Dippy’ the Diplodocus in its
main hall with the giant skeleton of a blue whale was

a very public acknowledgement of the power of whales to
inspire affection. Another happened in 2006 when a London
train commuter looked into the Thames and wondered if
he was hallucinating. There was a large whale, her dorsal
fin clearly visible above the murky water. That was the start
of a drama played out on a public stage that ended with the
animal dying before she could be taken back out to sea.

The outpouring of public affection for the seven-tonne
juvenile northern bottlenose demonstrated how much we
love these giant mammals. It’s strange then that when a
different whale swam up the Thames 200 years earlier, it was
harpooned – how times have changed. We have transformed
our attitude to whales from beast of the sea, to a resource
for oil and bone, to the poster child of the conservation
movement. What once we chased and killed on the high
seas we now revere as a persecuted gentle giant. That
change came about through our increased understanding.
We learned about the haunting call of humpbacks, saw
their grace underwater and contrasted that with the brutal
techniques employed by whaling ships. We also saw our own
mammalian characteristics reflected back to us in whales,
which care for their young, suckle with milk – and sing.

Cockroach
Are the planet’s ultimate survivors 
wrongly labelled as pests?

Artist’s impression of 

the blue whale skeleton 

due to be placed in the 

main hall of the Natural 

History Museum in 2017. 
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I
t is hard today to imagine North
Africa supporting a population of
magnificent Barbary lions. They were

somewhat larger than their savannah
relatives, while the males’ manes were
thick and covered much of the front of
their bodies with flowing hair of gold and
black. The females were smaller but sleek
and powerful hunters. No wonder then

that a burgeoning empire developing
across the Strait of Gibraltar, one that

lauded physical prowess and beauty,
turned its gaze towards the Barbary

lions. The Romans used them as beasts
to battle in games, as agents of execution
and as fitting pets for the emperors. The
same mindset carried on after the empire
disintegrated, and lions became symbols
of power in many countries, including
England. For hundreds of years they were
kept on show in the Tower of London as
impressive reminders to visitors of exactly 
who was in charge. Over the following
centuries we gradually stripped the

n until, after prolonged sport-populatio
n the 19th and 20th centuries, hunting i
ry lion finally succumbed.the Barba
continues about breeding themDebate
m captive lions that still haveback from
y genes present. But for what – toBarbar
gain be captive curiosities? It isyet a

unlikely that their homeland could u
once again support them: too
many people, too little habitat. At
most we could perhaps engineer
a few examples of the glory that
once roamed North Africa, but

maybe it is best that they remain am
oignant reminder of how we can po
troy what we most admire.dest

These once featured in the Colosseum

and the Tower of London, and are now the

subject of a fierce conservation debate.

FIND OUT MORE

The 25-episode Natural

Histories airs Tuesdays at

11am (repeated Mondays at 9pm).

www.bbc.co.uk/radio4

+MARY COLWELL is an author and

BBC radio producer who featured

on our Wildlife Power List in the

May issue. Read her blog at

www.marycolwell.blogspot.com

Swiss artist Karl

Joseph Brodtmann

painted this Barbary

lion in 1824.

This Barbary lion

skull at the Natural

History Museum

has been dated to

1280–1385. Should

we now bring the

extinct subspecies

back to life?Cockroaches (this one is 

Periplaneta americana) 

can teach us all a lesson 

about adapting to survive.
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coast magazine is the only publication 

to exclusively cover the coastline of the 

British Isles. Subscribe to coast 

magazine to discover secret beaches 

and hidden coves, the best shoreline 

restaurants and hotels, new ideas for 

fantastic breaks by the sea and learn 

more about the fascinating culture and history that surrounds 

us. coast magazine tells you where the property hot spots are, 

gives inspiration for coastal interiors, offers craft ideas you can 

make yourself and goes inside the homes of people who have 

made the move to the seaside. From foodie trails, foraging 

courses and glorious glamping to stunning wildlife encounters 

ome of the best views in the world. 

r FREE copy of coast magazine today!
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SOPHIE CONRAN
On her love of Devon and Dorset

JUNE 2015 £3.99

PROPERTY 
SPECIAL    

From Northumberland and
Norfolk to the Ards Peninsula

FARNE

The

ISLANDS
Wi d i e photographe s Ann and Steve Toon
set sail from the nor h east coast or a seab rd and

seal rip as awesome as an A rican sa a i

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS Ann and S eve T on

OPPOS TE AND ABOVE

R GHT he i la ds ocky

l dges a e chock ull

of s ab rds ABO E EFT

You mig t enc unt r

cu io s rey s a s

la i g n a ock or

bobb ng up n he wat r

al ngs de yo r boat

TH S P CTU E A pu fin

pre ares o l nd w th

and ee s n s mo th

W
e ve ju t land d on the Far e

s ands a group of Nat onal

T ust owned s ands th ee m les

o f the Nor humber and oast T e sun s

sh n ng t e sky s postca d-b ue and he

sea a l a ound us s be ut fu y calm But

hat s about the on y th ng it s Th s s

beca se hese s ands one of Br t in s

bes -known and bus est seab d b eed ng

s tes are t em ng w h h perac ve w dl e

r ght now dr w ng thous nds of is ors

when the b rds etu n to nest ach summer

A cacophony of cre ch ng c es l s the

a r S epp ng o f our boa st a ght n amo gst

150 000 pa rs of no sy n st ng seab rds

w h very pa ent b d bu i y fe ding downy

ch cks or pro ect ng a lu ch of vu ner ble

eggs s a r al assau t on the sens s

n J ne nd uly t e h ig t of t e eab rd

breed ng season hese in er at ona ly

mpor ant sl nds o f r some of he UK s

most spe tacu ar w ld fe wa ch ng

oppo t ni i s Land ng on the Farnes in

m d-summer s Br ta n s nswer to bei g

s rr unded by he w ldeb est m g at on

but w th t e add d wh ff of zone nd

he hance o round off he day s

exp r ence w th a bag of sh nd ch ps

C owni h pu fins whi z by our heads

rom a l ang es at op speed the r

pa ro - ike b l s cr mmed w th lo g th n

s very sand ee s hat hey re br ng ng

back f om fish ng t ips o eed o he r

ch cks They ook so com cal as
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WHAT YOU CAN GET FOR YOUR MONEY Here are some of our avour te p ope t es for sa e

OWNHOUSE

On Ru and St eet ya ds rom

he se f ont t is G ade I l s ed

ownho se has s x bed ooms

on ve floo s ea v ews and a

el con a ned one bed oom

apar ment Car er onas 01904

5 8200 ar e j nas co uk)

AM LY HOME

h s re ty our b dr om

rop r y is p rt o Chur h C ff

arm a mode n cou t ard

d ve opmen betw en the

own cen re a d i ey B i g

Co nt y Pa k N cho so s 01 23

5 2968 i ho sons uk c m)

COUNTRY PROPERTY

S ua ed on he co st be ween

Sp et n nd Fi ey his p e ty

Ge rg an semi o m r y the

i age v ca age has our

b dro ms a d harm ng mat re

g rde s Hun e s (0 262

67 252 h nt rs et co uk)

SEAS DE BO THOLE

At Ro al C es ent Cou t choo e

b twe n a wo ed oom pa tment

on he gro nd floor or or

a i t e ess a one edr om

upp r floo flat w th s a i ws

N cho so s 01 23 12968

n cho s ns uk com)

450 000

£325 000

£325 0 0
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Move to...

With ts attractive period properties, green

open spaces and fantastic sandy beaches, th s

charming seaside town has bags of appeal

FILEY (North Yorkshire)

WORDS L sley Gi l lan L US RAT ON Anna S mmons

O
ne of the best v ews of h s

i t e No th York hi e own s

f om F ley Br gg – he ong

neck of Jura sic ock hat t a ls

nto the No th Sea ke a g ant fis

ta l From he e you can ee he

c i f op ga dens that z gzag down

to Fi ey s long cu ve of andy

beach the wh te stucco f ont of

the Royal Cres ent – a andma k

R gency er ace wh ch looks i e

i s be n p nched r m Brig ton

seaf ont – and beyond he chalk

l f s of Speeton F ey s such a

p e ty pl ce i s a most too good

o be t ue Yet t s the l ast w ll

k own of Yo ksh re s coas al own

F ey was a ma l fish ng

ove shadowed by Sca borough

– i s bigger no s er neighbour

only s x m l s up the coas )

MAKING THE MOVE

For Les ey Burr and her husband

Andrew t was a ght bulb

moment that p ompted a mo e

f om Har ogate to F ley On one

of their egular day r ps th y

w re on F ey Beach under a br ght

blue sky when And ew t rned

to Les ey a d asked Could you

l ve here? W th n s x mon hs

she d g ven up her ob she was

c nica nurse n a Leeds hospi a )

nd bought a house in F ley

A year ater she and And ew

op ned a bout que B&B

I never hought you d get me

out of Ha roga e ays esl y

And at rst I wasn t sure I d set le

he e t ook a w i e she adm ts

but he Bu rs have si ce s o ted

nto the t wn s f iend y a t ve

commun y We e got o know

eve yone – I an t wa k down

he s reet w thout s ying he lo

to about 10 people

She de cr bes i ey as a p oper

d-f shio ed sea ide town ike

epping back 40 yea s But

he beach w s a ways the big

t rac on t w s he bea h

hat b ought me he e – t s ust

fabu ous and o peace ul

A O E R gency

ownho ses i e

F ey s se f ont

commun ty befo e it was

deve oped as a fash onab e

but low- ey esort n the ear y

19th centu y For he most of he

post war y ars it was best known

as a But ns own b t when the

amous ho day camp clo ed n

1983 Fi ey re urned to i s old se f

a gen eel seas de town small

u ra t adi ion l and s mewhat P
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FI EY £1 8 033

WHI BY £2 6 609

YOR SHIRE £150 576

UK 248 64

CAN YOU

AFFORD T?

V R GE O SE R C S AP L 2 1 ]

O RCE ZO P A Z OP A O U )

F LOWERING
FLOTSAM

Green fingered art st Gerry Price has created

a hubbub of commun ty art and horticu ture at

her co ourful ga den on the s e of W ght

WORDS Haz l Si lver PHOTOGRAPHS C aire Dav es

CLOCKW SE FROM FAR

L FT Ger y looki g o t to

ea f om h r beach h t K t

K t ; f reg ound Ammi

m jus b shop s flowe )

wi h ch um p n nana

t ee ech um) a d E hium

vu ga e (v pe s ug oss) n

he back rou d; a m bi e

hat G rry made rom

bo t e tops ol ec ed on

t e hor ; Esch cho z a

al orn ca C l f rn a

popp ) wi h erb scum

tha sus ( re t m l e n)

P as er of Pa is h nds cast

f om g oves ound on he

b ach TH S AGE Ger y

di cus ing re sur s

u cove ed whi st

bea hcomb ng w h

M a Phe an Ru us Wood

Ha ry Pas all

O v a Wh t y S ade a d

her on Alfie

coastGARDENS

WORDS A ex Reece PHO OGRAPHS Paul V ant

How Jo Re d and John Peck breathed l fe

back in o a homestead and water mill on the

Pembrokeshi e coast w th a keen sense

of history and a team of ocal craftspeople

Jo and Jo n s h use

o er ooks Ab r Bach

Cove at t e ack

of F shg ard Bay

a d d tes ba k o

t e 8th ce tu y

coastHOMES

SHORELINE
RESTORATION

80 COAST oas maga i e co uk

oas mag z ne co uk 1 COA T

coast PEOPLE

A
s a ormer Greenpe ce ac vi t I d d eamt of s i ng

sou h o top the wha e s Lat r as a d ver and

su fer I d found myself ur ounded by do phins – a

magic l exper ence th t conv nced me hey are ind ed

speci l So wh n I got he ch nce o s gn up or a

BDMLR Ma ine Mammal Med c course jumped at t

oin ng 16 o her hopefu s in Cle edon – ve s zoo ogi ts

gard ners nu ses and shopkeepers – for a day- ong

cour e des gned to tu n us nto Ma ine Mammal M d cs

The e a e more han 3 500 BDMLR t ained m dics

around Br ta n – some help wi h escues wh le ot ers

fund a se or s a f the 24-hour ca -out ine In fact

they had been ca ed out 18 t mes n the w ek be ore

my cour e resc ing seal pups efloa i g a wha e

and he p ng etu n a do phin to the sea af er t swam

upr ver to Chest r

T SCHOOL WITH BDMLR

The day st rts wi h ma ine b ology ectu es ce aceans

nc ude wha es do ph ns and porpo ses T e common

do ph n g ows up to 2 5 me res and has n hour gla s

pa te n a ong i s flanks n qu ck success on we re

shown the st ped At ant c wh t -s ded wh e-beaked

R sso s a d bot enose d lph ns

Ne t we ea n o den fy the ong-fi ned p ot w ale the

Nor hern bot enose Sowerby s- and Cu ier -beaked

wha es the or a sperm humpba k m nke fin and

sei wha es Appa ent y g ey seals faces ook a b t l ke

dogs ha bour or common eals a bit ke c ts

I pe r myop ca ly at he ec ure scre n Don t wo ry

says our t a ner ohn Hardy who came o he BDMLR

th ough his ove of d v ng around the UK coast

Many people s rugg e o e l them part

PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE

I s ime o g t some hands-on expe i nce and we

su t-up and head or C ev d n s sea ront BDMLR has

two ra n ng mode s – a do ph n a d a wha e – so

OPPOS TE Bo t eno e

do ph ns a e mo t

common y fo nd in t e

Mor y Fi th Card gan

Bay sou hwes Eng and

and he w st of r la d

BELOW Ri hard F rn

in t e ed d y s i ) he ps

to ol a 175kg i e si e

model olp in on to

t e a pau in whi e

pr te t ng i s fli pers

Richard Fern heads to Clevedon n

Some set or a one day Mar ne Mammal

Med c course with he Br tish Divers

Mar ne Li e Rescue (BDMLR)

TO THE

RESCUE

WORDS Ri ha d F rn

NEED to KNOW

t S ress can k ll etaceans f you

find a stranded ma ine mammal

– a dolph n wha e porpo se or

seal – do not app oach t and

k ep othe s away too

t Tamper ng wi h a ma ine

mammal is a cr m nal of ence

Moving a oung seal pup can

sca e away i s mother who may

be wa ching f om a d stance

t Take care Whales and do phins

a e powerfu animals and sea s

can have a nasty b te for wh ch

you ll need spec al st ant bio ics

Even the breath f om a ce acean

can carry bacte ia

tWhate er ou do don t

pour wa er down blowholes

or w ndpipes
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fishing day
Susie Moss goes fishing off the

Dorset coast and learns how to gut

her catch then enjoys a tasty fish

barbecue to end off the day

FAMILY

TRY IT NOW

ASK the PRO

Bennett

of The Old

Watch House

F sh Shop

g ves t ps on

choos ng and prepa ing fish

You can te l a fish s f esh by he

b i htne s o the eyes and he

g ls s ould be a r ght ed c lour

T y some fi h ou e ne er t ed

be or ! For examp e Gurn rd

a ve y as y fish s so popu ar in

F ance but un er used n ngl nd

Buy sus ai ably – fish cau ht

on sm l day boats use od and

ine echn ques whi h s mo e

sus a nab e th n he beam r w ed

fish you find n s permar ets

Sci sors a e s u efu as a

sha p ni e w h sh w th any fish

sc ssor p he gut ca i y and hook

out t e g ls beh nd the ne k of

the fish o emove guts w th ease

T e be t w y o cook any fish

is to wrap t n in o l wi h emon

nd bu t r and bake it Th s w l

nhance the fl vour of a f esh

sh ather han de ract om it

w th oo much seaso ing

HA ING A GO

S sie Moss ook

a am y fish ng

r p w h h r

c i dr n Ma s e

a d Ma lon o f

he Lyme Reg s

co st TH S P GE

AND OPPOS TE)

8 30AM ALL ABOARD

To Ma s e s de ght a pi ate flag

beckoned us to board our boat

Sunbeam We we e a m t ey

m l i genera onal crew of kids

grandp ren s cous ns and

pare ts ga hered on a sunny day

n he Cobb Lyme Reg s s curve

9th centu y arbour The s a

as ca m park ng and benign

rd o magine how av shed he

lace had been by s orms ust

on hs be ore Huge waves and

o ce 12 w nds had wh pped at

he Cobb emo ing sec ions

o wa l and one of he heavy

cannons But we were ble sed

w th lo ely weather a fine bo t

and a good sk pper – Ma t S les

wor ing for ocal he o Ha ry May

Su beam has pent 53 yea s

ak ng peop e out on m ckerel

and deep-sea fish ng t ips f om

Lyme Reg s harbour Bui t n 1961

n Exmouth she s carve -bu t

mahogany on oak and 7 3 met es

ong I s mpossib e to est ma e

ust how many pa sengers have

enjoyed sh ng o f th s boat but

t must un nto tho sands

AM DR FT NG OVER

RECKS

t ook us 15 m nutes o get out o

he fir t fish ng spot whe e Matt

n tru ted us how o b it and use

he rods A l of us w re capable of

he gent e bobb ng rod movement

equ red in t is re ax ng p st me

We d f ed over he w eck of SS

F
i hing in ts many orms

has a ways been one of

B ta n s most popul r

past mes It used to appea

to ch ld en oo but n he ast ew

yea s he number of youngs ers

goi g out o fish has dec ined by

50 per cent t could be down to

the hook o ins ant succe s and

easy gra i cat on of creen based

games mob le phones and

tab ets s opposed to the mo e

esote ic ures of fish ng n wh ch

only pat ence and ea nt sk ll

esu ts n suc ess t s a so t icky

or a ami y when one young

memb r wan s o sh and othe s

nd t bor ng Howe er what s not

o ke w th a day boat fish ng t ip?

There is someth ng for a l wi h a

day out on the sea hope ul y sun

on faces breeze n your ha r and

he odd moment of exc tement as

someth ng is pu led up rom he

deep W h an a m to please eve y

member of he am y we p anned

a day r p o L me R gis n Dors t

A ew hou s on a boat deep- ea

fish ng shou d be enough to keep

my n ne-ye r-o d son Ma lon

enth a led wh le s i l sho t and un

enough o eep my ix yea -o d

daughter Mais e onboa d

Comb ne his wi h he dea that

we cou d hen do a cou se on

how to prepa e he catch and

we had a l the ng edien s for

a g eat fami y day out

There are so many wonder ul

coo ery schoo s a ound B i a n

now of er ng sh s i l c asses

but v ry few o er to share th s

know edge w th k ds In an ge

of ussy eat rs and p ocessed

oods ormed n o shapes ota ly

un ecogn sable rom heir o ig ns

t seems o be pre ty mpor ant

o show our c i dren where food

comes rom and how we an

cook it If my son wan s o be

a keen sherman and we as a

f m ly a l ove e t ng fi h then we

shou d know how to cope w th

a re h who e fish eyes and a l

ra her than ust some n ce y

fo med f ozen fish ngers
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LOVING 
THE

The global cost of the war with alien species is
an estimated $1.4 trillion,but is this always a

battle we should be fighting? Invasive plants and
animals can benefit biodiversity and may prove

to be nature’s salvation,says Fred Pearce.

A M E R I C A N
M I N K

Linked to the decline in

British water voles

Spreads a deadly pox harmful

to native red squirrels

G R E Y
S Q U I R R E L

R H O D O D E N D R O N
Annual cost of control in Snowdonia

National Park is £3 million

C A N E T O A D
Aus $20 million spent to prevent 

species’ spread into Kakadu, Australia
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BBC Wildlife72 June 2015

P
rince Charles wants to
exterminate Britain’s grey
squirrels; American river-
goers are on permanent alert
for zebra mussels from the
Caspian Sea; African herders
root out Mexican mesquite
bushes; Australian highway

patrols check under cars for hitch-hiking
cane toads. And don’t get British gardeners
started on Japanese knotweed.

The aliens are coming, and they have to
be stopped. So say many ecologists, who
insist that non-native species are inherently
destructive: ousting natives, taking over
ecosystems and decimating biodiversity.

But I have always been perturbed by
the idea of conservationists going round
obliterating the bits of nature they don’t like.
It feels like a kind of ecological cleansing,
with disturbing echoes of how some more
paranoid communities treat alien humans.

And surely there is something to be
admired in nature’s colonists and go-getters.
If American ecologist Edward O Wilson
is right that ecological restoration should
be conservationists’ great task for the 21st
century, then maybe they have something

to tell us about how it can be done. Just
as an influx of migrant humans can often
revive rundown neighbourhoods, so migrant
species may be just what is needed to kick-
start the great green revival.

I have now become convinced that alien
species are part of the solution to nature’s
current crisis, rather than part of the problem.
You probably don’t agree with this idea, but
let me try to persuade you.

WELCOME STRANGERS

First, why do ecologists fear the aliens?
Is it just that we don’t like the unfamiliar?
Or is there a more basic reason, rooted
in ecology? This goes back
to deeply entren
ideas among eco
that pristine eco
such as rainfore
should be uncha
and that every
species within th
systems is evolve
to its own role.

French naturalist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck,
who came up with the idea of evolution
before Darwin, talked about it as “the
accomplishment of an immanent [inherent]
purpose to perfect the creation”. If he was
right, then aliens can only mean trouble. But
Darwin himself had no truck with the idea
of the perfectibility of nature. Yes, species
evolved to fit in with their environment. But
survival of the fittest was just that: species 
getting by with no ultimate ‘purpose’.

Until recently, ecologists seemed to believe
Lamarck more than Darwin. Ecosystems 
were nature’s evolved perfection. The trouble
is that the more we learn, the less it looks
as if nature works like that. Ecosystems

he time, with species
nd going, says Daniel
igh priest of the new

Wherever we seek to find
y, we discover change,”
“Nature undisturbed is

nstant... but changes at
cale of time and space.” 
systems are open to
e. And that means
nothing intrinsically
ut aliens. They should
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Culling greys to 

save our native 

reds is a massive, 

neverending task.

R I N G - N E C K E D 
PA R A K E E T

These Indian invaders established 

themselves in Britain during the late 

1960s. They may compete for nest 

sites with birds such as starlings.

Possible threat to native 

hole-nesting birds
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be judged on their
merits. So what are
their merits? The
most disturbing
one for conventional
conservation is that they
are good for biodiversity.
This really goes against the
grain. I have lost count of the
number of statements I have read
about aliens wiping out natives
and reducing biodiversity.

VARIETY SHOWS

But the truth is almost always the opposite.
Extinctions are remarkably rare. Usually
it’s a case of the more the merrier. North
America has many more birds, mammals
and plant species happily living there
than when the Europeans first shipped
in Old World species. Likewise the UK’s
2,300 additional species have not caused
any known extinctions. This applies in
the oceans, too. Since the Suez Canal
opened in 1869, some 250 Indian Ocean
species have established themselves in the
Mediterranean, but there has been only
one recorded extinction as a result.

Introduced here from Japan by

Victorian celebrity gardener William

Robinson, Japanese knotweed can

be a menace in small suburban

gardens and is capable of pushing its

way through cracks and into houses.

According to the Government, this

invader costs Britain £170 million a

year – yet nowhere near that amount

is spent. The figure comes from

Swansea, dubbed the knotweed

capital of the world due to a massive

infestation during urban regeneration

half a century ago. The city has

the world’s only full-time Japanese

knotweed officer, and is the only

place in the UK to require developers

to certify that building plots are

free of the weed before applying

for permission to build.

While this is probably a sensible

cautionary measure, it seems strange

that the national cost of Japanese

knotweed has been calculated by

extrapolating treatment costs in

Swansea. Since nowhere else in

the country has experienced an

infestation remotely on the same

scale, that figure is nonsense. What’s

more, the weed rarely spreads

beyond the suburbs, so there is little

conservation threat. Somehow we

have lost all sense of proportion.

BRITAIN’S WAR  
ON JAPANESE 
KNOTWEED

Far from crowding
out natives, aliens
always seem to find
new jobs to do. If

ecologists are right
that more species in

an ecosystem makes it
more productive and more

resilient, then surely an influx
of aliens is good?

Sometimes we just don’t like what shows
up on our shores. It is not surprising that
we resent all those American signal crayfish
that escaped from fish farms and are now
working their way through our rivers,
and all the grey squirrels pushing back
their red cousins.

But we can be very selective. The aliens
we like quickly become honorary natives. In
Britain, they include the horse chestnut, from
the Balkans; the rabbit, brought to Britain
from Spain for its meat and fur a millennium
ago; and the snowdrop, which went feral
after being introduced from Brittany as a
garden flower in the 16th century. The edible
dormouse, once a favourite Roman snack, has
so wormed its way into our affections that it
is a protected species only a century after

EXTINCTIONS

ARE REMARKABLY

RARE. USUALLY

IT’S A CASE OF

THE MORE

THE MERRIER.

Japanese 

knotweed can 

grow at a prolific 

1m a month.

Boar became extinct

in Britain by the

15th century, but 

escaped populations 

have established 

themselves in the 

Forest of Dean and 

Kent/East Sussex. 

As prolific rooters, 

they are potential 

eco-engineers that 

may have an impact 

on their local wildlife 

– but after such a 

long absence, do they 

actually belong here? 

Mink escaped from UK 

fur farms and colonised 

the wild. Unlike otters, 

foxes and herons, these 

riparian predators chase 

water voles into water 

and down their burrows.

W I L D 
B O A R
Perceived threat to 

woods and crops

A M E R I C A N
M I N K
Threatens British  

water voles
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Habitat loss and predation 

by American mink have been 

linked to big declines in native 

water voles. But the aliens may 

have been unfairly blamed  

for competing with otters.
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being released into the 
Chiltern Hills.

The newcomers
are rarely particularly
invasive. Earlier this year
Chris Thomas, an ecologist
at the University of York,
reported a study tracking changes
in species abundance recorded in the
Countryside Survey. He found that “non-
native plants add to the British flora without
negative consequences for native diversity”.

British horticulturalists often talk about
the ‘Big Four’ plant invaders: Japanese
knotweed (see box, p73), Himalayan
balsam, rhododendron and giant
hogweed. All were introduced from Asia
by Victorian gardeners, and while these
plants can get out of hand in gardens andd
disturbed land in suburbs, they are far less
troublesome in the countryside, says Robbb
Marrs of the University of Liverpool, thannn
local ecological ‘thugs’ such as bracken,
brambles and ivy. But we usually look
the other way when faced with the nasty
side of natives. Imagine the hoo-hah if
ragwort or stinging nettles were alien
newcomers to our hedgerows.

The divide between good natives and baaad
aliens rarely makes sense. After all, how
should we regard the wild boar that went
feral after escaping from boar farms in thee

1980s? Is this the
welcome return of a

native wiped out in the
wild 500 years ago? Or,

since the boar came from
mainland Europe, are they

aliens that should be wiped out?

BLAME GAMES

Our dislike of aliens can lead us to
stigmatise them quite wrongly. American
mink that escaped from British fur farms
were for a long time blamed for the
disappearance of otters, outcompeting them
for food along our riverbanks. But in the
past 20 years, otters have made a comeback
– often at the ex
to look like mink were innocent all along
and the otters were killed by something else, 
probably agricultural 
pesticides and
other pollution.
Once the pesticides
were withdrawn, the 
otters returned.

The same theme is
played out all around the
world. Successful aliens
get the blame when the real
ecological 

damage is being done by humans: aliens
move into places we have messed up. And
that is an important lesson. Often aliens are
good news in a damaged landscape. They
can be nature’s fightback.

When farmers turned the island of 
Puerto Rico in the Caribbean into a
near-desert and then walked away, it was
aliens who came to the rescue. Surviving
native trees were unable to recolonise the
compacted, eroded, sun-baked and infertile
badlands. But the African tulip tree, and
other trees that had been imported by
European colonialists, moved in. They
revived the soils to the point where the
natives could return, with their seeds
s ative and ‘foreign’ 

en trees.birds nesting in the alie
aces ‘novelEcologists call such pl

very common.e vecosystems’, and they are
ned to be thekoSan Francisco Bay is reck
orld. Since thewomost invaded bay in the
there has been a5) tGold Rush (1848–55
f species stuck toofbiological rush
and oil rigs, carriedls aships’ hull
st tanks and hiddenlasin ball
rgo unloaded at itscarin c
ts. Amur clamsortpo
ssia, Atlanticusfrom R
crabs, Black Seaengree
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Japanese gobies bs,crab

Slow to spread, this

non-native still has 

its core population in 

the Chilterns, where 

the species was first 

released in 1902. In 

houses, it can cause 

damage to lofts, pipes 

and guttering, yet it is 

protected in the UK.

ALIEN INVASION

Buzzards prey 

on introduced 

rabbits, now an 

honorary native.

E D I B L E 
D O R M O U S E
Causes damage to 

trees and houses

Controlling invasive 

rhododendron – 

here by cutting and 

burning – is extremely 

labour-intensive.
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IMAGINE THE 

HOO-HAH IF 

STINGING NETTLES 

WERE ALIEN 

NEWCOMERS TO OUR 

HEDGEROWS.
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and a seaslug from
New Zealand are all

widespread.
Many conservationists

want these invaders
exterminated. But that

would be madness. The bay has
never had a fixed set of species – it

is subject to periodic dramatic spring floods
from rivers that flush it with fresh water.
When that happens the entire ecosystem is
rebooted, often with alien species. And that
is why, despite the aliens, the bay is in such
rude health. In 2013 the Ramsar Convention
on Wetlands accepted the US government’s
designation of San Francisco Bay as of
“international importance… a natural
wonder and a critical ecological resource”.

WORLD IN MOTION

Nature has always been on the move.
Species migrate on the winds, on driftwood,
in the guts of other species and under their
own steam. Humans have certainly sped
things up by offering more opportunities for
migration – whether accidentally via cargo
holds, grain shipments, tourist backpacks
and rafts of plastic debris on the oceans,
or deliberately through plants and animals 
shipped to new places for cultivation.

But, arguably at least, this increased
scale of movement is necessary for nature
to respond to the increased destruction,

HUMANS HAVE 

CERTAINLY SPED 

THINGS UP, BUT 

NATURE HAS  

ALWAYS BEEN ON 

THE MOVE.

First recorded in the

Thames in 1935, this crab 

is spreading in the UK. 

The species damages 

riverbanks and has 

been recorded travelling 

1,500km over dry land.

ALIEN EMPIRE ASCENSION ISLAND

C H I N E S E
M I T T E N C R A B
Ranked by IUCN as among 

the 100 worst alien species

Ascension is a volcanic

hulk in the Atlantic, where

Vi t i il i t d dVictorian sailors introduced

huge numbers of species

from across the British

Empire. Many, such as

hedgehogs, ferrets, guinea

fowl and rooks, soon died

out. But trees imported from

Australia, South Africa, the

Caribbean and elsewhere

did well. Thanks to them,

the previously bare and

arid terrain in the centre of

the island is now known as

Green Mountain, and insects

from across the world thrive

in this new ecosystem.

Y ld thi k th tYou would think that

scientists would be queuing

up to study this accidental

rainforest, whose very

existence seems to demolish

conventional ideas about

how ecosystems develop.

However, no one comes,

says former conservation

officer Stedson Stroud. And

the British government’s

official conservation policy is

to exterminate the aliens to

let ‘native’ species prosper.

But

if that

lgoal was

pursued, little

would remain

– native species are

rare. There are a few native

ferns, but many now live

exclusively on the alien

trees. Take away the trees

and the ferns might go, too.

The largest native animal,

the endemic local land crab,

which feasts mostly on alien

fruits such as guava, could

end up going hungry as well.

UK conservation 

policy would rip up 

the vegetation on 

Green Mountain.
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Fred was interviewed on Springwatch

on 4 June – catch up on iPlayer. Do you

agree that invasive species get a bad press? Let

us know: www.discoverwildlife.com/forum
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fragmentation and poisoning of habitat that
is our real lethal legacy. How else will nature
respond to climate change if not by moving?

I don’t say everything will go perfectly.
There are the horror stories, such as the
brown tree snakes that hitchhiked with the
US military and are now eating the bird life
of Guam. Or the mice that hopped from
whaling ships onto Gough Island in the
South Atlantic, doubled in size and took up
a carnivorous life, devouring an important
seabird colony. But such cases are unusual.

Some say that even if local biodiversity
increases, global biodiversity will be harmed
by a takeover of generalists such as water
hyacinth, cockroaches and rats. We may not
like that. But I wonder how much global
biodiversity matters. And, according to
Chris Thomas, the loss may be temporary.

The movement of aliens is already
sparking a burst of evolution, as migrants
adapt to their new surroundings and natives
rapidly evolve either to take advantage of
the arrivals as a new food source, or to
up their defences. “Genes are jumping
around. Hybridisation is opening up new
evolutionary opportunities. New species
are beginning to emerge,” Thomas says.

CONSTANT FLUX

I think we have got nature wrong. We
like to think of it as passive, fragile and
unchanging, with everything there for
a purpose. But the new ecology offers
a different vision of nature as random,
transient and accidental, constantly being
remade by fire, flood and disease. It is in a
constant state of flux with species coming
and going, fitting in, adapting or losing out
– and evolving to face new challenges. When
invaded by foreign species, most ecosystems 
don’t collapse, and few natives go extinct.
Often they prosper better than before.

In a world profoundly changed by humans,
nature’s desperadoes and stowaways are part
of its survival strategy. They bring new skills
and adaptive capabilities to battle chainsaws,
ploughs, pollution and climate change. But
to make the most of that, we need to reboot
conservation. We must stop backing the losers
– the endangered and the reclusive, and start
supporting the winners, too. We must
promote nature where – and how – it really is.
That will often mean embracing the aliens.

ZEBRA MUSSEL 

A few decades ago these natives of the 

Caspian Sea escaped from a ship’s ballast 

tank into Lake Erie, one of the American 

Great Lakes. They now number in their 

trillions. A pestilence? Look closer. When

they first arrived Lake Erie was highly

CAULERPA TAXIFOLIA

Panic broke out on the French Riviera

20 years ago when the Indian Ocean alga

Caulerpa taxifolia (green in the photo below) 

blanketed the shore after its accidental

release from Jacques Cousteau’s Monaco

Oceanographic Museum. Headlines raged

as the “killer algae” spread as far as Tunisia

and the Adriatic Sea. But soon after the alga 

began to retreat and is now largely gone.

Strangely, nobody reported that.

FALSE ALARMS
INVADERS THAT 
WEREN’T SO BAD

WATER HYACINTH 

Once popular in ornamental ponds, this 

pretty Amazonian waterweed is prone to 

escaping, prospering in polluted tropical 

waters. In the late 1990s Lake Victoria, Africa, 

was clogged with vast rafts of the stuff. But 

in 1998, after rains flushed the lake clean, 

the plant disappeared. The infestation was 

a symptom of environmental crisis, not the 

cause. Sadly pollution has since started to 

mount – and the water hyacinth is returning.

they first arrived, Lake Erie was highly

polluted. The alien mussels lapped up the

gunk, cleansing the waters and letting  

in enough light to revive 

the lake bed.

ALIEN INVASION
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CANE TOAD 

Another native of South America, this 

amphibian was taken to Queensland, 

Australia, in the 1930s to target a 

beetle devastating sugar crops. But 

it went walkabout, and since the toad 

has a toxic gland on its head that kills 

anything that eats it, for a while there 

was carnage. However, local species 

are starting to adapt. Crocodiles have 

learned to eat just the toads’ back 

legs; some snakes have evolved with 

smaller mouths and thus cannot eat 

the toxic invaders. Maybe even the 

toxic toad will settle in.
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Much of our native flora is adapted 
to the elephants, rhinos and other 
megafauna that once roamed our 
lands. That’s why our habitat and 
wildlife would benefit enormously 
if we started to think more like 
elephants, says George Monbiot.

WHY BRITAIN
NEEDS WILD
ELEPHANTS
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W
hy is it possible to lay a hedge? In 
other words, why did trees evolve to 
survive the mangling that traditional 
hedgelayers inflict on them? They 
almost sever the living wood, twist it, 
split it and trample it down. Yet the 
trees bounce back, as lively as before.

Why do most deciduous trees in Britain and Europe 
coppice and pollard – resprout from wherever the trunk 
is broken? Why do birch trees have black-and-white bark? 
Why do understorey trees, like box, holly and yew, have 
tougher roots and branches than big canopy trees, such 
as oak, beech and lime, though they carry less weight and 
are subject to lower shear forces from the wind? I believe 

that all of these questions have one answer: elephants.
During the last interglacial period in Britain (the 

Eemian, 113,000–130,000 years ago) and in Southern 
Europe until about 30,000 years ago, our ecosystems 
were dominated by the straight-tusked elephant Elephas 
antiquus. It was a monster, built on such a scale that it 
made the African elephant look like a ballet dancer. Its 
great neck suggests that it specialised in ripping trees to 
bits – any edible tree unable to hedge or coppice would 
have been wiped out. Black-and-white bark might have 
confused an animal with limited colour vision, much as 
a zebra’s coat bamboozles predators. Understorey trees 
that, even when mature, are small enough for monstrous 
elephants to reach their crowns need to be fantastically 
strong if they are to survive.

The climate during the Eemian was similar to our own. 
Britain then contained much of our familiar wildlife, living 
alongside monsters. When Trafalgar Square was excavated 
in the 19th century, the river gravels were found to be 
stuffed with bones. Most of the large ones belonged 
to Hippopotamus amphibius, the same species of 
hippo that still lives in Africa. The diggers also 
found the remains of elephants, 

By bashing up 

and trampling on 

woodlands, straight-

tusked elephants were 

important environment 

modifiers, opening up 

the habitat for other 

species to colonise.
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rhinos, giant deer, aurochs, hyenas and lions. (Yes, there 
were lions in Trafalgar Square long before the arrival of 
Edwin Landseer’s sculptures in 1867.)

In other words, like almost everywhere on Earth, both 
on land and at sea, we had megafauna. Megafauna are 
the default state of most ecosystems. That they are now 
confined to a few pockets in Africa and Asia appears to be 
the result of hunting and habitat wreckage by humans. 
Wherever we go, we walk in the shadows of the past.

Why does blackthorn put out vicious spines 5–8cm 
long when it has been cut or flailed? They appear to be 
wildly over-engineered to resist browsing by deer or 
cattle, but not, perhaps, by rhinos. Why are there so many 
marginal species – plants that live on the edges of ponds 
and rivers, for instance? Could it be because they evolved 
to use the niches created by wallowing hippos, aurochs 
and wild boar? Why are robins so tame in Britain, but not 
on the Continent? Perhaps because the bird is to the wild 
boar what the oxpecker is to the African buffalo. In the 
absence of boar, they have chosen the next best thing: for 
them, we are simply fake pigs. Ours is a ghost ecosystem, 
adapted to species that no longer live here.

DEATH BECOMES LIFE

Of all the ecological engineers I’ve mentioned, elephants 
are likely to have been the most powerful. Their attacks on 
trees would have created niches for hundreds of species. 
As ecologists often remind us, there is more life in dead 
than living wood. A 
healthy forest ecosystem 
contains trees in every 
stage of decrepitude 
and death. Diseased 
or hollow trees, dead 
standing timber, 
recently fallen trees, 
older corpses – each 
stage provides habitats 
and food sources for 
a different collection 
of birds, mammals, 
invertebrates and fungi. By toppling some trees and 
leaving others mashed or mortally wounded, straight-
tusked elephants would have produced plenty of life-
enhancing death and decay.

Compare this with the state of our woods today. Partly 
because foresters and woodland managers tend to be 
tidy-minded, partly because trees are seldom allowed to 
become old enough to die off naturally, partly because the 
tree smashers are extinct, our woodlands are almost bereft 
of the niches that many species need. To me, bird and bat 
boxes are a sign of failure.

I believe that the disappearance of our megafauna 
impoverishes human life as well as wildlife. We evolved in 
a wonderful, terrible world of tusks and fangs and claws, 
and we carry with us the vestigial psychological equipment 
– a ghost psyche – required to navigate it. I believe we miss 
the thrill and fear that the great beasts inspired, just as our 
ecosystems miss their interventions. So you can probably 
guess what I want to do. I want to bring them back.

According to one estimate, 30 million ha will be vacated 
by farmers on the European continent by 2030. That’s an 
area the size of Poland. It’s happening largely because of 

globalisation, which makes farming in infertile places, 
such as the European uplands, uncompetitive. It’s a 
tragedy – and an opportunity. Already the medium-sized 
animals that were missing until recently from much of 
the Continent – wolves, bears, bison, moose, boar, lynx, 
jackals, wolverines and beavers – are spreading rapidly 
across Europe. But why stop there? If it is true that so 
much land could become available for wildlife, why should 
we not raise our ambitions to match the opportunity? Why 
should we not have a Serengeti or two on our doorsteps?

RETURN OF THE GIANTS

The obvious answer is that some of the species that used to 
live here are not just missing from Europe but are extinct 
altogether. The lions, hyenas and hippos that once roamed 
Britain and Europe are the same species as those that cling 
on in Africa. But the straight-tusked elephant and Merck’s 
and narrow-nosed rhinos that were once found here have 
gone forever. Might the elephant’s closest living relative, 
the Asian elephant, be a good substitute? And could the 
black rhinoceros replace the rhino species we have lost?

Not only would these animals help to restore ecological 
function to our impoverished living systems, but Europe 
could also become a refuge for them, enhancing their 
chances of survival. Crazy as it might appear now, as 
people become accustomed to the idea I believe it will 
come to seem both rational and enchanting.

Sadly while within the next decades we are likely to 
see the return of lynx, 
wolves and other 
species through the 
work of groups such 
as my own Rewilding 
Britain, bringing back 
the Eemian giants 
will probably never be 
feasible on our shores 
as our land area is too 
small. But perhaps there 
is something we can 
do for the ecosystems 

that miss the megafauna. The management of woodland 
for wildlife should mimic the way that nature would have 
done it. We should start thinking like elephants.

 I believe that we overmanage our woods, just as we 
overgraze the hills and overfish the seas. I would like 
ecosystems to be left alone as much as possible. But there 
are a few small and clever things we could do to replace 
the work of the beasts we have lost. One of them is to 
increase the amount of dead and broken wood.

EMBRACE THE MESS

Plenty of reserve managers would agree. But they tend to 
think like people, not elephants. They do it tidily, cutting 
and clearing and stacking. I believe we should learn to 
love mess, and start ripping and toppling and leaving.

Earlier this year, in a Devon wood, I watched a pair of 
marsh tits working in the scar left where a branch had 
sheared off a poplar tree. Amid the splinters they had 
found a crevice just the right size for nesting. Two weeks 
later, in the Scottish Highlands, I saw a pair of coal tits 
raising a brood in an older scar, made when an alder tree 
had snapped 4m up. When the top came down, it tore 

This cave painting 

from Lascaux, 

Dordogne, shows 

deer and an 

aurochs – a huge 

wild bull with 

sweeping horns. 

It probably died 

out in Britain in 

the Bronze Age.

THE MANAGEMENT OF WOODLAND 

FOR WILDLIFE SHOULD MIMIC THE 

WAY THAT NATURE WOULD HAVE 

DONE IT. WE SHOULD START 

THINKING LIKE ELEPHANTS.
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Monbiot 
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rewilding vision on 

Ramblings: http://
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+a great tongue from the trunk. The exposed timber, soft 
with decay, was easier for the tits to tunnel into than the 
bark on the other side. They also foraged across the scar, 
digging invertebrates from the rotting wood.

Had the poplar branch and the top of the alder tree been 
cut with chainsaws, these opportunities would not have 
arisen. These birds needed no nestboxes because they had 
a natural mess to work with. If we want wildlife to thrive, 
we need fewer tree surgeons and more tree butchers.

In some places enlightened foresters are experimenting 
with a process called ‘veteranisation’: accelerating the 
ageing of trees. Their techniques include fracture-pruning 
(making strategic cuts at weak points to encourage 
branches to shear off), coronet cuts (slicing the end of 
a cut branch into jagged spikes) and even the use of 
explosives. They also topple trees with winches, providing 
not just dead wood on the forest floor but also root plates 
(wide fans of roots and soil that lift from the ground when 
a tree falls), which offer homes to many species. I have 
never heard them say so, but it seems to me that these 
people are unwittingly thinking like elephants.

People expect the countryside to be tidy, so if such 
techniques are to become widely accepted, plenty of public 
persuasion is required. This means, above all, explaining 
our prehistory. To me, palaeoecology – the study of past 
ecosystems – feels like a portal to an enchanted kingdom. 
While most people are aware of our Ice Age megafauna, 
such as woolly mammoths and woolly rhinoceros, hardly 
anyone knows about the temperate megafauna that 
preceded it (and which survived alongside it in Southern 
Europe). One of my ambitions is to ensure that people 
come to know as much about the Eemian monsters as they 
do about woolly mammoths, or, for that matter, dinosaurs.

Unless we engage with the past, we cannot fully 
understand the ecology of the present, or secure a future for 
our wildlife. So let’s pass through that portal and recharge 
the world with understanding and wonder. 
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How do remoras 

stick to their hosts?

Q M A R I N E  B I O L O G Y

A  Remoras, also known as sharksuckers 
or suckerfish, are famous for their ability 

to hitch rides on larger fish and marine 
mammals by means of what looks like 

a suction cup on top of their heads. But 
suction is only part of the story. The latest 

research shows that the cup, which is 
actually a modified dorsal fin, is lined with 
tiny barbs that create friction between the 
two surfaces. Large blood vessels running 

just under the organ also help by providing 
pressure against the host. The result is that 
remoras are able to attach for long periods 

and release quickly without damaging either 
themselves or their host. Stuart Blackman
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Understanding how remoras 

attach to hosts, such as this 

whale shark, could help in 

the design of quick-release 

adhesive devices including 

radio-tracking tags.
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How do ospreys 
learn to fish?

In autumn young ospreys 

migrate alone to Africa. They 

may not catch their first fish 

until they reach France or Spain.

+Visit www.discoverwildlife.

com to find out more.

SOUNDS SIMILAR

The lapwing’s alternative

name, peewit, mimics its

distinctive call. It is known

by similarly onomatopoeic

names in other languages:

vipe (Norwegian), kiebitz

(German), priba (Slovenian)

and vivak (Croatian).

CAUGHT IN THE ACT

Lapwings were once the sole

subjects of a parliamentary

act. The 1928 Protection of

Lapwings Act restricted the

taking of the birds and their

eggs for food.

THE LONG WALK

Less than 40 per cent of

chicks survive to fledging.

They are often hunted soon

after hatching, when led

by their parents to suitable

feeding habitat. SB

A buff-tailed

bumblebee feeds on

lavender flowers.

A Newly fledged ospreys do not learn to
fish immediately, but continue to receive food
from their parents. In migratory populations 
breeding females begin their journeys
before their young are independent, leaving
their mates to provision the brood. Though
the youngsters may follow the male to his
favourite feeding perch, they tend to remain
within a few hundred metres of the nest, 
where he will deliver his catch.

Experiments with hand-reared ospreys
have revealed that the young can fish for
themselves within a couple of weeks of
fledging, suggesting it is innate rather than
learned behaviour. However, most tend to be
poor foragers initially, so the food provided 
by the male is a vital backup. Mike Toms

Does nectar provide
more than energy?

Q S Y M B I O S I S

Q B R I T I S H  B I R D S

THINGS YOU NEVER 

KNEW ABOUT THE...
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A  Nectar is a plant’s way of bribing 
insects and other animals to pollinate  

it or protect it against herbivores.  
The sugar-rich fluid is indeed packed 
with energy, but it also contains other 

much-sought-after compounds. The 
caffeine contained in citrus tree 

nectar boosts honeybees’ memories, 
for instance, making the insects 

more likely to visit similar flowers. 
And earlier this year several nectar 
components were found to reduce 

gut parasite load in bumblebees. 
Intriguingly, a chemical 

component of rhododendron 
nectar is actually toxic to 

honeybees but not bumblebees, 
perhaps because it pays for the 

plants to encourage only certain, 
specialist pollinators. SB
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WHERE CAN I SEE...

1
GIANT ANTEATER
Serra da Canastra, Brazil

This vast area of savannah is

the best place in the world to

see giant anteaters. Getting 

close to them is hard, and 

bear in mind that, while 

they don’t see well, they are 

sensitive to scent and motion.

2
TUFTED PUFFIN
Kenai Fjords, Alask

Though one was spott

on the Swale Estuary

in Kent in 2009, this

distinctive auk is more

home in the North Pac

where it breeds coloni

on offshore islands.

RED RIVER HOG
vindo NP, Gabon

h its rusty hair and

nctive tufted ears, this is

of the most striking of any 

pigs. It’s found in West and 

tral Africa, but the wide-

n baïs of Ivindo are a good 

e to spy this African oddity.
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What’s the
difference
between
horns and
antlers?
A Antlers are paired, branched

structures that are made entirely
from bone and are shed annually.
Developing antlers have a high
water and protein content and a soft,
hair-like covering known as velvet,
which comprises blood vessels and
nerves. As a result of hormonal and
environmental changes, the antler
ossifies – the growing, spongy bone
is converted into harder, thicker
lamellar bone – before the velvet falls
away altogether. Antlers are usually
only present for a few months before
being shed and, apart from reindeer, 
only occur in males.

Horns are unbranched, two-part
structures with a bony core and
covered by a keratin sheath (the same
material found in human hair and
nails), which grows from specialised
hair follicles. Horns are a permanent
feature and, in many species, grow
continuously. Pronghorn antelopes are
the exception among horned species,
having branched, upright horns with 
a sheath that is shed annually.

Antlers and horns also have
different functions. While antlers
are mainly used for mate selection
during the breeding season (either
to attract females directly or to
deter rival males through display or
combat), horns are generally used for
social dominance, territoriality and
anti-predator interactions.
Ben Garrod

Q A N AT O M Y

A rhino’s horn 

grows constantly, 

and will grow back 

if broken off. This 

black rhino was 

photographed in 

Southern Africa.
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dHow do I use dea

en?wood in my garde
A Dead wood is an essential habitat,

providing food and shelter for countless tiny
invertebrates and, in turn, a hunting ground
for small mammals, birds, amphibians and
reptiles. Indeed, as George Monbiot says in
this month’s Essay (see p78), there is more
life in dead than living wood.

“We can be very good at gardening for
butterflies and bees, but we also need to look
after the creatures that we don’t see,” says Laura
Bower, conservation officer for the People’s
Trust for Endangered Species. “There’s simply
not enough dead wood around nowadays, as
gardens are increasingly decked, paved or simply
kept too tidy – yet decaying wood attracts all sorts
of interesting creatures. Besides, it’s a lot easier
to just leave it rather than try to remove it.”

Piling surplus logs and branches in your
garden is also a great way to recycle: industrious
molluscs, other invertebrates and fungi break it
down and return the nutrients to the soil.

Here we show two easy ways to create dead
wood habitat – a decorative stumpery or simple
log pile. Sarah McPherson Section editor
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LOG PILE

It’s as easy as it sounds.

Simply pile up different-sized

logs in a shady area of your

garden, retaining a few gaps

for access and burying the

bottom row slightly to keep

them nice and damp. Add

bark, sticks and leaves to

provide cover for amphibians

and hedgehogs, and leave it

to rot. You could plant shade-

loving ferns, bluebells and

primroses around the pile,

and flowering climbers, such

as clematis or honeysuckle,

over the top. Make sure the

wood stays moist in summer.

Beloved by the Victorians to display ferns,

stumperies are a great way to fill shady

corners and can be as grand or simple as

you like. Either use tree stumps (sourced

from tree surgeons or builders) with their

gnarled roots on display, or logs and timber 

offcuts, planted vertically at varying

heights, for a contemporary feature. Simply

dig out the soil and bury the bottom third

of your chosen wood, then backfill, mixing

in compost for planting. Ferns such as

hart’s tongue are ideal – the rotting wood

provides optimum growing conditions.

Beloved by the Victorians to display fernss
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Do dock leaves really
soothe nettle stings?
A Dock leaves supposedly relieve the pain

of a nettle sting because their alkaline sap
neutralises the nettle’s formic acid – but dock
leaf sap is acid too, so this can’t be true.
Nevertheless many people find that the dock
leaf remedy seems to work. One possible
reason is that the juice evaporating from the
dock leaf may have a cooling effect on the
burning sensation; another is that dock
leaves might contain natural antihistamines
that reduce the irritation (though none have
been identified). The placebo effect cannot
be discounted either. But if you really want to
neutralise the effect of the acid, try treating it
with soap, milk or a dilute solution of baking
soda, which are all alkaline. Phil Gates

Q B O TA N Y

Stinging nettles contain 

irritants – mainly formic 

acid and histamines.

Stag beetles, mostly confined

to southern England, need

submerged, rotting wood to

complete their life-cycle. If

you live in a hotspot, burying

posts or stumps 30cm deep

will provide vital habitat.

Which bird has the
longest bill relative
to its size?
A The sword-billed hummingbird, a

relatively common species found in the
Andean forest from west Venezuela to
north-east Bolivia, claims this record,
having a bill that comprises roughly  
half of its maximumm 
body length of
23cm. Such a large
bill carries two mainn
drawbacks. The birdds
must hold their heads up at
a steep angle when pperching
to maintain balance, and have  
to use their feet to groom  
their plumage.

The extreme lengtth of its beak
enables the sword-billed to feed
from long, tubular flflowers that
other hummingbirdds are unable 
to access, which makes it an
important pollinatorr of these 
plant species. SM
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TOP TIPS FOR 
USING WOOD

● Make a bee hotel by

burying the base of a post

or log and drilling into it.

● If you fell a tree, leave

the stump or root system in

situ. Have the trunk sawed

into ‘slices’ 10–20cm thick,

and overlap these to make 

a contemporary

stumpery.

● Leave a few dea

branches on trees

woodpeckers (an

great spotted is s

– they need decay

wood for feeding a

for nesting.

● Leave piles

of twigs in your

garden to provide

nesting materials 

for birds.

Record your log

pile and find out

more information

at www.ptes.org/

stagbeetles

COMMON FROG 

Frogs (and toads) use log piles as

a daytime refuge or hibernation site.  

It’s worth positioning your log pile near  

a pond if you have one. 

VIOLET GROUND BEETLE

Named for its purplish markings,  

this nocturnal hunter rests under logs 

and stones by day, emerging at night

to feed on slugs, worms and snails.

EARWIG

Earwigs can often be found under 

log piles. In summer look for females 

guarding their offspring. The young may 

still have soft white shells.

HEDGEHOG

Hedgehogs visit log piles to forage

for their preferred gastropod prey –

slugs and snails. They may also use

the pile as a refuge.

IN YOUR STUMPERY OR LOG PILE
SPECIES TO SPOT4

ad

s for

adult

hown)

ying

and

/
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MAKE YOUR OWN
REPTILE

ROCKERY

Provide a hiding and basking

spot for reptiles with just

a few rocks and stones.

HOW

TO

1 Gather a collection of

rocks and stones, and

pile them up in a sunny,

south-facing spot.

2 Make sure there are

plenty of nooks and

crannies to allow the

animals in and out.

3 Let the grass around

the rocks grow long

to provide cover for

reptiles and their prey.

4 Look out for visitors

such as common lizards,

who will use the warm

stones for basking.

DISCOVERWILDLIFE

Is it true that

some butterflies

can be ‘cuckoos’?

A Yes. The larvae of some butterflies, such
as the large blue, can parasitise ant nests. The 
grubs mimic the communication chemicals
of their ant hosts, tricking the workers into
taking them into their nest where, depending
on the species of butterfly, it becomes either
a predator (devouring the ant larvae or pupae)
or a cuckoo (begging for food). 

In the mountain alcon blue, a European
species, the intruding caterpillar receives
extra-special treatment by mimicking the
sounds of the queen ants. The deception
induces the workers to kill their own brood
and feed them to the interloper when food
becomes scarce. To understand how truly
extraordina
parasitic b
induce its
lead her to
nest and k
own chick
order to fee
her and he
offspring.
Nick Davie
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A Alpine ibex are renowned for their apparent
gravity-defying ability to scale near-vertical surfaces 
to feed (on plants and salt) and escape predators. 
The secret to their agility lies in the design of their 
hooves. Like cows and other goats (but unlike horses), 
the ibex’s hoof is cloven, with a hard outer wall for 
strength and soft, rubbery insides for gripping.  
The two halves of the hoof work independently of  
each other, clinging on like a pincer to the tiniest 
bump or knobble. Alpine ibex also have two padded 
‘dewclaws’ – false hooves just above the ankles – and 
calluses on the backs of the knees that help them to 
scramble up and down steep slopes, while their  
weight is supported on strong, stocky legs. SM 

How do Alpine ibex  

scale such sheer walls?

Q E V O L U T I O N

Alpine ibex scale 

an anti-avalanche 

structure in north-

west Italy. Landslides 

are a major cause of 

death in this species.
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CONSERVATION AND TRAVEL
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An encounter with a wild ape, 
monkey or lemur can be an 

electrifying experience, where 
the line between observer and 

observed is often blurred. Here 
are some of the wildlife travel 

experiences that allow you to see 
�FILEZMSYV�½VWXLERH�EW�[IPP�EW�

projects that contribute to  
their conservation.
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How you can help to make a real difference to vital primate
conservation initiatives across the globe

GET INVOLVED WITH
PRIMATE CONSERVATION

T
o most, the thrill of seeing wildlife
within its natural habitat is one of the
main reasons in which to travel the
globe.Whether it be glimpsing an

iconic orangutan high up in the forest canopy
or spending time with the critically endangered
mountain gorillas of central Africa – an
encounter with primates is often one of the
most memorable travel experiences and offers
you that perfect picture opportunity to put on
your mantelpiece.

But what if you could do more and go further
than just viewing wildlife – what if you could do
something really worthwhile? That is what the
responsible travel companyThe Great Projects
is trying to achieve, with an ethos to create
something ‘great’ and help to save some of
the planet’s most endangered species of
primates through its volunteering projects
and ‘SignatureTours’.

With opportunities to volunteer alongside
a myriad of species of primate – including
orangutans in Asia, gorillas and chimpanzees
in Uganda, baboons in Namibia, spider and

capuchin monkeys in Bolivia – there is plenty of
WGSTI LIVI XS LIPT QEOI E WMKRM½GERX HMJJIVIRGI
in primate conservation.You can even get
the chance to be a surrogate parent to baby
baboons in Namibia and spider monkeys in
Bolivia – quite the once in a lifetime experience
ERH HI½RMXIP] E TVMZMPIKI XLEX JI[ SXLIVW EVI
able to boast about!

As one of our closest relatives, the orangutan
(or ‘man of the forest’ as they are otherwise
known) is one of the planet’s most distinctive,
iconic and beloved species of primate. Native
to Indonesia and Malaysia, orangutans are
currently only found deep within the rainforests
of Borneo and Sumatra.The most arboreal of
the great apes, shockingly there are now thought
to be less than 6,600 orangutans left within
the island of Sumatra, and less than 54,000 in
Malaysian Borneo.

Sadly, to this day they remain critically
endangered, and an extensive range of the
conservation projects offered byThe Great
Projects strive to help counteract this issue
and focus on rescuing and rehabilitating these

What if you
could do
something
really
wor thwhile?

“

“
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
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Web thegreatprojects.com 
Email info@thegreatprojects.com
Tel 0208 885 4987
Facebook thegreatprojects

CONTACT DETA ILS

QEKRM½GIRX�ETIW��'YVVIRXP]��XLIVI�EVI�IMKLX�
fantastic projects which are designed to assist 
in all parts of the rehabilitation and release 
process; the overall goal being to keep numbers 
consistently increasing across both regions. 
Volunteers are absolutely essential in achieving 
this goal.

Similarly, in the stunning destination of Uganda, 
often referred to as the ‘Pearl of Africa’, another 
of the planet’s most beloved species of primates 
resides - the incredibly rare Mountain Gorilla. 
7EHP]��SRP]�����MRHMZMHYEPW�SJ�XLMW�QEKRM½GIRX�
species are thought to remain; all within the 
foothills of the imposing and mystical Virunga 
Mountain Range. Volunteers here are not only 
able to get up, close and personal with these 

QEKRM½GIRX�ETIW�HIIT�[MXLMR�XLI�NYRKPI�GPEH�LMPPW�
of Bwindi Impenetrable National Park, but they 
are also able to contribute to the education of 
local village communities in the importance of 
gorilla conservation. What’s more, a trip here 
with The Great Projects also brings you close to 
another of Africa’s great apes, the chimpanzee, 
within the stunning Queen Elizabeth National 
Park - one of Africa’s most celebrated regions  
of wilderness.

Ultimately, with an overarching aim and ethos 
to really contribute towards integral wildlife 
conservation, the unique opportunities offered 
by The Great Projects to work with primates 
are second to none. Find out more using the 
contact details below.
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A species is disappearing... can you help us to ‘bring them back’?

TAMARIN APPEAL

If you’ve ever visited Durrell Wildlife Park 
in Jersey, you may have been pleasantly 
surprised to see squirrel-sized monkeys 
roaming completely free in the mature-tree 

forest at the western end of the grounds. 
These adorable, tiny monkeys are tamarins; 

members of the Callitrichid family of ‘new 
world monkeys’ living, wild, exclusively in South 
America. Over the past 26 years, Durrell have 
become the world-leaders in captive care and 
breeding of tamarins... so much so that, thanks 
to our training in-country, the reported typical 
life-expectancy in native rescue centres has 
increased from just four years, to well over a 
decade and sometimes even 20 years!

But to rescue one species; the beautiful black 

lion tamarin, it’s time for us to act fast. We house 
the only breeding pair outside of Brazil. In Brazil 
itself, there are under one thousand black lion 
tamarins remaining, mostly in one place; the 
1SVVS�HS�(MEFS�7XEXI�4EVO��.YWX�SRI�½VI��SV�SRI�
disease outbreak, could wipe out this last viable 
population of black lion tamarins – leaving our 
pair to repopulate the areas of rainforest we 
and our partners have worked so hard  
to restore.

We desperately need to bring more of these 
monkeys into our expert care here in Jersey. We 
know we can breed them in safe sanctuary, here, 
and we know we can put them back in the wild 
– we’ve done it before. What we don’t have, is 
the funds to do it.

Can you please help us to save the black lion 
tamarin? Any amount will help to get us closer 
to success.

Please visit www.durrell.org/tamarin to  
½RH�SYX�QSVI�

Durrell Wildlife  
Conservation Trust
Les Augrès Manor, La Profonde Rue
Trinity, Jersey, Channel Islands, JE3 5BP

Web Durrell.org
Tel (0)1534 860060

CONTACT DETA ILS
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A
t Wild Futures we are working  
hard to protect primates and 
habitats worldwide; all too aware 
that primates around the world face 

serious threats. We are the only UK registered 
charity providing sanctuary to rescued monkeys 
and supporting projects overseas, as well as 
campaigning for primate welfare and educating 
to protect our primate cousins. 

Our safe haven for mistreated monkeys 
is The Monkey Sanctuary, in Cornwall; the 
½VWX�ERH�SRP]�WERGXYEV]�MR�)YVSTI�XS�VIGIMZI�
Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries 
accreditation. We have been rescuing primates 
from conditions of abuse and neglect since 
1964, initially offering refuge to woolly monkeys 
following a rapid growth in the popularity of 
keeping exotic animals as pets. The Monkey 
7ERGXYEV]�[EW�XLI�½VWX�JEGMPMX]�MR�XLI�[SVPH�XS�
successfully breed woolly monkeys; a testament 
to high welfare standards and innovative 
territory design. For a number of complex 
genetic and practical reasons, we no longer 
participate in breeding programmes,  
but focus our efforts on rescue work and  

in-situ conservation. 
Our extensive research shows that there 

are currently around 5,000 privately owned 
primates in the UK. A lack of adequate species 
knowledge, veterinary care, social opportunity 
and space, as well as inappropriate diet leads 
to psychological and physical suffering for pet 
primates. Given spacious, natural enclosures, 
companionship of their own kind and specialist 
care, monkeys living at our Sanctuary learn to 
enjoy life once again. 

As well as providing for monkeys in need, we 
work closely with other organisations to bring 
about positive change for primate welfare and 
conservation; leading campaigns and advising at 
government level, both in the UK and abroad. 
Our work has led to much advancement, 
including political recognition that the UK 
primate pet trade is an issue and an EFRA 
Select Committee inquiry. We act as specialist 
consultants in diverse forums, as well as 
delivering far-reaching environmental education 
programmes; educating thousands of students 
and Sanctuary visitors on our work each year.

We assist primate conservation projects 

overseas with funding, advice and staff 
secondment, with particular emphasis on 
the Endangered Barbary macaque (Macacca 
sylvanus) and neo-tropical species, such as 
the Critically Endangered yellow-tailed woolly 
QSROI]��3VISRE\�¾EZMGEYHE��

By focusing on primates and their protection, 
we aim for a world where people understand 
and respect the welfare and conservation needs 
of primates and habitats, to ensure a wild and 
safe future for all. Our generous supporters 
allow us to continue our vital work. Please visit 
our website to Adopt a Monkey or become a 
friend of Wild Futures. Our generous supporters 
allow us to continue our vital work. Please visit 
our website to Adopt a Monkey or become a 
friend of Wild Futures.

WILD FUTURES

Web wildfutures.org
Email info@wildfutures.org
Tel 0844 272 1271
Registered Charity #1102532

CONTACT DETA I LS
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M
onkey World – Ape Rescue
Centre in Wareham is a MUST
for all primate fans!

The 65-acre park in the heart
of the Dorset countryside is dedicated to the
rescue and rehabilitation of primates in need
and is home to the stars ofTV documentaries
‘Monkey Life’ and ‘Monkey Business’.With over
250 rescued and/or endangered primates of
more than 20 different species, Monkey World is
the largest sanctuary of its kind in the world!

The park is well laid out and spacious for both

MONKEY WORLD

Monkey World
Ape Rescue Centre, Longthorns,
Wareham, Dorset BH20 6HH

Web www.monkeyworld.org
Email apes@monkeyworld.org
Tel 01929 462537

CONTACT DETA ILS

APE RESCUE CENTRE: WHERE FAMILIES MATTER!

humans and monkeys alike. There is also a huge
Great Ape Adventure Play area for kids, cafés,
picnic areas and a gift shop.

Keepers’ talks every day from 12.30pm
provide a captivating insight into life at the park
and its inhabitants - staff are so enthusiastic
about what they do, giving a real feel-good
factor. Pre-bookable guided tours are
also available.

EXPECT MORE THAN JUST A ZOO!
First and foremost, Monkey World is a rescue

centre.The monkeys and apes that live at the
park are mainly there as a result of suffering
abuse or neglect in their previous circumstances,
and the expert team of Primate Care Staff
only rescue and care for individuals and species
whose needs they can meet.

Monkey World does not receive any
government funding and so every paying visitor
to the park helps to support the rescue and
rehabilitation work.

At the park, each individual monkey and ape
is important and guests are invited to get to
know them, what they have been through, and
how their rehabilitation is progressing. This
makes the park and it’s family of primates
so special!

‘ADOPT A PRIMATE’!
You can also support Monkey World in

continuing their rescue and rehabilitation
work by taking part in the ‘Adopt a Primate’

scheme.  Prices start from just £25 per year, and 
include a photograph of your chosen primate, 
E�GIVXM½GEXI��YT�XS�XLVII�IHMXMSRW�SJ�XLI�%TI�
rescue Chronicle newsletter magazine, and a 
free entry pass to the park for one year! 

Family, group and corporate options are also 
available, so if you’re thinking of visiting a few 
times in the next 12 months, it offers great value 
for money!

OPEN ALL YEAR!
Monkey World is open every day, except 

Christmas Day, from 10am to 5pm (10am to 
6pm during July and August). Offering great 
value for money and a fun yet educational day 
out, visit Monkey World this year!
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...love TopOil

Wooden worktops...

> Resistant to common stains:
wine; beer; drinks and fruit juice

> Will not crack, peel or blister
> Highest coverage of any oil

on the market
> Water repellent and dirt resistant

The ultimate protection
for your wooden worktop

Call or visit
the web for
stockists.

+44 (0)1296 481 220
www.osmouk.com

NEW
TopOil Satin  3028
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O TV & RADIO 

O DIGITAL

O EVENTS

O MOVIESREVIEWS

DON’T MISS

D
on’t miss the chance to marvel at
wonderful natural-history artwork
during this week-long exhibition

organised by the David Shepherd
Wildlife Foundation (DSWF).

Now in is eighth year, the Wildlife
Artist of the Year 2015 competition has
attracted over 1,200 traditional and
contemporary entries from established
and emerging talent worldwide.

Attend the event to be inspired by
150 shortlisted artworks on display in
a range of media and find out who was
awarded the £10,000 top prize.

Chair of the judges
Melanie Shepherd says: “The
event stems from David Shepherd’s
desire to give something back to the
animals who helped make him famous 
as a wildlife artist.”

Visitors will also have the
opportunity to purchase artwork to
support DSWF projects. Entry into
the gallery is by donation.
Jo Price Stae ff writer

● www.davidshepherd.org/way/ 

WILDLIFE ARTIST OF THE YEAR
Mall Galleries, London, 30 June to 4 July 2015

REALLY WILD

CREATIONS
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Lemurs out on a Limb

Monty Don explores what  

is being done to save these 

endearing mammals.

http://bbc.in/1xNu19R

Natural Symbols

Find out how our 

connection to nature has 

changed through time. 

http://bbc.in/1aV74ai

The Future of Corals

As our climate warms, what 

is the future of colourful coral 

reefs in our stressed oceans? 

http://bbc.in/1QnZlCM

by

Sarah Soward is

shortlisted in the

Contemporary

category. 
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BUSHMASTER

By Dan Eatherley

Arcade £16.99

This curious book’s subtitle –
Raymond Ditmars and the Hunt
for the World’s Largest Viper – is
rather more informative than its
name: the eponymous serpent 
slithers around the margins of
what’s essentially a biography 
of its snake-mad lead character.
Through the early 20th century
this herpetological pioneer 
collected, studied, photographed
and filmed reptiles. His antics
are depicted in engagingly
fictionalised, boy’s-own
interludes, painting rich colour
into sepia-tinted newspaper
reports, and the author’s attempts
to follow in his footsteps while
seeking bushmaster snakes
are entertainingly sketched.
Paul Bloomfield Travel writer

AT HAWTHORN TIME

By Melissa Harrison

Bloomsbury £16.99

Melissa Harrison’s second
‘nature novel’, after her award-
winning 2013 debut Clay, unfolds
one spring in a fictional rural
hamlet. Beneath the village’s 
seemingly peaceful surface runs
an unsettling undercurrent, like
barbed wire snaking through
a flower-filled hedgerow. The
central characters – Howard,
Kitty, Jamie and Jack – are all
struggling to find ways to belong
in the modern countryside, and
their lives converge in a dramatic
denouement. Each chapter
begins with extracts from drifter
Jack’s nature notebook and, with
a delicate, descriptive touch, the
author is most at home when
writing about the wild world.
Pete Dommett Nature writer

The secret life of seashells and what 

they reveal about the natural world. 

HIDDEN

REALMS 

SPIRALS IN TIME

By Helen Scales

Bloomsbury £16.99

O
ur love of shells has deep roots – shell beads
discovered in Moroccan caves prove that even
100,000 years ago we humans had a fondness

for these little casings. But what is it about seashells that
makes them so fascinating? Is it their exquisite variety of 
shape and construction? The opulence and beauty of their
patterns? Or their sensuous textures, which make them so 
pleasurable to handle? Certainly, robbed of their armour,
molluscs don’t usually figure high on most people’s lists of
favourite animals. Yet seashells – and to a lesser extent the
shells of land and freshwater snails – exert a power over us
that is hard to explain.

In this eclectic and impassioned book, biologist and
broadcaster Helen Scales seeks her own explanation for
humanity’s enduring enthusiasm for shells. The result
is a discipline-hopping mix of history, biology, chemistry,
adventure and a dozen more subjects, all wonderfully told.
Scales’s infectious love of her subject will rekindle your
affection for any neglected seashells in your house. Dust
them off and feel again the ocean’s distant pull.
Callum Roberts Professor of marine conservation, University of York

BOOK
OF THE 

MONTH

Common hermit crabs 

adopt empty shells and 

use them for protection 

against predators. 
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O BOB GIBBONS is a botanical expert and the author of 

Pocket Guide to Wild Flowers (Bloomsbury, £10.00).  

Visit www.bloomsbury.com to find out more. 

REVIEWS BOOKS

NICK
BAKER
Nick believes that your sens
the most vital piece of‘equi
you’ll need as a naturalist.

What can readers learn

from your book?

The Complete Naturalist ist
aimed at young folk, but also
exists to empower parents
and teachers. It’s a paper
‘mentor’ and a compendium
of all the tricks of the trade
that I’ve learned so far.

Who inspired your interest

in the natural world?

Gerald Durrell. His book
The Amateur Naturalist wast
essential to me because it
held my hand and told me it
was okay to collect bones, be
fascinated by poo and dissect
a dead mouse.

How important is it that

kids experience wildlife?

It’s vital. There’s proof that
unstructured play in your
own space in nature not only
develops physical skills and
fitness, but is also beneficial
for the mind. When I was
a boy, my grandfather took
me rockpooling and my
family encouraged my
explorations, which included
fishing, rearing tadpoles and
keeping a stickleback.

What essential equipment

does every amateur

naturalist need?

A hand lens and binoculars
are useful, but the most
important equipment is free
– your senses. If you learn to
use these properly, to train
yourself to see, hear and feel,
you will become more aware
of the wildlife world.

How can people connect

with the natural world in 

urban environments?

We just need to remember
that wildlife is all around 
us. Some of my most
informative experiences 
were spent watching foxes
in my Nan and Grandad’s
garden in Croydon. 

How can someone begin

to get into nature? 

Find a subject that fascinates
you. If you enjoy it, the 
learning and skills will follow
naturally. Getting involved
with a wildlife organisation 

can also help you to develop 
your interest. 

What should BBC Wildlife

readers remember when

exploring nature? 

Have fun and spread the
joy, because it’s not about
what you know, it’s about
satisfying your curiosity.
What you get up to may 
seem a little strange to some 
folk, but if you embrace
the eccentricity of it all and
are passionate about your
interest, you can’t go wrong.

O THE COMPLETE NATURALIST (Bloomsbury, 

£25.00) is a reworked version of Nick’s original 

book The New Amateur Naturalist. Visit www.

bloomsbury.com for more information.

`
GERALD 

DURRELL 

TAUGHT ME IT 

WAS OKAY TO 

BE FASCINATED 

BY POO”

Q EXPERT GUIDE BOB GIBBONS

INSECTS AND SPIDERS/ 

SEA CREATURES

By Claire Beverley and Dr David

Ponsonby/Prof. George Dussart 

and Dr David Ponsonby

Ivy Press £12.99 each

Books that relish nature’s
diversity play a dangerous game.
Go in too heavy and they risk
resembling museum drawers –
ranks of endless specimens with
too-simple labels. But go in too
soft and there’s no depth – and
nature, as we know, is nothing if
not deep. Thankfully, Ponsonby’s
Curious Compendiums are pitcheds
somewhere in the middle. Each 
double-page spread covers a
different taxonomic group, with
collective descriptions, warm
anecdotes and a host of historical
line drawings. The art is exquisite
and adds a richness to the titles.
Jules Howard Zoologist

A LESS GREEN AND 

PLEASANT LAND

By Norman Maclean

Cambridge University Press £16.99

Billed as a “Domesday book
of the British and Irish
countryside”, this is actually a
simplified and updated variation 
on Silent Summer, a weightyr
work edited by Maclean in 2010.
Providing an audit of the British
Isles’ wildlife, the author explains
both the status and reasons for
species’ declines and increases 
clearly and authoritatively, with 
curious “Now let us consider”
introductions. Less convincing 
are his musings, which are 
idiosyncratic and often outdated.
The long-dead Thorburn,
Tunnicliffe and Scott are hardly 
at the forefront of modern 
wildlife art, for example.
Derek Niemann Naturalist

MEET THE AUTH

HEAD OUTDOORS as there

is no substitute for observing,

photographing, identifying,

smelling and enjoying flowers!

STUDY WILDFLOWERS from

early April to early October

when there is a constant

procession of new species in

flower. In June look out for wild

roses, white campion (right),

water lilies, poppies and orchids.

USE A NOTEBOOK and a goodK

field guide. Hand lenses are

valuable too and can be bought

in different strengths – about

x8 or x10 is best for starters.

CREATE BIODIVERSITY in your

garden by growing wildflowers

to help pollinators. Once the

flowers bloom you can observe

the insects they attract.

JOIN A WILDLIFE TRUST

to find out more about their

reserves and outings, and go

on a good flower course for at

least a weekend if you can.

GET INTO WILDFL

ses are
pment’ 

HOR
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A portrayal of how scientists are revealing the true

nature of this iconic yet little-known species.

GHOSTS OF
THE ROCKIES

T
he mountain lion, or cougar, is a big cat native to the
western states of the USA. It occurs in a diverse range
of habitats, and is elusive and solitary by nature.

Or is it? Scientist Mark Elbroch has spent the past 13 years
studying this keystone predator, and his discoveries are 
rapidly turning the species’ social biology on its head. It’s 
always been assumed that interactions between adults end in
either mating or fighting, but Mark’s camera-trap footage begs
to differ. “Physical contact is not the rule; it’s the exception,”
he says. “We’re beginning to describe a species that has some
sort of social system, that’s interacting with a frequency that
challenges this idea that they are solitary animals.” 

Narrated by David Attenborough, this new film follows
Mark and his team as they track two families across a 
2,000km sweep of the Wyoming Rockies. It’s not easy being

a mountain lion in this harsh habitat; nor
is it easy being a mountain lion biologist,
trekking through deep snow in sub-zero
temperatures and too often losing subjects
to the elements, predators and hunters’
guns. “I live mountain lions, I dream 
about them,” says Mark. “When I come
across a body, the scientist takes over. 
But that night it’ll hit me – it’s a loss.”
Sarah McPherson Section editor

MOUNTAIN LIONS: BIG CATS IN HIGH PLACES
Tuesday 23 June, 8pm

TV
CHOICE

COULD 3D 

PRINTING BE 

USED TO BENEFIT 

WILDLIFE 

AND BRING 

BACK EXTINCT 

SPECIES?
Howard Stableford, presenter

OF THE MONTH

RADIO QUOTE

3D Bio-Printing

www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/nathistory

TOP FACT

Q Elk provide the 

main source of 

food for mountain 

lions in winter. 

A female must 

average three 

to four kills per 

month to feed  

her youngsters. 

Q RADIO NEW SERIES
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A follow-up to the BBC Radio Four

series Natural Histories that airs

this month (see p64), this exciting

new 10-parter celebrates the

pioneers and protagonists

from the past 500 years of

wildlife. Subjects include

explorer and zoologist

Alfred Russel Wallace

(right), who co-

published the theory of

evolution with Charles

Darwin; Edward Tyson,

the founder of the

study of comparative

anatomy; and the

entomologist Evelyn

NATURAL HISTORY HEROES 
Starts 6 September, 1.45pm

THE GREAT  
AND THE GOOD

Cheesman, the first female curator 

hired by London Zoo. Each episode 

will be presented by a scientist 

from the Natural History Museum 

or elsewhere, with their modern 

expertise dovetailing  

with the discoveries 

from the past.

“This is a series 

where we can look at 

the fantastic legacies 

of natural historians 

from the past and 

compare them to 

the heroic work 

of living scientists 

today,” says executive 

producer Julian Hector. 

“Knowledge is everything 

when it comes to looking 

at how to frame our 

relationship with the 

natural world.”

Alfred Russel 

Wallace: explorer 

and naturalist.
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REVIEWS BROADCAST

TV COMES HOME

I
f you missed it when
it aired on BBC Two in
May, there’s still time to

catch this enjoyable film on
iPlayer. Part of the Modern
Times strand, this hour-longs
special takes an affectionate
look at the enthusiasts
across the country who have
combined a love of wildlife
and technology to transform
their gardens into their own
natural-history film sets.

These ‘amateur
Attenboroughs’ include Jason
Alexander (more commonly 
known as the Wildlife
Gadget Man), who has spent
in excess of £25,000 kitting
out his garden and multi-
screen viewing room with
top-of-the-range recording
equipment; LB Loxley and 
his wife Amanda, who
have co-produced more
than 80 YouTube shorts,
all filmed and presented
within the confines of their

small Somerset new-build;
teenager Georgia Locock
(number 48 on last issue’s
Wildlife Power List), whose
Saturday nights out are
spent moth- and hedgehog-
watching outside her back
door; and young brothers
Finlay (number 35) and
Harley, who appear not to
venture within bargepole 
distance of an XBox,
choosing instead to spend
their weekends bioblitzing,
birdwatching and blogging.

“This is not about wildlife
in the garden, but about the
people who so avidly watch
it and their relationship
with the animals they
follow,” says director Lucy
Cohen. “It is a film about
passion, dedication and an
appreciation of something
that many of us, in the rush 
of modern life, take for
granted. They are a truly 
inspiring bunch.”

THE GREAT BRITISH GARDEN WATCH 
Catch up on iPlayer

ALPS TO AFRICA

Two offerings from the Nat Geo Wild channel might catch your

eye this month. First is Elephant Queen, which follows the

epic journey of matriarch Mensah as she leads her herd to the

feeding grounds of the Okavango Delta. Then Alpine Lakes looks

beneath the surface

of these watery

realms at the

creatures that

have adapted

to survive here,

from the brook

lampreys that

build their own

spawning grounds

to the burbot (see

p66) who engage

in mass matings

under a half-metre

ceiling of ice. 

ELEPHANT QUEEN; ALPINE LAKES
Saturday 13 June, 6pm; Sunday 5 July, 6pm

Proof that you don’t need to be Chris Packham  

to create your very own Springwatch.

Elephant Queen: a 

story of survival. 

A mountain lion about to 

be collared for research 

purposes. Once an individual 

has taken refuge in a tree 

it can be darted and fitted 

with a GPS device.

Jason Alexander has 

rigged his garden 

with 30 cameras.

Q TV FIRST LOOK

Q TV CATCH-UP

http://worldmags.net/
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REVIEWS EVENTS

WHERE

Saxmundham,  
Suffolk, IP17 3BY

RESERVE WARDEN  
Paul Green

WHY YOU SHOULD VISIT

RSPB Minsmere is an incredibly 
beautiful reserve which has 
many different habitats
supporting a rich variety of
wildlife. It also hosted BBC
Two’s Springwatch this year.

WHAT YOU CAN SEE

Bitterns will be feeding young in
the reedbeds and marsh harrier
chicks should be fledging in
mid-June. On the boardwalk
approaching Island Mere hide,
look down into the water to see
male sticklebacks guarding eggs.

TOP WILDLIFE SPOT

The pond near the visitor centre 
and the adjacent sand martin 
bank are a hive of activity. See 
sand martins fly low as they 
return to their burrows with 
food, and look out for the rare 
Norfolk hawker dragonfly. 

JOIN ITS EVENT

Starting on 27 July, we’ll be pond-
dipping every Monday. All events
are free once you’ve paid the
reserve’s entry fee. Visit http://
bit.ly/1Pv0lXD to find out more.

HOW TO VOLUNTEER

There are volunteer roles for
every skill level at Minsmere.
Visit http://bit.ly/1JWSr2p
for more information.
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Ongoing

Ongoing
W

NATURE 

RESERVE 
SPOTLIGHT

RSPB  
MINSMERE

Join Geoff Martin, collections 

manager of Lepidoptera, for half 

an hour at the Natural History 

Museum (NHM), London, to find 

out how and why the museum’s 

scientists collect moths, and hear 

about some of the adventures 

they have had on their travels. 

“The sheer diversity of colours, 

patterns, sizes and shapes of 

these creatures is astounding, 

particularly in the tropics,” says 

Geoff. Several species have 

been named after the scientist, 

including Parasa martini which he 

caught in Taiwan. No booking is 

required to attend this free talk. 

Visit www.nhm.ac.uk/visit/whats-

on/day.html to find out more. 

Geoff Martin is responsible for 

the management of the NHM’s 

Lepidoptera collections, which 

include 80,000 drawers and  

more than 10 million specimens. 

FESTIVAL OF NATURE

Attend this free natural-history

event, organised by the Bristol

Natural History Consortium,

to learn from scientists and

researchers. Go pond-dipping, visit

an outdoor butterfly house and

discover native wildflowers.

www.festivalofnature.org.uk

NOTICE NATURE FEEL JOY

This free new exhibition at Derby

Museum and Art Gallery has been

developed with input from the public.

It encourages visitors to scrutinise

specimens up close, including

butterflies and moths of the world

(left), using magnifiers and torches.

www.derbymuseums.org

ROOST COUNT

Take part in this Bat Conservation

Trust survey if you have bats 

roosting on your property or in 

your local area. By counting bats 

emerging from roosts you can help 

the charity monitor how different 

species are faring across the UK. 

http://bit.ly/1F7CCI8

THE GREAT EGGCASE

HUNT PROJECT

Take part in this survey if you’re

heading to the UK coastline this

summer. The Shark Trust is asking

you to spot spent shark, skate

or ray egg cases and record your

findings at the website below.

www.sharktrust.org/en/

GEH_the_project

EVENT

CHOICE

WHAT A Night in 

the Jungle 

WHEN 2.30pm on 22 June

WHERE Attenborough 

Studio, NHM, London

JUNE WILDLIFE EVENTS
SPEAKERS’
CORNER
GEOFF MARTIN `X

X

T

30JuneUntil

Visit RSPB Minsmere 

at this time of year 

to see bitterns flying 

to and from their 

nests to feed young. 
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WILD 
EXPERIENCES

With the summer holidays fast approaching, 

why not visit some of these wild attractions to 

keep the little ones happy and get close to 

some beautiful creatures from around the 

world. Make summer 2015 one to remember.

BASKING SHARK SCOTLAND
Book an adventure to the Hebrides in 2015 with us! We are the only 

dedicated operators for basking sharks, specialising in high-quality 

small group trips, aboard our comfortable cabin boats. 

Each tour is guided by our marine biologist staff with a maximum of 11 

guests. Our four-day adventures are based on the idyllic Isle of Coll, 

famous for abundant wildlife, white shell-sand beaches and the sunniest 

spot in the whole of the UK! 

Adventures include visiting the stunning Fingal’s Cave, puffins of the 

Treshnish Isles and whale and dolphin searching in the Hebrides hotspot.  

The lagoon and seal colony is a hugely popular excursion, along with the 

focus on searching for the big fish, with a swimming option if you dare!

baskingsharkscotland.co.uk 07975 723140

PARADISE WILDLIFE PARK
Paradise Wildlife Park is Hertfordshire’s number one outdoor 

attraction and is the leading zoo in Europe for animal experiences, 

with over 30 different and unique encounters on offer. Paradise is 

home to over 400 exotic animals, including the largest collection of 

small monkeys and largest anaconda in the UK. We are also very 

proud to be the only zoo in the UK with all five Big Cats.

Call 01992 470490 and quote ‘PWPARK20’ to receive 20% off 

when you book an experience at Paradise this year.  

*Offer expires 31.12.2015. See T’s&C’s at pwpark.com.

pwpark.com 01992 470490

FIVE SISTERS ZOO

A great fun and educational day out for everyone with over 170 species of 

mammals, reptiles and birds from around the world including lemurs, 

lynx, meerkats, monkeys, bats, bears, otters, owls, crocodiles, raccoons 

and arctic wolves. 

New for 2015 is “The Lost Kingdom” reptile house, there are also walk 

through and easy viewing areas, the Castle Petting Zoo as well as free 

keeper talks throughout the day. Get up close at daily handling sessions 

or as a special treat, feed the ring tailed lemurs. Kids love the half day zoo 

keeper experiences (book in advance). Large outdoor play area, cafe, 

disabled facilities & free parking. Please come and discover us!

Current Appeal is to raise £150K to re-home four ex-circus lions at the 

Zoo by September 2015.

fivesisterszoo.co.uk 01506 871111

TRENTHAM 

MONKEY FOREST

Unique to the UK, Trentham 

Monkey Forest is home to 140 

free-roaming Barbary macaques. 

Take a walk through the beautiful 

Staffordshire woodland and 

watch as the monkey antics 

unfold right in front of you!  

With baby season in full swing it’s 

the perfect time to visit.

 01782 659 845

monkey-forest.com
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YOUR PHOTOS
www.discoverwildlife.com is the place to see and share wildlife photos.

1DAYTIME
SURPRISE

My wife and I visited Pamber

Forest, Hampshire, one afternoon

to photograph deer.When we

heard a blackbird making a lot

of noise we followed the sound

expecting to see a cat. Instead we

discovered a beautiful tawny owl

sitting in a tree about head height,

and I took its picture.

Matthew Lyford, Hampshire, UK

PHOTO
CHOICE

ONLINE CONTEST
WILDSCAPES

BROWN BEAR by Ulla Räsänen

LOCH EARN by Natasha Kitching

MOUNTAIN GOAT by Michelle Predinchuk

Enter our monthly online photographic

contest at www.discoverwildlife.com/

your-photos/photo-contest

I

4 ARBOREAL
KILLER

I live in KwaZulu-Natal,

South Africa, with my

husband in a property that

is surrounded by natural

bush, so many birds visit

our garden. We have seen

an eastern green mamba

here four times over the

past few months – the

venomous snake lives in

trees and feeds on birds.

I was very lucky to be able

to photograph it eating

its unfortunate prey.

Gaby Lyle, Ballito,

South Africa

3BREAKING
THE SURFACE

I encountered six Risso’s

dolphins while assisting

cetacean-monitoring work in

the Azores. The species can

be recognised from the lines

of white scar tissue down

the sides of the body. This

individual is known as S9c, and

belongs to a pod that frequents

the waters around Pico Island.

Craig Turner, Inverness, UK

2PERFECT PAIR 
At the beginning of 

April I hired a hide for the 

day that was set up for 

watching kingfishers near 

Kirkcudbright, Dumfries and 

Galloway. For seven hours I 

observed and photographed 

the species. It was amazing 

to see a male and female 

perched on the same 

branch and capture the 

moment on camera (the 

male is on the right).

Alan Irving, Dumfries  

and Galloway, UK

June 2015
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YOUR PHOTOS

ENTER TO WIN

A HELLOCANVAS

VOUCHER

Submit your image

for the chance to

win a HelloCanvas

voucher, worth

£140. You can order

your winning photo

as a canvas print,

in a floating frame

or as a high-quality, high-gloss  

HD Metal print (pictured).

www.hellocanvas.co.uk

SUBMIT YOUR PHOTOS

O For a chance to see your image in an issue

of BBC Wildlife, please enter ourYour Photos

competition at www.discoverwildlife.com/

submit-your-photos

5EYESPOT A BUTTERFLY
While on a photography lesson in

Watermead Park, Leicester, I saw a grey

heron sitting in the tall grass. Despite

being quite a distance away I decided

to get closer to the bird. I approached

the wader and quickly took some

photographs before it had the chance

to fly off. Only later when I reviewed my

images did I notice the peacock butterfly 

on the bird’s neck.

Ryan Forrest, Leicester, UK

6FRESH
PERSPECTIVE

In early March I drove to North

Yorkshire to photograph red

squirrels on private property.

The landowner leaves

hazelnuts for the mammals

so they come out of the pine

forest to feed. I wanted to avoid

taking a photo of a squirrel on

a stump, so focused my efforts

on capturing a shot of this

individual and its reflection,

which was blurred by the wind.

Warren Price, Bedfordshire, UK
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CHUCK GRAHAM

is a kayak guide at

California’s Channel

Islands National Park,

a beach lifeguard,

a writer and a photographer.

http://chuckgrahamphoto.com
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T
here was only one word for it: lost.
I was paddling somewhere along
the Canning River in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, the
largest wildlife reserve in North

America. But I’d taken a wrong turn on
a gravelly channel that pushed me miles
east of the rest of my group. The four of us
were on a two-week, 250km rafting trip, but
I had decided to pump up a one-man pack
raft and spend a day experiencing this vast
wilderness on my own – well, except for  
a billion and one mosquitoes.

Withstanding their attentions, I had
to concentrate on getting back in touch
with my group, which meant taking a 
westward-leading channel whenever I 
could. They had three times my paddling
power, and if they got too far ahead it was
possible we might not cross paths again.
I had to paddle hard, paddle
fast and not stop unless I saw 
something astounding.

That turned out to be a bull 
moose, its massive antlers 
wreaking havoc on some spindly
willows that were no match for

“I WAS WEARING SHORTS, AND THE 

BUGS WERE IN FULL ASSAULT MODE 

— HUNDREDS OF THEM WERE GOING 

TO TOWN ON MY LEGS.”

ODo you have a tale that you would like
to share? If so, please email a synopsis of
your idea to james.fair@immediate.co.uk

h
A WILD WORLD OF

RIPPING YARNS

Tales
h

Tal
from the

THERE ARE WORSE PLACES TO GET LOST 

THAN THE ARCTIC WILDLIFE REFUGE. IT’S 

JUST A SHAME ABOUT THE MOSQUITOES…

the big brute. I couldn’t resist him. I calmly
manoeuvred the raft to snap a few shots
while drifting up to the rocky shoreline.
As soon as I beached my raft, the biggest
mammal in the refuge vanished with such
stealth that the willows barely swayed. He
knew I was there, and I wasn’t about to
follow him into the tangled vegetation.

Paddling on, I kept to the left, straining my
neck to locate the west side of the Canning.
Three hours later I converged with the main
channel, but my friends were nowhere to be
found. A convenient bluff towered over the
river, standing some 30m above me.

I paddled into a shallow eddy and dragged
my raft out of the muck and onto the shore.
This looked like a popular meeting place
frequented by shaggy musk-oxen and caribou
– their tracks were evident in the mire. More
evident still were my old enemies. Biologists 

say that if you compare the biomass of the
130,000-strong Porcupine caribou herd with
that of the countless mosquitoes within the
refuge, the bugs win – and I can believe it.

As I scrambled up the steep, muddy
bluff, mosquitoes swarmed all over me.
I was wearing shorts and barefoot, and the
bugs were in full assault mode – hundreds
of them were going to town on my legs.
I wiped them off, the black slime on my
hands appearing like some oily gunk.

Scanning upriver with my binoculars, I
spotted my mates less than 1km south, and
floating in my direction. Mosquitoes hummed
in my ears, caked my nostrils and probed my
eye ducts, but my relief at rejoining the main
expedition group outweighed any discomfort.

I side-slipped down the bluff and dived
into the nearly freezing water, washing
away insects and grime alike. I was ready

to raft onto the refuge’s breezy
coastal plain, a haven for the
caribou who know that its icy
winds keep the bugs at bay. 

CARIBOU (AND MOSQUITOES)

NORTH-EAST ALASKA, USA

WHO? 

WHAT? 

WHERE? 
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The mighty Canning River 

braids through the Brooks 

Range before spilling out  

into the Arctic Ocean.

Chuck caught this 
caribou on camera.
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